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Abstract 

A deep geological repository is internationally consented to and technically proven as a safe method 

for the final disposal of high-level radioactive waste. The performance of the repository needs to be 

numerically assessed in a group of safety cases for its evolution in thousands of years. However, 

numerical performance assessment is computationally sophisticated and time-consuming on account 

of the numerous discontinuities and multi-physics processes. This thesis develops equivalent discrete 

fracture approaches to alleviate the contradiction between results accuracy and computational costs 

when modelling contaminant propagation in highly fractured rock masses. Efforts have been made in 

two aspects. First, a semi-continuum method is proposed by mapping fractures on structured 

subdomains and standardizing them to equivalent paths. With Boolean operations and adaptive mesh 

refinement, this method completely avoids ill-conditioned mesh elements and improves result 

robustness. Second, this thesis also develops an equivalent discrete fracture network model that 

simplifies the geometric configuration of the fractured domain. It introduces a correlation index to 

quantitatively define the significance of individual fractures in the entire fracture network. 

Accordingly, the fracture skeleton is extracted by merging and eliminating less significant fractures. 

The skeleton constructs the equivalent geometric model, while other characteristics such as hydraulic 

transmissivity are extrapolated using the percolation theory. Results from both approaches 

demonstrate excellent agreement with the conventional discrete fracture-matrix method. Since 

fractures dominate the process of mass transport and energy transmission, the movement of a 

chemical constituent through a rough fracture surface is further developed subjecting to several 

transport mechanisms. When considering the effect of rock-water interaction under non-isothermal 

conditions, analytical solutions of advection-dispersion-reaction equations determine a self-lock point 

where a non-homogeneous media forms bottleneck effects due to non-equilibrium dissolution-

precipitation reactions. The empirical equation of the self-lock point determines a characteristic range 

that chemical solute is confined within when hydraulic, thermal, and chemical conditions are defined. 

A safety assessment using the proposed approaches is performed to examine the repository design. 



 

iv 

 

These research findings demonstrate the significance of considering fracture networks explicitly and 

improve the understanding of analytical and numerical methods in the development of geological 

disposal repository. Compared with conventional continuum and discrete fracture-matrix models, the 

proposed models achieve optimization between result accuracy and computational efficiency, 

particularly when simulating coupled multi-physics processes. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1. Backgrounds 

The international atomic energy agency (IAEA) reported in its annual nuclear power status data that 

the global operating nuclear power capacity was 396.9 𝐺𝑊 , comprising 451 operational nuclear 

power reactors in 30 countries, at the end of December 2018. There are 54 reactors currently under 

construction in 19 countries with a total capacity of 57.4 𝐺𝑊 (IAEA, 2019a). It is projected in the 

high case that the world nuclear electrical generating capacity increases by 80% to 715𝐺𝑊 by the 

middle of the century and becomes one of the most important sources for emission-free and low-

carbon base load electricity (IAEA, 2019b). Asia is the centre of capacity growth in the near and long-

term, where 36.5 𝐺𝑊  (35  reactors) are under construction. Nevertheless, the spent nuclear fuel 

(SNF), as a by-product of nuclear power generation, presents a long-term risk to people and the 

environment as it contains radioelements, such as neptunium, plutonium, americium, and technetium, 

that are highly toxic and heating-generating, and have long half-lives. IAEA categorizes radioactive 

waste as high- (HLW), intermediate- (ILW), low- (LLW), and very low-level waste (VLLW). The 

management and ultimate disposal of SNF and other radioactive waste has become the technological 

plateau for the development of nuclear energy.  

1.1.1. Geological disposal for radioactive waste 

Among numerous options that have been considered for long-term nuclear waste management, there 

is a broad consensus that geological disposal is the only way of guaranteeing contaminant isolation 

(Dlouhy, 2009), in which engineered waste canisters and a geological repository provide multiple 

fail-safe mechanisms. The man-made barriers are treated as active controls, whereas geological 

disposal relies mostly on the geological repository which provides passive controls and does not 

require ongoing monitoring. Over the past decades, granite (i.e., crystalline rocks), claystone (i.e., 

shale and slate), volcanic rock (i.e., tuff), and rock salt (i.e., halite) have been widely considered as 

potential host rocks that can provide a buffer material for sealing hazardous waste; this is based on 
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their extremely low permeability, good thermal conductivity, and high strength (Du et al., 2017; 

McLaren et al., 2000; Mertens et al., 1989; Zhao et al., 2018). Candidate sites should not only possess 

good integrity and favorable engineering conditions but also be exceptionally inhabitable, have poor 

economic potential, and have convenient transportation conditions. (Zhao et al., 2015). 

Comprehensive site investigations are then conducted for the selected sites in terms of geology, 

hydrogeology, and hydrology. 

 

Fig 1.1 Locations of URLs, LLW or ILW repositories, and HLW repositories 

Significant progress has been made globally for VLLW and LLW waste that only requires near-

surface disposal facilities at ground level or caverns at depths of tens of meters. As shown in Figure 

1.1, at least 16 underground research laboratories (URLs) and LLW or ILW repositories are already 

under construction or in operation across the world (IAEA, 2021; World Nuclear Association, 2021). 

The most crucial challenge remaining is the disposal facilities for HLW and SNF. Deep geological 

disposal at depths of hundreds of meters is internationally agreed to be the best solution for permanent 

isolation of the most hazardous waste. By carefully selecting active and passive control measures, the 

multi-barrier system is capable of providing a high-level containment for waste from the biosphere, 

and hence protecting human health, over hundreds of thousands to millions of years. However, most 

programs are progressing slowly in many countries due to a low level of public acceptance, and some 
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were even cancelled after facing strong opposition in local communities. A good example is the 

Yucca Mountain project in the U.S., which was selected as the only candidate site for the nation’s 

first deep geological repository in 1987. This project had ceased non-research activities since 2010. 

One of the major concerns for the Yucca Mountain area is groundwater penetration in the dry volcanic 

tuff through porous fractures. In contrast, significant progress was made in Finland in 2015 when the 

ONKALO project granted a construction license and became the first HLW repository in operation. 

Its geological formation is a granitic rock that is also the most popular siting choice in many other 

countries. For example, China’s first HLW project has approved the Beishan area as the “the priority 

area” for candidate disposal sites, which comprises eight granite intrusions. 

1.1.2. Performance assessment of repository development 

To gain and maintain public acceptance to an HLW repository, the performance assessment 

throughout geological time becomes extremely important, which helps better understand the fail-safe 

mechanisms even if the worst scenario happened. The performance assessment involves analyzing 

features and scenarios in which radionuclides might break through the engineered and natural buffers 

and quantitatively evaluating the consequences of such an occurrence on people and the natural 

environment (Hardin et al., 2012). A flowchart depicting various stages of assessment processes is 

shown in Figure 1.2. The analysis begins with an engineering problem or an extreme scenario that is 

described in some text. For example, some waste canisters may fail after several years of service. 

What is the expected radioactivity in the adjacent operating tunnels? The first step in the analysis is 

to create a physical model from the problem description. The physical model determines the model 

geometry and physical phenomena that are included in this analysis. After the generation of the 

physical model, the next step is to develop a mathematical model that formulates the physical model 

with mathematical equations. The mathematical model consists of the governing equations depicting 

the included physical phenomena, and the relevant initial and boundary conditions. There are two 

categories of methods in solving the mathematical model. On one hand, some simple problems can 

obtain closed-form solutions through analytical methods. On the other hand, numerical solutions are 
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more feasible when there exist irregular geometry, space- or time-dependent coefficient, arbitrary 

boundary conditions, and nonlinearities in the governing equations. Finally, results from idealized 

physical and mathematical models entail validating with experimental observations.  

 

Fig 1.2 Steps in a typical performance assessment 

Although experimental methods can deliver more realistic results due to fewer simplifications, 

analytical and numerical methods are considered more proficient and more cost- and time-efficient. 

Experimental data is commonly obtained from laboratory and in-situ tests. The former is conducted 

with rock samples from boreholes drilled on site while it is difficult to simulate the in-situ 

underground environment, such as high temperature and high confining stress. Field tests are usually 

conducted in URLs which are expensive and time-consuming, if not impossible. Besides, 

experimental results can hardly be reproduced from different tests, especially when considering the 

heterogeneity of rock masses. And hence, observed data is difficult to reveal the fundamental 

mechanism of phenomena and to provide a reference in the practical work. This research focuses on 

studying the movement of hazardous material through analytical and numerical analysis of physical 

and mathematical models. Many studies (Shih, 2007; Houseworth, 2013; Chopra, 2015;) have been 

carried out to solve mass transport problems in an HLW repository through analytical and semi-

analytical solutions. However, they are only available in some oversimplified applications. The 
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analytical and benchmark solutions are frequently performed as a sanity check on the numerical 

solutions. They verify the proposed numerical method and computer codes by altering the boundary 

conditions and other input parameters and deriving an obvious solution for comparison. With the 

advancement of computing capability, numerical solutions have become a more favourable choice.  

Numerical simulations of engineering problems and extreme scenarios are typically comprised of two 

components, i.e., creating physical and mathematical models that facilitate multi-physics phenomena, 

and a computational framework that integrates the numerical analysis workflow and other supporting 

capabilities. As most of HLW projects are still in the stage of planning or siting, the detailed design 

of underground structures, such as tunnels and deposition holes, is still unknown. The physical model 

in this study adapts dimensions of artificial structures from the ONKALO project that is under 

construction while other geological data is obtained from site investigation of the Beishan project. 

The multi-physics processes included in the physical model are then formulated with partial 

differential equations (PDEs) in the mathematical model. In terms of computational framework, this 

research develops self-programmed codes that integrate the processes of model generation, domain 

discretization, numerical computation, and result visualization. Comprehensive performance 

assessments cover the whole range of activities applicable to the repository facility from preparation 

and predisposal through operation to the post-closure period. The safety assessment of extreme 

scenarios provides design premises on barriers and for actual design decisions. The scope of this 

research is limited to the effects of natural barriers on contaminant release at the operational stage 

and long-term period.  

1.1.3. Challenges in the development of a high-level radioactive waste repository 

In terms of aquifer preservation, it is important to understand and quantify the mass transport of 

radioactive solutes in fractured rock masses. Challenges arise in three aspects when analytically and 

numerically evaluating the contaminant propagation under extreme scenarios: (1) coupling of multi-

physics processes, (2) reconstruction of model geometry, and (3) discontinuity in model 

parameterization.  
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1.1.3.1. Coupling of multi-physics processes 

The first step of evaluating contaminant transport in an HLW repository is to create a physical and 

mathematical model. A typical physical and mathematical model frequently includes phenomena of 

perturbations from hydraulic, chemical, and thermal equilibriums. The multi-physics processes 

considered in this research include (1) advection and dispersion in the fractures and rock matrix, (2) 

sorption reactions on the surface of fracture walls and the voids in the rock matrix, (3) decay of 

radioactive matter, (4) mass exchanges at the fracture intersections and on fracture-matrix interfaces, 

and (5) heat transmission in the rock solid and fluid. The interactions among the aforementioned 

phenomena are typical two-way feedback processes. The hydraulic field dominates the chemical and 

temperature redistribution in the studied domain. The resulting temperature profile impacts not only 

the fluid dynamic viscosities but also the chemical dispersion coefficient and reaction rate. In turn, 

the redistribution of chemical constituents has the potential to alter the characteristics of low-

permeability rock masses that are very sensitive to the fracture aperture. Perturbations of chemical 

distribution induce rock-water reactions that widen or narrow fracture aperture. The dissolution and 

precipitation of rock minerals can act as an excellent long-term seal as evidenced by its ability to hold 

back significant overpressure fluid, but also leak large volumes of fluid as evidenced by the 

uncontrolled floods (Chaudhuri et al., 2008; Warren, 2017). Over recent decades, there has been much 

research on mass transport related to dissolution–precipitation processes (Le Gallo et al., 1998; 

MacQuarrie and Mayer, 2005; Nogues et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2019; Xu et al., 1999). Efforts were 

mainly focused on two aspects: the numerical models and laboratory validation. However, the 

fundamental mechanisms of chemical redistribution due to introducing a thermal disturbance are not 

fully revealed, especially in a non-homogeneous geological formation, such as a rough fracture 

surface and a complex fracture network. The difficulty of modelling an HLW repository is also 

attributed to integrating intrinsically coupled processes that take place over different space and time 

scales (Nardi et al., 2014; Steefel et al., 2005). 

1.1.3.2. Reconstruction of model geometry 
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Another difficulty arises in the reconstruction of model geometry owing to the presence of fracture 

networks and artificial structures. Recall that the geometric discontinuity is the major contributor to 

the heterogeneity and anisotropy of fractured rock masses and hence makes a significant difference 

to the result. Natural discontinuities consist of various scales and types, including cracks, fissures, 

joints, faults, and fault zones, which are generally referred to as fractures. The geometric 

configuration of fractures that often comprise complex networks can be difficult, if not impossible, 

to observe or detect directly from deep geological formations. Site investigations only collect 

statistical data from fracture sampling (Watkins et al., 2015) and seismic methods (Chen et al., 2018; 

Liu and Martinez, 2014). Based on extrapolations, the geometric representation of a three-

dimensional (3D) fracture system suffers from ambiguity that frequently requires statistical analysis 

over numerous realizations to improve result confidence (Berrone et al., 2018). In addition, the 

intricacy of geometric configuration further worsens in response to the presence of manufactured 

perturbations. As shown in Figure 1.3 (a), a typical repository for solid HLW consists of a large scale 

of underground structures including multiple vertical shafts and horizontal deposition tunnels that are 

connected with the ground surface through ramps. The artificial structures not only intersect with 

natural fracture networks but also cause rock damages in the vicinity of excavation surface as 

illustrated in Figure 1.3 (b). Furthermore, rock spalling also likely occurs later on the surface of 

deposition holes due to the additional thermal load as shown in Figure 1.3 (c).  

Due to limitations in sampling and detection methods, it is impossible to identify the orientation, trace 

length, aperture, and location for individual fractures. The fracture network is hence commonly 

described by statistical distributions. The statistical characteristics are represented with distribution 

models whose parameters are evaluated from fracture outcrops shown on excavation surfaces or the 

scanline and sampling windows. From literature, the orientation of fracture set obeys fisher 

distributions (Fisher, 1953; Kemeny and Post, 2003; Priest, 1993); the cumulative size distribution of 

trace length follows either power law or lognormal distributions (Baghbanan and Jing, 2007; Bertalan 

et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2015); and the generation of fracture centers adopts either multiplicative 
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cascade (Darcel et al., 2003; Meakin, 1991) or Poisson processes (Liu et al., 2016a; Ren et al., 2017a). 

Recall that infinite realizations of fracture networks can be reconstructed from an identical 

distribution model. To diminish randomness in individual simulations, a series of stochastic 

realizations are generated and computed, and their results require statistical analysis (Belayneh et al., 

2009; Chesnaux et al., 2009; Mauldon et al., 2001), which is commonly referred to as the Monte 

Carlo method. 

 

Fig 1.3 Discontinuities and structures in an HLW repository (Hedin, 2006): (a) generic sketch of 

repository layout; (b) sketch of fractures intersected with a tunnel and a hole; and (c) photo of 

spalling on a deposition hole wall 

Besides the uncertainty in different realizations, the representation of fracture network is another 

severe obstacle in the geometric reconstruction. There exist two major categories of fracture 

representation: the continuum model and the discrete model (Larsson et al., 2013; Maryška et al., 
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2005). In the continuum framework, fracture networks are represented in fewer details and implicitly 

as equivalent porous mediums. Parameters, such as hydraulic permeabilities and dispersion 

coefficients, are homogenized across the entire simulation domain. They are either regarded as a part 

of the single continuum (Oda, 1986; Pan et al., 2010; Samardzioska and Popov, 2005) or as a separate 

continuum overlapping the rock matrix (Guo et al., 2017; Jerbi et al., 2017). The continuum model 

overlooks the characteristics of individual fractures and simplifies the process of geometric 

reconstruction. In contrast, the discrete model is more logical and less abstract than the continuum 

one (Selroos et al., 2002). Fractures are explicitly represented in a heterogeneous and anisotropic 

geological environment, which derives more accurate predictions of contaminant transport (Poeter 

and Gaylord, 1990; Tsang and Neretnieks, 1998). However, analytical solutions are more likely 

absent with explicit representation of fractures in which the number of fractures becomes the primary 

contributor to the computational complexity.  

1.1.3.3. Discontinuity in model parameterization 

The most immediate result of different geometric configurations is that it has an impact on model 

parameterization. A continuum model uses statistically homogenized parameters and hence has 

higher computational efficiency, whereas parameterization of hydrothermal behaviors and mass 

transport in this model is abstract and mysterious. Parameters in a homogenized continuum can barely 

be derived from laboratory tests or study of constitutive models. Instead, they are commonly 

calibrated from numerous numerical simulations and large-scale site tests that may not be available 

in the safety assessment of extreme scenarios. As researchers have emphasized (Berkowitz et al., 

1988; Long et al., 1982), continuum models are theoretically valid only with the existence of 

representative elementary volume (REV) (Bear, 1988) which is less applicable to fractured rock 

masses since natural fracture networks often exhibit multi-scale or fractal organizations (Bodin et al., 

2007; Li et al., 2016a; Liu et al., 2016a, 2016b, 2015; Neuman, 2005). In these cases, it is difficult to 

identify the homogenization scale of the interested strata.  
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Comparatively, parameterization in discrete models is more logical and straightforward due to less 

simplification of critical components in the studied domain. Although explicit representation of 

complex fracture networks brings significant computational burden, it preserves the discontinuity of 

material characteristics, especially on their interface. Fracture networks and artificial structures 

provide preferential pathways where dissolved contaminants can migrate rapidly (Faulkner et al., 

2010; Li, 2002; Liu et al., 2015; Matthäi and Belayneh, 2004; Willis-Richards and Wallroth, 1995). 

Due to the advance of computational capability and a better understanding of multi-physics processes 

in highly disordered media, researchers have promoted the development of a discrete model with 

explicit representation of fractures (de Dreuzy et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2019a; Ren et al., 2017b). 

However, it is still challenging to cope with the discontinuity at the interface of fractures and rock 

matrix, particularly when coupled multi-physics effects involve. 

1.2. Motivations and objectives 

The objective of this thesis is to develop practical approaches to analyze contaminant transport in an 

HLW repository containing complex fracture networks. It mainly consists of three parts. First, this 

research is to reveal the mechanism and interactions of coupled THC processes in a 3D fractured 

domain. Analytical solutions of advection-dispersion-reaction (ADR) equations are obtained in both 

steady and transient states, which is used as the benchmark solution for numerical simulations that 

considers time- and spatial variant parameters. Second, the numerical study attempts to combine the 

merits of both continuum and discrete techniques. Because of the contradiction between result 

accuracy and computational complexity, continuum models tend to apply to a large-scale domain 

with few available data and result in a fast estimation, while discrete models are preferably utilized 

to obtain more accurate results in a small-scale problem with sufficient information. This research 

proposes a model that links continuum and discrete methods and eventually achieves optimization 

between result accuracy and computational complexity. Furthermore, improvements should also be 

made in the discrete method. A discrete fracture network (DFN) based method is developed to 

simplify the geometric complexity of a fracture network and to retains the accuracy of discrete 
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fracture models. Although the proposed approaches follow the finite volume scheme, some 

improvements have been made compared with the conventional control volume finite element method 

(CVFEM). Self-programmed codes are developed to numerically analyze safety cases in an HLW 

repository, which integrates the entire processes of numerical implementations.  

Fig 1.4 Dissertation roadmap 

1.3. Thesis outline 

This thesis includes nine chapters. Besides the first chapter of introduction and the last chapter of 

conclusions, other chapters are organized as shown in the dissertation roadmap in Figure 1.4. More 

details of each chapter are outlined below: 

Chapter 2 describes physical and mathematical models for mass transport in fractured rock masses. 

Governing equations depicting mass transport along with coupled multi-physics processes are 

provided in both fractures and rock matrix.  

Chapter 3 reviews previous researches in analytical and numerical methods that solve the 

aforementioned governing equations. The fundamental concepts of the unified pipe-network method 

(UPM) are introduced and compared with other popular methods.  
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Chapter 4 utilizes the UPM to simulate nuclide migration in highly fractured rock masses. This 

method explicitly represents fracture networks with interconnected nodes and pipes in a spatial 

domain and applies a set of universal constitutive models to both fractures and rock matrix. Some 

benchmarks with analytical solutions are tested with UPM and verify the result accuracy of the 

numerical method. Discontinuity of material is coped in this chapter. 

Chapter 5 develops analytical and numerical solutions to analyze ADR equations on a rough fracture 

surface including convection, heat transmission, diffusion and dispersion, non-equilibrium reactions, 

and aperture alteration. A self-lock point is first introduced in analytical solutions and is then 

validated and extended in numerical analysis involving more sophisticated two-way feedback and 

varying coefficients.  

Chapter 6 proposes an improved fracture continuum method, the semi-continuum method, to 

simulate the radioactive spreading in a complex 3D fracture system. With Boolean operations, 

discontinuities are mapped on structured subdomains and standardized to equivalent paths. This 

method is capable of conducting robust results with significantly lower computational complexity 

and avoiding ill-conditioned mesh elements.  

Chapter 7 defines a correlation index for the first time to evaluate the significance of individual 

fractures, and the equivalent discrete fracture network (E-DFN) model is generated in two dimensions 

to mimic the original domain. The E-DFN model simplifies computational complexity, but 

compromises result precision to a minor extent. It is validated in stochastically generated DFNs and 

also applies to fracture-matrix domains. 

Chapter 8 extends the E-DFN method to 3D problems. Based on the correlation index, a fracture 

skeleton is extracted by merging and eliminating less significant fractures. The fracture skeleton 

constructs the geometric configuration of the E-DFN model, while other characteristics such as 

hydraulic transmissivity are extrapolated using the percolation theory. Compared with conventional 
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continuum and discrete fracture models, this model achieves optimization between result accuracy 

and computational complexity, particularly when simulating coupled multi-physics processes. 

Chapter 9 draws some conclusions and discusses the limitations of this research. It also recommends 

some areas for future study.   
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Chapter 2.  Model characterization 

This chapter summarizes the generation of physical and mathematical models in the performance 

assessment of an HLW repository. The physical model provides a description of the geological and 

hydrogeological structure of the site, properties of the bedrock and the ground flow, and the associated 

interacting processes and mechanisms. The geometry and phenomena in the descriptive model are 

then expressed with mathematical formulas in the mathematical model. Recall that problems are often 

simplified and idealized in the description and formulation processes, which hence have significant 

impacts on the solution.   

2.1. Generation of physical model 

2.1.1. Model geometry 

The creation of physical model starts with defining the model geometry and structural components. 

In the performance assessment of an HLW repository, three scales of safety cases are commonly 

considered: the contact scale, the near- and far-field scale, and the biosphere scale. Models with a 

contact scale focus on the phenomena that occur near the embedment canister. The research interest 

is the safety mechanism of engineered barrier and its impacts on the adjacent rock masses where the 

model geometry only spans a few meters. A good example of safety cases in this scale is rock spalling 

on the surface of deposition holes due to thermal load. In the scale of near- and far-field, the model 

geometry ranges from tens of meters to hundreds of meters. Researches in this scale focus on the 

impacts of failed canister on the underground structures in the vicinity and the entire disposal zone. 

The consequence of a single failed waste canister may trigger a domino effect and pose a threat to the 

operation of the repository before its complete closure. At the post-closure stage, research interest 

shifts to the scale of biosphere that occupies hectares of land. The deposition zone is frequently 

simplified as a planar region where detailed underground structures are overlooked. It is noteworthy 

that the scale of studied domain is also related to the requirement of time frame. A larger-scale 

requires a longer period of effectiveness of isolation. 
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Fig 2.1 KBS-3V HLW disposal repository conceptual model (Chen et al., 2015) 

When considering the structural components, artificial structures and natural discontinuities are the 

major contributors to the complexity of model geometry. The man-made excavations are 

deterministic and can be accurately represented. As shown in Figure 2.1, tunnels and deposition holes 

are the main underground structures that need to be included in the near- and far-field safety cases. 

In terms of natural discontinuities, literature categorizes the representation of discontinuities in 

fracture-matrix systems into two major types: continuous and discrete (Berkowitz, 2002; Larsson et 

al., 2013; Maryška et al., 2005; Neuman, 2005). Regarding continuous models, they tend to 

homogenize the effect of fracture networks in each simulation block. These conventional models 

provide an efficient solution to a complex problem and have been used in some popular flow 

simulators. However, the fundamental assumption of homogenization significantly restricts their 

applicability to represent naturally fractured media (Geiger-Boschung et al., 2009). The validation of 

continuum approaches relies on the existence of a REV, which may not exist in general, especially 

when discontinuities in rock masses are sparsely or moderately distributed (Bodin et al., 2007; Lee et 

al., 2001). Discrete methods in this case appear more logical and reduce the abstraction of continuum 

models (Hyman et al., 2015; Ngo et al., 2017). They accurately account for the effects of individual 

fractures by incorporating each fracture explicitly. Results from these two methods can differentiate 

up to three orders of magnitude (Blessent et al., 2014). Fractures embedded in rock masses consist of 
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the principal conduits for fluid flow (Pan et al., 2010). Deriving accurate and efficient simulations of 

fluid flow is the prerequisite of multi-physics coupling applications, such as pollutant migration (Ma 

et al., 2019b; Zhou et al., 2018).  

 

Fig 2.2 Fractures in various scales considered in mass transport modelling (Löfman et al., 2012) 

Although the discrete method more likely derives better result accuracy, explicitly represented 

fracture networks make it impossible to obtain analytical solutions and bring a significant 

computational burden on numerical simulations. The computational complexity is primarily 

attributed to the number of fractures that highly depends on the scale of model geometry. As shown 

in Figure 2.2, although model geometry at the biosphere scale contains tens of thousands of fractures, 

the studied domain is conveniently treated as a continuum and only a few dominant faults are 

considered. At the scale of near- and far-field, the fracture number soars up dramatically as cracks, 

fissures, and joints all play important roles in mass transport. Compared with faults and fault zones, 

fractures at this scale are indeterministic. Using continuum models can derive a deterministic solution 

as the uncertainty of model geometry is ignored, while discrete models result in stochastic solutions 

that are slightly different among different realizations. It is due to the fact that the geometric 

configuration of a fracture network based on the same statistical site data is random among different 

realizations. A practical means to use discrete models is to generate a series of stochastic realizations 
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and to conduct statistical analysis (Chesnaux et al., 2009; Earon and Olofsson, 2018; Hamdia et al., 

2018), which increases the computational burden. The constraints of discretization deteriorate the 

computational complexity of discrete models. When modelling a fractured porous medium, most 

discrete methods rely on the high quality of meshes (Wang et al., 2017). Because of the constraint of 

conformity, the number of mesh elements and the quality of discretization are significantly influenced 

by the ill-conditioned intersections. The improvement in mesh quality leads to higher computational 

costs at the preprocessing stage and larger degrees of freedom at the calculation stage.  

2.1.2. Multi-physics phenomena 

The physical model in this thesis includes multi-physics phenomena that couple mass transport with 

reactions under non-isothermal conditions. The following processes are to be considered: (1) 

advective transport, (2) molecular diffusion, (3) mechanical dispersion induced by hydraulic flow, (4) 

reversible adsorption-desorption, (5) radioactive decay, (6) reversible dissolution-precipitation, (7) 

heat transmission within rock solid and fluid, and (8) temperature-dependent reaction rate and fluid 

dynamic viscosity. As this thesis focuses on the accuracy and efficiency of numerical models, the 

following assumptions are commonly adopted to idealize the scenarios considered: (1) the fracture 

width is much smaller than its length; (2) transverse diffusion and dispersion within the fracture assure 

complete mixing across the fracture width and fracture intersections instantaneously; (3) transport 

within the porous matrix is much slower than transport along fractures; and (4) rock matrix in the 

studied domain is homogeneous. Based on these assumptions, discontinuities in fracture networks are 

commonly approximated by line segments in two dimensions (Hamdia et al., 2017) or planar disks 

in three dimensions (Chen et al., 2018b). As shown in Figure 2.3, the actual fracture surface is 

commonly rough and with clay coating, especially in granitic rock, while it is idealized with a planar 

void with no intercalations in the fracture network. The continuum assumption is hence applicable to 

individual fractures while significant material discontinuity occurs on the interface of fracture and 

rock matrix. The fundamental mechanisms of fluid flow, mass transport, and heat transmission in a 
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continuum medium are governed by the principle of conservation, which is discussed in detail in the 

next section. 

 

Fig 2.3 Conceptual model of fracture: (a) photo of actual fracture with a rough surface; (b) idealized 

geometry of 2D fracture; and (c) idealized geometry of 3D fracture 

The data requirements for physical phenomena are distinct in the continuum and discrete methods. 

Although the continuum method requires fewer input parameters, the homogenized characteristics in 

a rock continuum are normally obtained from a large scale of in-situ experiments, especially when a 

REV does not exist. Another possible approach to predict parameters in fractured systems is through 

fractal characteristics in the fracture distribution of rock masses (Lu et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017; 

Zhao et al., 2009). Yu et al. (2005) developed a two-dimensional (2D) fractal model that could predict 

the transport properties of saturated or unsaturated porous media. Liu et al. (2015) extended the fractal 

models to derive the equivalent permeability of fracture networks and included the effects of flow 

tortuosity. On the other hand, parameters in the discrete method are more logical and easy to obtain 

from some small-scale laboratory tests. In terms of fracture networks, parameters on individual 
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fracture surfaces are also homogenized. Results tend to have better confidence as the discrete method 

models the material discontinuity.   

2.2. Mathematical model for multi-physics phenomena 

The mechanisms of mass transport and relevant heat transmission in a porous medium can be 

expressed with the PDEs that are derived from the principles of mass and energy conservation 

(Hundsdorfer and Verwer, 2013).  

2.2.1. Fluid flow 

According to the mass balance of fluid, the conservation equation is expressed as: 

𝜕𝑆𝜉𝜙𝜉𝜌𝑓

𝜕𝑡
− 𝛁 ⋅ (𝜌𝑓𝒗

𝜉) − 𝜌𝑓𝑞 = 0 (2.1) 

where superscript 𝜉 represents the type of porous media (i.e., 𝑓 is fracture and 𝑚 is rock matrix), 

𝑆 [−] is the saturation, 𝜙 [−] is the media porosity, 𝜌𝑓 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−3] is the fluid density, 𝒗 [𝐿 ⋅ 𝑇−1] is

the average fluid velocity, 𝑞 [𝑇−1] is the flowrate of an external source or sink per unit volume, and

𝑡 [𝑇] is the time variable. Given that the fluid flow in low permeability media is laminar, Darcy’s law 

is applicable in both saturated and unsaturated conditions. And hence, the fluid velocity can be written 

as: 

𝒗𝜉 = −
𝒌𝜉

𝜇
𝛁(𝑃𝜉 + 𝜌𝑓𝑔ℎ) (2.2) 

where 𝒌 [𝐿2] is a permeability tensor, 𝜇 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−1 ⋅ 𝑇−1] is the dynamic viscosity of a fluid, 𝑃 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿 ⋅

𝑇−2] is the hydraulic pore pressure, 𝑔 [𝐿 ⋅ 𝑇−2] is the standard gravity, and ℎ [𝐿] is the elevation

height from the reference. Permeability can also be a scalar if the porous media is homogeneous and 

isotropic. For example, discontinuities in highly fractured rock masses are frequently simplified as 

disk-like parallel plates, in which fracture aperture is homogenized over the entire 2D plane and is 

represented with an equivalent hydraulic aperture. Bear (1988) estimated the fracture permeability 

with the hydraulic aperture, 𝑏 [𝐿], which is known as the cubic law: 𝑘𝑓 =
𝑏2

12
. 
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When there is no external source or sink and the gravity has a minor impact on results, the governing 

equation for Darcian flow in a homogeneous and isotropic porous media is simplified as: 

𝜕𝑆𝜉𝜙𝜉𝜌𝑓

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ⋅ (𝜌𝑓

𝑘𝜉

𝜇
𝛁𝑃𝜉) = 0 (2.3) 

Compared with fluid compressibility, rock solid is considered as incompressible. And hence, voids 

in rock masses (i.e., rock porosity) are independent of fluid pressure. With the assumption of saturated 

fluid flow and unchanged rock porosity, the accumulation term in Equation (2.3) is simplified as: 

𝑑𝑆𝜉𝜙𝜉𝜌𝑓

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜙𝜉

𝑑𝜌𝑓

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜙𝜉

𝑑𝜌𝑓

𝑑𝑃𝜉

𝑑𝑃𝜉

𝑑𝑡
 (2.4) 

As permeability and fluid viscosity are independent of pore pressure, deducing the convective term 

gives: 

𝛁 ⋅ (𝜌𝑓

𝑘𝜉

𝜇
𝛁𝑃𝜉) =

𝑘𝜉

𝜇
(𝛁𝜌𝑓 ⋅ 𝛁𝑃𝜉 + 𝜌𝑓𝛁

𝟐𝑃𝜉) =
𝑘𝜉

𝜇
[
𝑑𝜌𝑓

𝑑𝑃𝜉
(𝛁𝑃𝜉)

2
+ 𝜌𝑓𝛁𝟐𝑃𝜉] (2.5) 

The fluid compressibility is commonly described with a compressibility coefficient 𝐶𝐿 [𝑇
2 ⋅ 𝑀−1 ⋅

𝐿−1] (Xia et al., 2015), which yield: 

𝐶𝐿 =
1

𝜌𝑓

𝑑𝜌𝑓

𝑑𝑃𝜉
 (2.6) 

Substituting Equations (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) into Equation (2.3) gives: 

𝜙𝜉𝐶𝐿

𝑑𝑃𝜉

𝑑𝑡
+

𝑘𝜉

𝜇
[𝐶𝐿(𝛁𝑃𝜉)

2
+ 𝛁𝟐𝑃𝜉] = 0 (2.7) 

When the spatial variation of pressure is smooth and the compressibility coefficient is relatively low 

(i.e., ~10−4 𝑀𝑃𝑎−1 for fluid), the quadratic term of pressure gradient is neglected, which yields, 

𝜙𝜉𝐶𝐿

𝑑𝑃𝜉

𝑑𝑡
+

𝑘𝜉

𝜇
𝛁𝟐𝑃𝜉 = 0 (2.8) 
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Considering unsaturated flow, the fluid compressibility is usually overlooked. And hence, Equation 

(2.3) is rewritten as: 

𝜙𝜉
𝜕𝑆𝜉

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ⋅ (

𝑘𝜉

𝜇
𝛁𝑃𝜉) = 0 (2.9) 

This governing equation for unsaturated flow contains multiple unknown variables including the fluid 

pressure, its saturation, and the apparent permeability, all of which evolve with time and space. Their 

relations are commonly characterized by the constitutive model of capillary pressure, such as the BC 

model (Brooks and Corey, 1966) and the VG model (van Genuchten, 1980). In these models, the air 

is considered as the non-wetting phase, and the capillary pressure is hence expressed as: 

𝑃𝑐
𝜉

= 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟 − 𝑃𝜉
(2.10) 

where 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑟  [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿 ⋅ 𝑇−2] is the air pressure in the system. Take the VG model as an example, the

capillary pressure on the fluid surface reads as (Wang and Cardenas, 2018): 

𝑃𝑐
𝜉

= 𝑃𝑒
𝜉
[(

𝑆𝜉 − 𝑆𝑟
𝜉

1 − 𝑆𝑟
𝜉

)

−
1
𝑚

− 1]

1
𝑛

(2.11) 

where 𝑃𝑒 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿 ⋅ 𝑇−2] is the entry pressure of fluid, 𝑆𝑟 [−] is the residual saturation of fluid, and

𝑚 [−] and 𝑛 [−] describe the pore size distribution of the porous media. Recall that the apparent 

permeability of unsaturated flow is now related to the saturation, which yields 

𝑘𝜉 = {
(
𝑆𝜉 − 𝑆𝑟

𝜉

1 − 𝑆𝑟
𝜉

)

𝑎

𝑘𝑠𝑎𝑡
𝜉

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑆𝜉 ≥ 𝑆𝑟
𝜉

0 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑆𝜉 < 𝑆𝑟
𝜉

(2.12) 

where 𝑘𝑠𝑎𝑡  [𝐿
2] is the permeability at saturated state, and 𝑎 [−] is the fitting exponents in the v-type

model (Watanabe et al., 2015). It is noteworthy that the governing equation for unsaturated flow has 

non-linearity and is less likely to derive analytical solutions. A numerical iterative approach is more 

feasible to solve this type of PDE.  
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2.2.2. Mass transport 

The solute concentration is the primary variable in the performance assessment of contaminant 

isolation as it is the major contributor to hazardous events. In general, there are two schemes to 

formulate the advection-dispersion process: the Lagrangian and the Eulerian approaches. A good 

example of Lagrangian models is the random walk particle tracking method (Banton et al., 1997; 

Bodin et al., 2003; Delay and Bodin, 2001). This method moves each mass parcel through the porous 

medium using the velocity field by advection and a random displacement by mechanical dispersion. 

Although it avoids solving the transport equation directly, this approach still requires a large amount 

of parallel computing. Hassan and Mohamed (Hassan and Mohamed, 2003) demonstrated that in a 

homogeneous aquifer with 20,000 cells approximately 2,500,000 particles were needed to achieve 

the smoothness of concentration contour. Not only a computational burden but also parameterizations, 

especially when concerning discontinuous properties and highly distorted grids, are the principal 

drawbacks that limit its application in field-scale problems. In comparison, the Eulerian models void 

statistical errors and fulfill the local solute mass balance easily, especially in subsurface transport 

where discontinuities enhance the material heterogeneity. Although time-dependent modelling in the 

Eulerian scheme may accumulate errors to the next time step, it can produce “continuous” 

concentration profiles without significant statistical errors. With the concentration field, it is 

convenient to incorporate concentration-dependent chemical processes, like non-linear equilibrium 

sorption, reactions between different chemical species, or decay reactions (Salamon et al., 2006).  

As reported in literature, the processes of fluid flow, diffusion and dispersion, and zero- and/or first-

order reactions can be expressed in a typical ADR equation. When neglecting the source and sink 

term, the governing equation for incompressible and dilute solution is written in the following form: 

𝜙𝜉
𝜕𝐶𝜉

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ⋅ (𝒗𝜉𝐶𝜉 − 𝑫𝜉𝛁𝐶𝜉) +

𝜕(𝛽𝜉𝐶𝜉)

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛽𝑡

𝜉
𝐶𝜉 +

𝜕𝛾𝜉

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛾𝑡

𝜉
= 0 (2.13) 

where 𝐶 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−3] is the concentration of solute in the fluid stream, 𝑫 [𝐿2 ⋅ 𝑇−1] is the apparent 

dispersion coefficient of the solute, 𝛽 [−] and 𝛽𝑡 [𝑇
−1] are the coefficients for first-order reactions, 
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and 𝛾 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−3] and 𝛾𝑡 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−3 ⋅ 𝑇−1] determine the amount of zero-order reactions. The rate in

zero-order reactions is equal to the rate constant and does not vary with increasing nor decreasing 

reactants concentrations. In contrast, a first-order reaction is a reaction that proceeds at a rate that 

depends linearly on only one reactant concentration. Some reactions can be expressed as a 

combination of zero- and first-order reactions.   

2.2.2.1. Diffusion and dispersion 

The apparent dispersion coefficient in the porous media is typically a tensor and is attributed to two 

parts: the molecular diffusion and the mechanical dispersion. The former one drives by the Brownian 

motion in which the diffusion coefficient 𝐷𝑐  [𝐿
2 ⋅ 𝑇−1] is expressed as:

𝐷𝑐
𝜉

= 𝜏𝜉𝜙𝜉𝐷𝑐
∗

(2.14) 

where 𝜏𝜉  [−] is the tortuosity of flow path in the porous media, and 𝐷𝑐
∗ [𝐿2 ⋅ 𝑇−1] is the diffusion

coefficient when chemical constituent dissolves in free water. The effect of mechanical dispersion is 

described with flow velocity and dispersivity tensor 𝜶 [𝐿], which yields:   

𝑫𝜉 = [
𝛼𝐿

𝜉
𝑣𝜉 + 𝐷𝑐

𝜉
0

0 𝛼𝑇
𝜉
𝑣𝜉 + 𝐷𝑐

𝜉
] (2.15) 

where 𝑣 [𝐿 ⋅ 𝑇−1] is the scalar value of flow velocity, and 𝛼𝐿 [𝐿] and 𝛼𝑇 [𝐿] are the dispersivities in

the longitudinal and transverse directions, respectively. The longitudinal direction is the direction 

indicated by flow velocity. It is noteworthy that the homogenized diffusion coefficient can also be 

described as a tensor when the porous media is anisotropic. In this case, a coordinate transform may 

be required to ensure these two coefficient tensors share the same coordinate system. Similarly, the 

apparent dispersion coefficient in Equation (2.15) may need a coordinate transform before using it in 

the overall governing equation. When the transverse dispersion is overlooked and the flow velocity 

is constantly at the direction of 𝑥  axis, the simplest advection-dispersion equation (ADE) that 

excludes reactions can be rewritten as: 
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𝜙𝜉
𝜕𝐶𝜉

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ⋅ [𝒗𝜉𝐶𝜉 − (𝐷𝑐

𝜉
+ 𝛼𝐿

𝜉
𝑣𝜉)𝛁𝐶𝜉] = 0 (2.16) 

However, flow velocity varies spatially in most cases, especially when studying mass transport in 

highly fractured rock masses where the orientation of fractures dominates the direction of flow 

velocity. And therefore, the apparent dispersion coefficient is more likely to be an anisotropic tensor 

across the studied domain, and the primary axis of the tensor varies spatially with the flow velocity.  

2.2.2.2. Adsorption and desorption 

Adsorption and desorption reactions are recognized as one of the most common first-order reactions. 

In previous researches, they are treated as instantaneous completed, and hence the governing equation 

is rewritten as: 

𝜙𝜉
𝜕𝐶𝜉

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ⋅ (𝒗𝜉𝐶𝜉 − 𝑫𝜉𝛁𝐶𝜉) +

𝜕𝑠𝜉

𝜕𝑡
= 0 (2.17) 

where 𝑠 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−3]  represents the mass of solute adsorbed per unit volume of media. It can be 

expressed as:  

𝑠𝜉 = 𝐾𝑠
𝜉
𝐶𝜉  

𝑑𝑠𝜉

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐾𝑠

𝜉 𝑑𝐶𝜉

𝑑𝑡
 

(2.18) 

where the distribution coefficient 𝐾𝑠 [−] is constant, and is defined differently in fractures and the 

rock matrix (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). They are expressed as: 

𝐾𝑠
𝑚 = 𝑘𝑠

𝑚 

𝐾𝑠
𝑓

= 𝜙𝑓
𝑘𝑠

𝑓

𝑏/2
 

(2.19) 

where 𝑘𝑠
𝑚 [−] is defined as the mass of solute adsorbed per unit volume of rock matrix divided by 

the concentration of solute in the fluid solution, and 𝑘𝑠
𝑓
 [𝐿] is the mass of solute adsorbed per unit 
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area of fracture surface divided by the concentration of solute in the fluid solution. The contaminant 

exists in both the fluid and adsorbed phase, which defines the retardation factor: 

𝑅𝜉 = 𝜙𝜉 + 𝐾𝑠
𝜉

(2.20) 

Substituting Equations (2.18) and (2.20) into Equation (2.17) gives: 

𝑅𝜉
𝜕𝐶𝜉

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ⋅ (𝒗𝜉𝐶𝜉 − 𝑫𝜉𝛁𝐶𝜉) = 0 (2.21) 

2.2.2.3. Radioactive decay 

Radioactive decay is another important reaction during radioactive waste transport in the host rock, 

which is also commonly expressed as a first-order reaction. The governing equation that includes 

reactions of adsorption-desorption and radioactive decay is expressed as: 

𝜙𝜉
𝜕𝐶𝜉

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ⋅ (𝒗𝜉𝐶𝜉 − 𝑫𝜉𝛁𝐶𝜉) + 𝜙𝜉𝜆𝐶𝜉 +

𝜕𝑠𝜉

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝜆𝑠𝜉 = 0 (2.22) 

where 𝜆 [𝑇−1] is the decay constant of radionuclide in spent fuel rods and other radioactive waste.

The constant is defined by its half-life, 𝑡1/2[𝑇], which yields 

𝜆 =
𝑙𝑛2

𝑡1/2
(2.23) 

Similarly, the governing equation can also be simplified by the retardation coefficient and rewritten 

as: 

𝑅𝜉
𝜕𝐶𝜉

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ⋅ (𝒗𝜉𝐶𝜉 − 𝑫𝜉𝛁𝐶𝜉) + 𝑅𝜉𝜆𝐶𝜉 = 0 (2.24) 

2.2.2.4. Dissolution and precipitation 

When considering rock-water interaction, especially on the fracture surface, dissolution and 

precipitation of rock minerals are important for the long-term evolution of geological formations. 
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Dissolution and precipitation are regarded as a reversible process that usually combines a first- and 

zero-order of reactions. The reaction rate can be expressed as a linear relation of the saturated 

concentration, 𝐶𝑠 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−3], and yields (Hougen and Marshall, 1947): 

𝑋 = 𝑘𝑐
𝜉
(𝐶𝜉 − 𝐶𝑠

𝜉
) = 𝑘𝑐

𝜉
𝐶𝜉 + 𝛾 (2.25) 

where 𝑘𝑐  [𝑇
−1] is the dissolution-precipitation rate constant. When the constant and the saturated 

concentration are location- and time-independent, the dissolution rate, 𝛾 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−3 ⋅ 𝑇−1], is a constant. 

And the governing equation for the ground brine can be written in the following form: 

𝜙𝜉
𝜕𝐶𝜉

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ⋅ (𝒗𝜉𝐶𝜉 − 𝑫𝜉𝛁𝐶𝜉) + 𝜙𝜉𝑘𝑐

𝜉
𝐶𝜉 + 𝜙𝜉𝛾 = 0 (2.26) 

Recall that the chemical reaction rate constants, the saturated concentration, and the apparent 

dispersion coefficient in more general cases are all spatial and temporal dependent, and vary with 

fluid temperature. 

2.2.3. Heat transmission 

The governing equations for the process of heat transmission are derived from energy conservation. 

Different from fluid flow and mass transport where discontinuities dominate the processes, rock 

matrix is an important contributing factor to heat transmission in the bedrock. Ignoring external 

thermal source, the governing equations for a hydrothermal field are expressed as follows: 

𝜙𝜉
𝜕𝑇𝑓

𝜉

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ⋅ (𝒗𝜉𝑇𝑓

𝜉
−

𝐻𝑓
𝜉

𝜌𝑓𝑐𝑓
𝛁𝑇𝑓

𝜉
) +

𝜖𝑓𝑟
𝜉

𝜌𝑓𝑐𝑓
(𝑇𝑓

𝜉
− 𝑇𝑟

𝜉
) = 0  

(1 − 𝜙𝜉)
𝜕𝑇𝑟

𝜉

𝜕𝑡
− 𝛁 ⋅

𝐻𝑟
𝜉

𝜌𝑟𝑐𝑟
𝛁𝑇𝑟

𝜉
+

𝜖𝑓𝑟
𝜉

𝜌𝑟𝑐𝑟
(𝑇𝑟

𝜉
− 𝑇𝑓

𝜉
) = 0 

(2.27) 

where subscripts 𝑓 and 𝑟 represent fluid and rock solid, respectively; thus, 𝑇𝑓 [Θ] and 𝑇𝑟 [Θ] are the 

temperatures of fluid and rock solid, 𝐻𝑓 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿 ⋅ Θ−1 ⋅ 𝑇−3] and 𝐻𝑟 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿 ⋅ Θ−1 ⋅ 𝑇−3] are thermal 
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conductivity, 𝜌𝑓 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−3]  and 𝜌𝑟 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−3]  are material density, 𝑐𝑓 [𝐿
2 ⋅ 𝑇−2 ⋅ Θ−1]  and 𝑐𝑟 [𝐿

2 ⋅

𝑇−2 ⋅ Θ−1]  are the specific heat capacity, and 𝜖𝑓𝑟 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−1 ⋅ Θ−1 ⋅ 𝑇−3]  is the heat transfer rate

between fluid and rock solid. Recall that local temperature reaches instantaneous equilibrium when 

the heat transfer rate is adequately large. Compared with fluid flow and mass transport, the local 

temperatures of fluid and rock solid reach equilibrium much faster. Accordingly, many researches 

adopt local thermal equilibrium in which fluid and rock solid temperatures are identical (i.e., 

instantaneous equilibrium), which yields, 

𝜕𝑇𝜉

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝛁 ⋅ [𝒗𝜉𝑇𝜉 − (

𝐻𝑓
𝜉

𝜌𝑓𝑐𝑓
+

𝐻𝑟
𝜉

𝜌𝑟𝑐𝑟
)𝛁𝑇𝜉] = 0 

(2.28) 

The unrealistic assumption of local thermal equilibrium is frequently questioned, and Chen et al. 

(2018c; 2019) emphasized the importance of local thermal non-equilibrium theory in multi-physics 

processes. The heat transfer rate is considered a critical parameter in many engineering applications, 

especially geothermal development. Previous researches conveniently treated this parameter as 

constant, while Zhao (2014) proposed that it was determined by the geometry of solid-fluid interface 

and the hydrodynamics of fluid through the interface.  

Considering coupled multi-physics processes, the temperature-dependent fluid viscosity and 

diffusion coefficient vary significantly due to recurring thermal disturbances. The mathematical 

model then integrates the aforementioned PDEs to express the process of non-isothermal reactive 

mass transport. Regarding constitutive models describing the interaction between different physical 

fields, Reid’s model (1987) is adopted to signify typical temperature–viscosity relation, i.e.: 

𝜇 = 1.856 × 10−14 exp (
4209

𝑇𝜉
+ 0.04527 ⋅ 𝑇𝜉 − 3.376 × 10−5 ⋅ 𝑇𝜉2

)
(2.29) 
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where 𝑇𝜉  is degrees in Kelvin and 𝜇  is the viscosity of water in Pascal-second. The diffusion 

coefficient is assumed as being positively proportional to temperature.   
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Chapter 3. An overview of analytical and numerical techniques 

This chapter briefly reviews analytical and numerical methods for the aforementioned PDEs. The 

analytical solution is only available for a mass transport problem when initial and boundary 

conditions are simple. Numerical methods are more applicable considering 2D and 3D problems with 

complex model geometry and arbitrary boundary conditions. 

3.1. Analytical methods 

The ADEs depicting mechanisms of mass and relevant heat transport in a porous medium are 

generally considered as PDEs of a parabolic type. Ogata and Banks (1961) obtained the analytical 

solution in a one-dimensional semi-finite domain with a constant concentration inlet. The solutions 

were then extended to a finite domain considering an instantaneous point pulse source and zero-order 

production (Brenner, 1962). When a reaction term is introduced, this problem is represented as an 

ADR equation. Lapidus and Amundson (1952) derived the analytical solution of a semi-infinite 

problem considering two cases of adsorption: the equilibrium (instantaneous) adsorption and non-

equilibrium adsorption. Van Genuchten (1982) summarized a set of analytical solutions for ADR 

equations that included single-ion equilibrium transport pertaining to different boundary conditions. 

The basic analytical approach is to eliminate the first-order term by introducing moving co-ordinates. 

The Laplace transform technique has been widely proven as a powerful tool in this procedure. The 

original PDE takes the Laplace transform with respect to the time variable, thus eliminating the first-

order temporal derivative and giving a second-order ordinary differential equation (ODE). The ODE 

is solved with its auxiliary boundary conditions in the Laplace domain, which is usually not too 

complicated. Finally, the solution in the Laplace domain should be retransformed into the original 

domain by taking the inverse Laplace transform. This step can be extremely difficult, if not impossible, 

to achieve because the inverse Laplace transform frequently requires the cumbersome and tedious 

mathematical manipulations and derivations for integration over the complex domain. Researchers 

(Chen et al., 2017; Chen and Liu, 2011; Liu et al., 2000; Ozisik, 2002; Pérez Guerrero et al., 2009) 
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proposed a solution strategy for problems associated with such procedures: the generalized integral 

transform technique (GITT). The Laplace transform and the Fourier transform are incorporated to 

remove the temporal and spatial derivatives, respectively. By doing this, simpler Laplace inverse 

formulae are required in the original domain.  

Besides the complexity of inverse transform, the variation of coefficients in the ADR equations makes 

analytical solutions even more difficult to obtain. When dealing with coupled multi-physics effects, 

perturbations in one field usually impact parameters in another field. With the assumption of velocity 

proportional to the position and solute dispersion proportional to the square of position, one-

dimensional analytical solutions were presented for the ADEs with spatially dependent coefficients 

(Bharati et al., 2017; Kumar et al., 2010, 2009; Savović and Djordjevich, 2012). Analytical solutions 

were also obtained in cases with temporally dependent coefficients (Kumar et al., 2010, 2009; Kumar 

Jaiswal et al., 2011; Savović and Djordjevich, 2012). Later studies of analytical solutions included 

temporally and spatially dependent parameters in ADR equations (Suk, 2016; Yadav et al., 2010). 

Although considerable efforts have been made to obtain analytical solutions, these studies are 

considered difficult to extend to most practical applications where the subsurface formation exhibits 

significant randomness spatially and mechanisms involve nonlinear coefficients. Moreover, 2D and 

3D geometries, and complex initial and boundary conditions deteriorate the variability of analytical 

solutions. In the context of practical engineering problems, numerical simulations are preferred, 

whereas analytical solutions provide benchmarks for the verification of numerical models and 

computational codes. 

3.2. Numerical methods 

Due to the difficulties in deriving closed-form analytical solutions to canonical PDEs, numerical 

methods are widely applied to problems with coupled multi-physics processes and complex boundary 

conditions. Although the fracture network shows significant uncertainty, the result from a particular 

realization is deterministic. Over the past century, three most power deterministic methods have been 

developed and widely used including the finite difference method (FDM), the finite element method 
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(FEM), and the finite volume method (FVM). An overview of these three methods is provided in this 

section. 

The fundamental concept of FDM is simple and straightforward by approximating each derivative in 

the PDE with a difference approximation, such as Taylor series expansions. It is noteworthy that this 

method features to solve PDE in its original form, and the solution is referred to as the strong form 

solution. The FDM follows the mathematical principles strictly, and hence the underlying physical 

phenomenon that constructs the PDE is satisfied unconditionally. It introduces an important concept 

of discretization. As shown in Figure 3.1 (a), the computational domain is discretized with structured 

grids and a series of representative nodes. The objective of FDM is to determine the unknowns at all 

nodes. The error of FDM is due to the approximation of derivative and is referred to as the 

discretization or truncation error. It can be reduced by increasing the number of discretization nodes 

or using higher order of Taylor approximation. The limitation of FDM is obvious, in which the 

domain mesh is required to be structured. The structured mesh is either in a regular Cartesian 

coordinate system or in a general curvilinear system. Different from FDM, the FEM solves the PDE 

through its weak form (Zienkiewicz et al., 2005). This method multiplies the PDE with a test function 

and integrates it across the entire computational domain. It is aware that the computational domain is 

also discretized with nodes and elements while the mesh is unnecessary to be structured. As shown 

in Figure 3.1 (b), triangular meshes are used in the discretization of a 2D domain. The objective of 

this method is also to derive all unknowns at nodes. Its error is mainly dependent on the choice of test 

function which requires in-depth mathematical knowledge. Recall that the FEM guarantees the 

conservation property neither over the global domain nor in any local subdomain. Consequently, this 

method is commonly used in the problems of solid mechanics and less favourable in the problems of 

fluid dynamics.  
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Fig 3.1 Typical discretization of computational domain for: (a) FDM; (b) FEM; (c) FVM; and (d) 

CVFEM 

Comparatively, the finite volume method is the primary choice for analysis of problems involving 

mass transport phenomena. This method also provides a weak form solution as the PDE is integrated 

over finite-sized control volumes. As shown in Figure 3.1 (c), the conventional FVM is applicable to 

unstructured meshes while the representative computational nodes are inside the mesh elements (i.e., 

the black dots) instead of at the vertices of elements (i.e., the red circles). The basic conservation 

property is easily satisfied in each control volume, which means that the fluid or mass flux passing 

through the edges of each element meets the conservation law. Due to a lower requirement of 

mathematical knowledge, this method is hence widely adopted by scientists and engineers. Since the 

computational nodes are located on the element centre, boundary conditions cannot be applied 

directly, which becomes one of the limitations for the conventional FVM. Based on the fundamental 
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concept of FVM, Winslow et al. (1966) started the pioneering work of CVFEM where the 

computational nodes were located on the vertices of elements and the control volume of each node 

was then defined with the gravity centres of surrounding elements. As shown in Figure 3.1 (d), the 

control volume of node 9 consists of one third area from each adjacent triangular element. More 

recently, the CVFEM has witnessed a fair amount of success in the solution of 2D drift-diffusion 

equation (Bochev et al., 2013) and 3D Poisson-Nernst-Planck equation (Pittino and Selmi, 2014). An 

excellent review of the CVFEM method can be found in the research by Voller (2009). 

3.3. Unified pipe-network method 

Ren et al. (2017b) introduced the UPM, a hybrid between the standard CVFEM and FEM. The 

fundamental concept of UPM is a geometric equivalence. The fracture-matrix domain is discretized 

into triangles and tetrahedrons, which represent fracture and rock matrix elements, respectively. As 

the UPM requires discretized elements in the rock matrix and fracture to be conformal, the 

interconnecting element edges in fracture and rock matrix domains are unified. Vertices are 

considered as representative nodes with control volume, and the interconnecting edges are regarded 

as equivalent pipes for mass transport between nodes. As shown in Figure 3.2, point 𝑜  is the 

circumcenter of the tetrahedron 𝑖𝑗𝑚𝑛; points 𝑐1, 𝑐2, 𝑐3, and 𝑐4 are the circumcenters of its triangular 

surfaces; and points 𝑒, 𝑓, 𝑔, ℎ, 𝑟, and 𝑠 are the midpoints of edges. Therefore, the tetrahedron is 

divided into four volumes by the cross-section boundaries 𝑜𝑐1𝑒𝑐2, 𝑜𝑐1𝑟𝑐4, 𝑜𝑐1𝑠𝑐3, 𝑜𝑐2𝑓𝑐4, 𝑜𝑐4ℎ𝑐3, 

and 𝑜𝑐3𝑔𝑐2. All scalar variables, such as pressure and concentration, are assigned to these four control 

volumes represented by the vertices 𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑚, and 𝑛, respectively. The conforming triangle 𝑖𝑗𝑚 is also 

divided into three quadrilaterals 𝑖𝑒𝑐1𝑟, 𝑗𝑒𝑐1𝑠, and 𝑚𝑟𝑐1𝑠. With individual apertures assigned to each 

quadrilateral as its thickness, the resulting volumes, represented by the vertices’ nodes 𝑖, 𝑗, and 𝑚, 

are derived in the fracture. Fluid flow between two control volumes is equivalent to that in the pipe’s 

interconnected representative nodes. Taking pipe 𝑖𝑗 as an example, flow from the control volume's 

node 𝑖 to node 𝑗 consists of two parts: the flow flux in the rock matrix from volume 𝑖𝑒𝑐1𝑟𝑐2𝑜𝑐4𝑓 to 

volume 𝑗𝑒𝑐1𝑠𝑐2𝑜𝑐3𝑔, and the flow flux in the fracture from volume 𝑖𝑒𝑐1𝑟 to volume 𝑗𝑒𝑐1𝑠.  
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Fig 3.2 Typical discretized elements of rock matrix and fracture plane in the UPM 

To determine the parameters of the discretized system, a FEM-like linear shape function is adopted. 

Therefore, the distribution of fluid pressure and solute concentration within elements can be 

approximated with the linear interpolation of nodal pressures and concentrations. Taking the 2D 

triangular fracture element shown in Figure 3.3 as an example, the flowrate between nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 is 

expressed as: 

𝑄𝑖𝑗
𝑓

= 𝐴 ⋅ 𝒏𝒄𝟏𝒆 ⋅ 𝒗𝒇 = 𝐴 ⋅ 𝒏𝒄𝟏𝒆 ⋅ −
𝒌𝒇

𝜇
 𝛁 𝑃 ≈ −

𝐴

𝜇
⋅ 𝒏𝒄𝟏𝒆 ⋅ 𝒌𝒇 𝛁 𝑁𝑖 𝑃𝑖

𝑓
 (3.1) 

where 𝐴 [𝐿2] is the cross-section area that equals to 𝑏𝑙𝑐1𝑒, 𝒏𝒄𝟏𝒆 is the unit normal vector of the cross-

section, 𝑁𝑖  is the shape function adopted from the FEM, and 𝑃𝑖
𝑓

 is the nodal pressure. When 

permeability is homogeneous and isotropic in the particular element, expanding Equation (3.1) gives: 
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𝑄𝑖𝑗
𝑓

≈ −
𝐴𝑘𝑓

𝜇
⋅ 𝒏𝒄𝟏𝒆 

×

[

𝑑

𝑑𝑥
𝑑

𝑑𝑦]

×
1

2𝑆
[1 𝑥 𝑦] × [

𝑥𝑗𝑦𝑚 − 𝑥𝑚𝑦𝑗 𝑥𝑚𝑦𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑚 𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑗 − 𝑥𝑗𝑦𝑖

𝑦𝑗 − 𝑦𝑚 𝑦𝑚 − 𝑦𝑖 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗

𝑥𝑚 − 𝑥𝑗 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑚 𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖

] × [

𝑃𝑖
𝑓

𝑃𝑗
𝑓

𝑃𝑚
𝑓

] 

= −
𝐴𝑘𝑓

2𝑆𝜇
⋅ 𝒏𝒄𝟏𝒆 

× [
𝑦𝑗 − 𝑦𝑚 + 𝑥𝑚 − 𝑥𝑗 𝑦𝑚 − 𝑦𝑖 + 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑚 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 + 𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖

𝑦𝑗 − 𝑦𝑚 + 𝑥𝑚 − 𝑥𝑗 𝑦𝑚 − 𝑦𝑖 + 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑚 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 + 𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖
] × [

𝑃𝑖
𝑓

𝑃𝑗
𝑓

𝑃𝑚
𝑓

] 

(3.2) 

where 𝑆 is the area of the triangle. When 𝑐1 is the circumcenter of the triangle, the unit normal vector 

𝒏𝒄𝟏𝒆 is parallel to the edge 𝒍𝒊𝒋, which yields

𝒏𝒄𝟏𝒆 =
[(𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖) (𝑦𝑗 − 𝑦𝑖)]

𝑙𝑖𝑗
(3.3) 

Substituting Equation (3.3) into Equation (3.2) gives 

𝑄𝑖𝑗
𝑓

≈ −
𝐴𝑘𝑓

2𝑆𝜇𝑙𝑖𝑗
[−𝑥𝑖(𝑦𝑗 − 𝑦𝑚) − 𝑥𝑗(𝑦𝑚 − 𝑦𝑖) − 𝑥𝑚(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗)](𝑃𝑖

𝑓
− 𝑃𝑗

𝑓
)

=
𝐴𝑘𝑓

𝑙𝑖𝑗𝜇
(𝑃𝑖

𝑓
− 𝑃𝑗

𝑓
)

(3.4) 

With the assumption of isotropy and circumcenter, the UPM only conducts scalar computation and 

mass transport in 2D and 3D domains are converted to one-dimensional computation within the 

interconnected pipes. Similarly, the pipe flow in the tetrahedral element of rock matrix is only related 

to the pressures of two end nodes, which yields 

𝑄𝑖𝑗
𝑚 = ∫ 𝒏𝒐𝒄𝟏𝒆𝒄𝟐

⋅ 𝒗𝒎𝑑𝐴
𝐴𝑜𝑐1𝑒𝑐2

= 𝐾𝑖𝑗
𝑚(𝑃𝑖

𝑚 − 𝑃𝑗
𝑚) (3.5) 

where 𝐴𝑜𝑐1𝑒𝑐2
[𝐿2] and 𝒏𝒐𝒄𝟏𝒆𝒄𝟐

[−] are the area and unit normal vector of cross-section boundary

𝑜𝑐1𝑒𝑐2 , respectively. Thus, the equivalent coefficients of hydraulic transmissivity and chemical 

conductivity yield 
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𝐾𝑖𝑗
𝑓

=
𝑏𝑙𝑐1𝑒𝑘

𝑓

𝑙𝑖𝑗𝜇
 𝐾𝑖𝑗

𝑚 =
𝐴𝑜𝑐1𝑒𝑐2

𝑘𝑚

𝑙𝑖𝑗𝜇
 

(3.6) 

𝐷𝑖𝑗
𝑓

=
𝑏𝑙𝑐1𝑒𝐷

𝑓

𝑙𝑖𝑗
 𝐷𝑖𝑗

𝑚 =
𝐴𝑜𝑐1𝑒𝑐2

𝐷𝑚

𝑙𝑖𝑗
 

The parameters for element characteristics account for saturation and porosity, especially when 

considering unsaturated or two-phase fluid flow. With the assumption of pressure and concentration 

consistency at the interface (i.e., 𝑃𝑖
𝑚 = 𝑃𝑖

𝑓
 and 𝐶𝑖

𝑚 = 𝐶𝑖
𝑓
), Equation (2.24) can be discretized into a 

unified form for all nodes, which yields 

𝜕(𝜙𝑖
𝑓
𝑉𝑖

𝑓
+ 𝜙𝑖

𝑚𝑉𝑖
𝑚)𝐶𝑖

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝜆(𝜙𝑖

𝑓
𝑉𝑖

𝑓
+ 𝜙𝑖

𝑚𝑉𝑖
𝑚)𝑐𝑖  

= ∑
1

𝑅𝑓
[𝑄𝑖𝑤

𝑓
(
𝑐𝑖 + 𝑐𝑤

𝑓

2
) − 𝐷𝑖𝑤

𝑓
(𝑐𝑖 − 𝑐𝑤

𝑓
)]

𝑓𝑖

𝑤=1

 

+∑
1

𝑅𝑚
[𝑄𝑖𝑣

𝑚 (
𝑐𝑖 + 𝑐𝑤

𝑚

2
) − 𝐷𝑖𝑣

𝑚(𝑐𝑖 − 𝑐𝑣
𝑚)]

𝑚𝑖

𝑣=1

 

(3.7) 

where 𝑉𝑖
𝑓
[𝐿3] and 𝑉𝑖

𝑚[𝐿3] are the control volumes represented by node 𝑖 in the fracture (if existing) 

and in the rock matrix, respectively; 𝑓𝑖  and 𝑚𝑖 denote the total number of connected pipes in the 

fracture (if existing) and rock matrix. Consequently, a complex 3D fracture-matrix domain is 

equivalent to a simple network of nodes and pipes, which can be solved readily with a two-point flux 

approximation. 

 

Fig 3.3 2D triangular element 
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3.4. Mesh techniques 

To highlight the significant material discontinuity in the studied domain, explicit representation of 

fracture network and man-made structures is required. The discrete representation of discontinuities 

relies on the high quality of unstructured meshes. The conformity of unstructured meshes is the 

prerequisite to ensure the consistency of unknown variables, especially on the discontinuous interface. 

Wang et al. (2017) developed a constrained Delaunay discretization method for 3D fractured 

geological media in an adaptive way. This method combines Persson’s Distmesh codes (Persson, 

2005; Persson and Strang, 2004) for 3D planar surfaces and Si’s Tetgen codes (Si, 2015) for 

volumetric meshes, and has widely been applied to oil exploitation (Chen et al., 2018b; Ma et al., 

2018) and geothermal developments (Chen et al., 2018c, 2018d). Nevertheless, the complexity of 

geometric intersections frequently results in a large portion of ill-conditioned mesh elements and 

hence a computationally demanding solution (Lee et al., 2001). A self-programmed toolbox is 

developed to cope with the geometric complexity and to elevate the processing capability of discrete 

methods up to thousands of fractures. 

As shown in Figure 3.4, the generation of conforming mesh for a studied domain with a tunnel and 

several fractures typically consists of four steps. First, explicitly represented fractures and structures 

determine intersections based on geometric information. Second, these intersecting lines are 

discretized into line segments obeying the requirement of lower and upper bounds of segment length. 

The segmentation is then considered as the input parameters for the discretization of 3D planar 

surfaces that are either fractures or the boundaries of volumetric structures. Third, the 3D planar 

surfaces are discretized individually with the segment constraints from intersecting lines. This step 

avoids mesh elements from intruding each other and ensures the conformity of DFN meshes. At last, 

the TetGen codes are used to generate volumetric meshes with the constraints of triangular meshes.  
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Fig 3.4 Processes of a typical conforming mesh with a tunnel and fractures in a slope: (a) 

intersections of geometric components; (b) segmentation of intersecting lines; (c) discretization of 

3D planar surface; and (d) volumetric discretization 

3.5. A framework of simulator 

This research conducts numerical simulations by UPM through self-programmed codes. And authors 

are developing an open, flexible, modular, and user-friendly integrated simulator for multi-physics 

processes in a discrete fracture-matrix model. Figure 3.4 demonstrates a typical framework for the 

simulator under development. This simulator divides the simulation process into five sub-tasks 

including reconstructing models, discretising simulation domain, loading boundary conditions, 

inputting material properties, and conducting calculation. Each sub-task has four computational-

based layers including the user interface, the calculation layer, the data storage, and the visualization. 

Codes are organized according to the sub-tasks and the computational-based layers. 
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Fig 3.5 A typical framework of UPM simulator 
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Chapter 4.  Application of nuclide migration in fractured rock masses 

4.1. Introduction 

This chapter develops a 3D numerical model based on the UPM for modelling radionuclide transport 

in fractured porous media. Through two benchmarks with analytical solutions, the proposed UPM is 

verified in accuracy and robustness. The mass transport of radioactive effluent typically involves 

multi-physics processes. To focus on the accuracy and efficiency of numerical models, the following 

assumptions are adopted to idealize the scenarios considered: fluids are isothermal and 

incompressible; the solution is diluted so variations in concentration have minor effects on hydraulic 

properties; chemical reactions that could modify fracture openings, such as precipitation and 

dissolution, do not occur. Hence, the processes considered in fractured rock masses include (1) 

advection and dispersion in the fractures and rock matrix, (2) sorption reactions on the surface of 

fracture walls and voids in the rock matrix, (3) decay of radioactive matter, and (4) mass exchanges 

at the fracture intersections and on fracture-matrix interfaces. Efforts have been made to develop 

sophisticated constitutive models simulating the above processes. Fluid flow in fracture networks is 

likely non-Darcian with high in-situ stress (Chen et al., 2015a; Derode et al., 2013) or with rough 

fracture walls (Zhang et al., 2017a). The dispersion may not be Fickian when considering the effects 

of porosity, pore size distribution, and pore connectivity (Mu et al., 2008). Numerous sorption 

mechanisms have been reported as first- or second-order kinetic processes (Ho and McKay, 1999). 

In this study, the constitutive models were simplified to compare the model’s accuracy with analytical 

solutions for traditional linear advection-dispersion (LAD) problems (Sudicky and Frind, 1982; Tang 

et al., 1981). It was assumed that fluid velocity obeys Darcy’s law and dispersion is Fickian. 

Dispersion in the transverse direction within each fracture ensures complete mixing across its width. 

Sorption reactions follow linear instantaneous equilibriums.  

Conventional discrete approaches struggle with calculating complexity. Comparatively, with 

geometric equivalence, the UPM improves computational efficiency and elevates the processing 
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capability of a fractured domain. As a method within the framework of discrete models, it well retains 

result precision. This method adopts the concept of node and pipe similar to the particle tracking 

approaches, and hence the entire fracture-matrix system is discretized into unified nodes and pipes 

with conforming meshes. As a typical Eulerian model, UPM has advantages in the simulation of 

coupled multi-physics effects in a highly fractured porous media. The unity of discretized pipes is 

firstly reflected at the universal constitutive models that are applicable over the entire heterogeneous 

domain. It also avoids the constraint of mass exchange on the interface because of the consistency of 

pressure and concentration at the conforming interface nodes. And hence, the distribution of solute 

concentration can be described conveniently. Moreover, the virtual pipes are unified geometrically 

among various physical fields. Fluid flow and mass flux are simulated in a universal computer module, 

and the coupled effects are treated with greater flexibility and efficiency. This algorithm is verified 

with analytical solutions of cases containing a single fracture and a set of parallel fractures. The 

verified codes are then used to analyze a safety case of an HLW repository at a near-field scale. The 

radioactivity at downstream is discussed according to different radionuclides and fracture geometry. 

4.2. Verification of the unified pipe-network method 

4.2.1. Domain with a single fracture 

A fracture-matrix domain containing a single fracture was verified with the proposed method and 

compared with an analytical solution (Tang et al., 1981). Table 4.1 lists the values of parameters. The 

original analytical solution was derived in two dimensions with infinite dimension in the longitudinal 

and transverse directions of the fracture, while the solute concentration converged to zero at 7𝑚 along 

the fracture and 1.2𝑚 into the rock matrix. Therefore, given the model thickness at 10𝑚, the size of 

the simulation domain was assumed to be 2.4𝑚 × 10𝑚 × 7.0𝑚, as shown in Figure 4.1 (a). A single 

fracture was placed vertically in the middle of a rock block, and the origin of the system 𝑂 was located 

on the top of the fracture. A constant hydraulic head is applied at the ends of the fracture, and hence 

the flow velocity along the longitudinal direction of fracture remained 0.01𝑚/𝑑𝑎𝑦, which is assumed 
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saturated and incompressible. In contrast, the rock matrix remains impermeable. The initial and 

boundary conditions of concentration could be described as 

𝑐(𝑡 = 0) = 0, 

𝑐(𝑥 = 0, 𝑧 = 0) = 𝑐0, 

𝑐(𝑥 = 0, 𝑧 = 7𝑚) = 0, 

𝑐(𝑥 = ±1.2𝑚) = 0, 

where 𝑐0[𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−3] is a constant solute concentration at the pollution source. 

Table 4.1 Input parameters for a fracture-matrix domain containing a single fracture 

Parameter Symbols Values Units 

Fracture aperture 𝑏 100 𝜇𝑚 

Fracture porosity 𝜙𝑓 1 − 

Fracture tortuosity 𝜏𝑓 1 − 

Dispersivity in fracture 𝑎𝐿
𝑓
 0.5 𝑚 

Retardation coefficient in fracture 𝑅𝑓 1 − 

Matrix porosity 𝜙𝑚 0.01 − 

Matrix tortuosity 𝜏𝑚 0.1 − 

Dispersivity in matrix 𝑎𝐿
𝑚 0 𝑚 

Retardation coefficient in matrix 𝑅𝑚 1 − 

Diffusion coefficient 𝐷∗ 1.6 × 10−5 𝑐𝑚2/𝑠 

Half-life 𝑡1/2 12.35 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 

Figures 4.1 (b) to (d) demonstrates the contour of concentration along the fracture at 100 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠, 

1,000 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠, and steady state. To describe the results in detail, the questions of immediate interest are 

therefore: how will the contaminant concentration distribute at a given time, and what is the 

breakthrough curve (i.e., concentration versus time) at a given location? Figure 4.2 (a) shows 

concentration profiles along the fracture at 100 and 1000 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠, as well as in the steady state that 

occurs approximately at 10000 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠. Excellent agreement between the numerical solution of UPM 

and the analytical solution was obtained for each recorded location in the middle of the fracture along 
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the 𝑧 axis. If fluid flows and first-order reactions were both overlooked, the concentration will reduce 

proportionally with distance from the pollution source, and the concentration profile would be 

constant in gradient. The applied advection would enhance solute motion and push the tracer front 

towards the fluid exit, while radioactive decay and sorption reaction would reduce the concentration 

downstream. Their coupled effects reshape the concentration curves as demonstrated. Based on the 

analytical solution, we derived that the location with 0.01 relative concentration is at 6.66𝑚, which 

is defined as 0.01  penetration depth (i.e., 𝑑0.01)  (Tang et al., 1981). Figure 4.2 (b) shows the 

breakthrough curves for three monitoring locations at 1/2, 1/4, and 1/10 of 𝑑0.01, respectively. The 

intensity of mass transport declines with time since the concentration gap narrows as the pollutant 

spreads. The declination of mass transport rate becomes increasingly faster at 1/10 of 𝑑0.01, where 

the equilibrium of concentration is achieved sooner. Perfect agreements were again obtained for the 

process of concentration accumulation at all locations. Hence, UPM is not only useful for predicting 

the concentration distribution, but also for forecasting the reaching time when the radiation quantity 

at certain locations reaches the alert level.  

 

Fig 4.1 3D fracture-matrix domain with single fracture: (a) geometric configuration of simulation 

domain; and contours of concentration at (b) 100 days; (c) 1,000 days; and (d) steady state 
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Fig 4.2 Results for the fracture-matrix domain with single fracture: (a) concentration profiles for the 

fracture at 100 days, 1000 days, and steady state; (b) breakthrough curves for the fracture at 𝑧 =

1/2, 1/4, and 1/10 of 𝑑0.01 

4.2.2. Domain with parallel fractures 

Another classic case verified was a fracture-matrix domain containing parallel fractures. Sudicky and 

Frind (1982) provided analytical solutions and examined the influence of spacing between 

neighboring fractures. The parameters used were identical to those listed in Table 4.1, except that the 

longitudinal dispersity (i.e., 𝛼𝐿
𝑓
) drops down to 0.1𝑚 and the flow velocity in fracture increases to 
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0.1𝑚/𝑑𝑎𝑦. Rock matrix in this case is still assumed to be impermeable. When the fracture spacing 

is 0.5𝑚, the negligible concentration occurs at 80𝑚 downstream. Similar to the previous case, the 

size of the simulation domain was set as 0.5𝑚 × 10𝑚 × 80𝑚. The initial and boundary conditions 

were similar to the single fracture case. 

 

Fig 4.3 Results for the fracture-matrix domain with parallel fractures: (a) concentration profiles for 

the fracture at 100 days, 1000 days, 10000 days, and steady state; (b) breakthrough curves for the 

fracture at 𝑧 = 1/2, 1/4, and 1/10 of 𝑑0.01 
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Figure 4.3 plots the results of these cases. Figure 4.3 (a) indicates the concentration profiles along the 

fracture at 100, 1000, and 10000 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠, as well as the steady state that occurs at approximately 

20000 days. Owing to faster flow velocity, the downstream concentration is elevated, which pushes 

the penetration depth further. The 0.01  penetration depth 𝑑0.01  in this case is 72𝑚 . Although 

adsorption in the rock matrix and radioactive decay are still effective at reducing concentration, the 

enhanced flowrate requires a thick layer of host rock for pollution isolation. Results demonstrate 

excellent agreement between UPM and analytical solutions at these four recorded times. Agreements 

were also achieved in the breakthrough curves for three monitoring locations at 1/2, 1/4, and 1/10 

of 𝑑0.01. When modelling fracture-matrix systems, the rock matrix is not only the storage of the solute 

but also the mass transport channels. The single fracture model can be considered a parallel fracture 

system with infinite spacing. As the spacing of two neighboring fractures decreasing, the penetration 

depth of contaminant increases since the effect of solute exchange through the rock matrix is 

enhanced. The back-flux from the matrix is even more significant when considering advection flow 

in the rock matrix in which complex fracture networks are embedded. 

4.2.3. Robustness analysis 

Two convergence tests with different element sizes and different time steps were carried out to 

analyze the robustness and feasibility of this method. The total grid number is an essential factor that 

may change the computational complexity and accuracy of results in numerical simulations. Three 

tests, respectively with 11,896, 46,292, and 126,606 tetrahedral elements, were employed in the 

single fracture case to examine the sensitivity of mesh size. Concentration in rock matrix at 1/10 of 

𝑑0.01 (i.e., 𝑧 = 0.66𝑚 and 𝑦 = 5𝑚) was measured at a steady state. As shown in Figure 4.4 (a), when 

the domain is discretized into 11,896 elements, there exists some deviation between the analytical 

solution and that from UPM. However, the gap narrows rapidly when the number of tetrahedral 

elements rises to 46,292 and 126,606. We can conclude that the UPM can achieve stable results with 

a wide range of discretization size.  
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Fig 4.4 Convergence tests with: (a) different mesh sizes; and (b) different time steps 

The time step, alternatively, is another factor that contributes to errors in the transient state. We 

examined relative concentrations at the same monitoring locations (i.e., 𝑧 = 0.66𝑚 and 𝑦 = 5𝑚) 

3,000 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 after pollution intrusion. As shown in Figure 4.4 (b), notwithstanding only one step takes 

place, the resulting concentrations in the rock matrix are still very close to the analytical solutions. 

When the time steps decrease to 1,000 or 300 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠, the resulting deviation from analytical solutions 

becomes negligible. Since the suggested method provides implicit solutions, the results obtained are 

highly insensitive to the size of the time step. 
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4.3. Safety assessment of high-level radioactive waste repository at near-field scale 

4.3.1. Study area and statistical model 

During the preliminary geophysical survey in China’s first HWL repository, 11 deep boreholes and 

8 shallow boreholes (BS01-BS19) are drilled in these three primary locations (Wang, 2010; Zhao et 

al., 2015). Site investigations show that the Beishan area has average annual precipitation lower than 

70𝑚𝑚, while the evaporation is over 3000𝑚𝑚. Thus, groundwater resources are poor, and the water 

table is at 28 − 46𝑚  subsurface (Wang, 2010). Permeability tests suggest that the hydraulic 

conductivity of rock masses in the section of interest (i.e., 400𝑚 − 600𝑚 below the ground surface) 

is extremely low, ranging between 3.9 × 10−14𝑚/𝑠 and 6.6 × 10−10𝑚/𝑠.  

Table 4.2 Input parameters for the generation of DFN 

Parameter [𝒖𝒏𝒊𝒕] Set I Set II Set III 

Distribution pattern of centers Poisson Poisson Poisson 

Number density [1/𝑚3] 0.028 0.024 0.017 

Distribution pattern of orientation Fisher Fisher Fisher 

Dip direction [𝑑𝑒𝑔] 48.6 101.0 316.0 

Dip angle [𝑑𝑒𝑔] 61.0 74.0 68.0 

Fisher constant [−] 6.79 2.38 11.8 

Distribution pattern of size Log-normal Log-normal Exponential 

Expectation [𝑚] 1.42 2.03 1.51 

Standard deviation [𝑚] 1.55 1.42 − 

Researchers investigated statistical models of discontinuities in the nearly intact near-field granite 

and the fractured far-field granite. In this study, our example is a homogeneous region in the Jiujing 

area, which is surrounded by the Shiyuejing and the Jiujing fault zones. Fractures in this region were 

categorized into three groups based on traces detected on the outcrop. Table 4.2 lists the distribution 

parameters for the configuration of fracture networks (Guo and Li, 2015). Accordingly, an infinite 

number of DFNs could be generated, and the results from different realizations vary to some extent. 

However, as the construction of an HLW repository proceeded, the precise fracture configuration was 

gradually revealed in a near-field scale. Therefore, a practical path to use the distribution pattern in 
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the generation of DFN is the semi-deterministic approach, by which the fracture system consists of 

both deterministic fractures that are detectable on outcrops or with other non-contact methods and 

indeterministic fractures that are generated randomly with distribution models. Four seepage tests 

were also conducted on site, and the transmissibility of fractures is in the order of 10−7𝑚/𝑠. Although 

the permeability of the fracture plane is commonly anisotropic, the fracture transmissibility was 

assumed to be 2.3 × 10−7𝑚/𝑠 in all directions in this study.  

4.3.2. Simulation domain and boundary conditions 

A section of a backfilled tunnel with a vertical burial hole in an HWL repository was investigated in 

this study, as shown in Figure 4.5 (a). Since the Beishan Project is still in the stage of planning, the 

geometric configuration of the artificial protection structure was assumed to be the design used in the 

ONKALO project (Aalto et al., 2009; Toprak, 2013). The spacing of two consecutive tunnels is 

25.0𝑚, and the separation of two holes is 11.0𝑚. The tunnel is excavated to 3.5𝑚 in width and 

4.35𝑚 in height, and the deposition hole is 1.75𝑚 in diameter and 8.2𝑚 in depth. Therefore, the host 

rock was assumed to be a 25𝑚 × 11𝑚 × 37.2𝑚 fractured block. The tunnel center is located at the 

center of the simulation block. Figure 4.5 (b) illustrates the details of the dimensions. A pressure 

gradient of 8𝑃𝑎/m was assumed along the 𝑥 axis, while the rest of boundaries (i.e., 𝑦 = ±5.5𝑚 and 

𝑧 = ±18.6𝑚) were set to be impermeable. The impermeable boundaries were also assumed to be 

non-diffusive, while the concentration gradient on the pressure boundaries converges to zero. In the 

failure of the artificial barrier, the deposition hole was regarded as a source of pollution with a 

constant concentration 𝑐0. However, the access tunnel is backfilled with bentonite that can also be 

considered impermeable and non-diffusive. 
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Fig 4.5 Simulation domain: (a) 3D geometric configuration of backfilled tunnel and disposal hole; 

and (b) dimensions and boundary conditions on the 2D cross-section 

The proposed method specializes in a fracture-matrix domain with deterministic discontinuities, 

while the determinacy of fractures depends on their scale and the scale of the simulation domain. In 

this study, one realization of fracture networks was generated based on the distribution models from 

site statistics. Although statistical methods were required to eliminate the uncertainty induced by the 

lack of geometric and hydraulic data, we focused on the pollutant penetration with an explicitly 

represented fractured domain. In this realization, three sets of fractures were generated based on Table 

4.2. The spatial configuration of 706 fractures is illustrated in Figure 4.6 (a). With a self-programmed 

discretization algorithm, conforming meshes were generated with 236,347  nodes, 1,427,720 

tetrahedron elements (i.e., rock matrix), and 190,297 triangle elements (i.e., fractures), as shown in 

Figure 4.6 (b). Most of the hydraulic properties were set as shown in Table 4.1, while the retardation 

coefficients for both fracture and matrix were set at 1.2. In addition, the permeabilities in the fracture 

and rock matrix were assumed to be 2.3 × 10−10𝑚2 and 1 × 10−15𝑚2, respectively, according to 

the site tests.  
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Fig 4.6 Simulation domain with fracture networks: (a) geometric configuration of fracture 

networks; and (b) discretization of simulation domain 

4.3.3. Results of nuclide migration 

Figure 4.7 demonstrates the resultant concentration. The pollutant concentration decreases 

exponentially with distance from the source. Due to the advective flow along the 𝑥  axis, mass 

transport is enhanced in this direction, and hence the estimation of the maximum hydraulic head in 

the designed working life is essential for scenario analysis. Additionally, discontinuities providing 

dominant conduits for pollution penetration deteriorate the pollution level downstream. One of the 

most crucial merits of discrete methods in numerical simulation is enabling the deterministic pattern 

of concentration distribution. At 1,000  days after the failure of artificial protection, the most 

radioactive matter is still contained in the vicinity of the burial hole, and some pollutants may 

penetrate to the half-way point from the downstream boundary (i.e., 𝑥 = 18.75m) along fractures 

that intersect with the source. If the pollution source has a concentration of 1𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝐿  (i.e., 𝑐0 =

1𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝐿), the average extent of pollution in the downstream fluid is as low as 1.88 × 10−22𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝐿 at 

this stage. At 10,000  days after the nuclear leak, a significant amount of pollutant reaches the 

downstream boundary. The average pollutant concentration climbs exponentially to 1.65 ×

10−6𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝐿  and continues expanding into rock matrix over the next 10,000  days, when the 
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concentration reaches 1.20 × 10−5𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝐿  downstream. Eventually, the system achieves a steady 

state at approximately 60,000  days. At this stage, the flowrate on the downstream boundary is 

6.18 × 10−6𝐿/𝑠, and the total mass emitted on the downstream boundary is 2.25 × 10−10𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝑠. 

Consequently, the average concentration of fluid flow is 3.64 × 10−5𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝐿. 

 

Fig 4.7 Contour of solute concentration at: (a) 1000 days; (b) 10,000 days; (c) 20,000 days; and (d) 

steady state 
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The intensity of radioactivity in this fluid is then measured by 

𝐺𝐿 = 𝑐𝜆 (4.1) 

where 𝐺𝐿[𝑇−1 ⋅ 𝐿−1] is the number of decayed atoms in unit time and unit volume of fluid. The 

radioactivity of fluid emitted downstream is 3.90 × 1010𝐵𝑞/𝐿  when the pollutant is 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑢𝑚 . 

Therefore, the effectiveness of host rock highly depends on the decay constant of radioactivity. 

Relatively low permeability and apparent diffusion coefficient in the rock matrix slows down the 

speed of pollutant spreading, while radioactive decay continuously reduces the total amount of solute. 

Hence, there exists an upper limit of the half-life under which a certain thickness of host rock can 

contain radioactivity below the alert level. 

4.4. Discussion 

4.4.1. Effects of half-lives 

The half-lives of radionuclides in SNF and other HLW range from days (e.g., 𝐼131 ) to millions of 

years (e.g., 𝑈235 ), which have significant impacts on the effectiveness of natural barriers. A 

radioactive element with a smaller half-life has a smaller penetration depth since more active radiation 

reactions lead to faster decay and lessening in concentration. However, its higher level of radioactivity 

poses a greater threat to the environment and human health. Long-life radioelements may have higher 

remaining concentrations during spreading, while their relatively low intensity of radiation is likely 

less dangerous. Therefore, the type of radioelements that is taken into consideration depends on the 

scale of the simulation domain. For a safety case at a near-field scale, this study evaluates and 

compares radioelements with half-lives from tens of years to hundreds of years, which are listed in 

Table 4.3. Based on the criteria of extreme scenarios, the concentrations and radiation for elements 

with half-lives on the order of days pose no threats to the effectiveness of isolation, while elements 

with half-lives of more than thousands of years will act as non-radioactive elements, which should be 

considered in a domain at the biosphere scale. 
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Table 4.3 Half-lives of radioactive matters 

Elements Symbols Values Units 

𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑢𝑚 𝐻3  12.35 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 

𝑃𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑢𝑚 − 241 𝑃𝑢241  13.2 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 

𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑢𝑚 − 244 𝐶𝑚244  17.6 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 

𝐶𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑢𝑚 − 249 𝐶𝑓249  360 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 

𝐴𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑢𝑚 − 241 𝐴𝑚241  432.2 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 

𝑃𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑢𝑚 − 251 𝑃𝑢251  898 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 

Figures 4.8 (a) and (b) show the results of solute concentration and radiation intensity on the 

downstream boundary when the half-lives of radioelements are in the range of tens of years to 

hundreds of years, respectively. In the cases with half-lives of tens of years, concentration and 

radioactivity build up at an exponential rate until approximately 30,000  days after the nuclear 

outbreak, and transit into a steady state at about 60,000  days. Assuming 𝑐0 = 1𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝐿  at the 

pollution source, the order of magnitude of average concentrations on the downstream fluid is 

between 10−5𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝐿  and 10−4𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝐿 , and the radioactivity is of the order of 1010𝐵𝑞/𝐿  and 

1011𝐵𝑞/𝐿. In solutions with a longer half-life elements, the fluid concentration on the downstream 

boundary is higher, since the mass loss caused by the radioactive decay is less significant while the 

flowrate is identical. Although longer half-lives reduce the rate of radiation reactions, radioactivity 

on the downstream boundary is still higher when compared with radioactivity caused by elements 

with shorter half-lives. Among this group of tests, radioactive decay has a strong influence on the 

ultimate concentration. The half-life of 𝐶𝑚244  is 42.5%  longer than that of 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑢𝑚 , while the 

resulting concentration is 3.65 times higher. However, when the half-lives of nuclide matters rise to 

hundreds of years, the resulting concentrations are elevated significantly to the order of 10−2𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝐿, 

since the nuclide matters tend to perform as non-radioactive elements in which decay barely happens 

during the pollutant’s propagation from the source to the boundary. Note that elements with longer 

half-lives result in less significant changes in the ultimate concentrations. The half-life of 𝑃𝑢251  is 

2.5 times that of 𝐶𝑓249 , while the resulting concentrations only differ by 33.6%. The concentrations 
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converge to a value that is defined by the non-radioactive solute. Contradicting to previous cases, 

solutes with longer half-lives tend to have lower radiation intensity. In addition, the time required to 

reach a steady state is more than 200 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 for this group of radioactive matter, since the solution 

enables deeper penetration into the rock matrix, thus taking longer to reach equilibrium. 

 

Fig 4.8 Breakthrough curves of average concentration and radioactivity on the downstream 

boundary for: (a) nuclide matters with short half-lives; and (b) nuclide matters with long half-lives 
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4.4.2. Effect of fracture apertures 

Besides the half-lives of radioelements, the statistical characteristics of fracture distribution models 

can also influence the safety and effectiveness of the host rock. This study overlooks variable 

openings in a single fracture but uses a universal hydraulic aperture to represent its overall 

conductivity. Apertures in various fractures are assumed to be normally distributed (Hakami, 1995), 

which are characterized by the mean value, 𝜇𝑏 , and standard deviation, 𝜎𝑏 . With the identical 

geometric configuration of fracture networks shown in Figure 4.6, we conduct 9 groups of numerical 

experiments to evaluate the effects of aperture variations in mean values and standard deviations. The 

mean values of hydraulic apertures are set at 0.10𝑚𝑚 , 0.20𝑚𝑚 , and 0.50𝑚𝑚 , while standard 

deviations are 10% , 50% , and 100%  for each mean value. In each group of experiments, 100 

realizations are simulated to determine downstream concentrations and diminish the randomness of 

results.  

Figure 4.9 illustrates frequency histograms of relative concentrations at the downstream boundary 

considering variance in mean values and standard deviations of hydraulic apertures. When the mean 

aperture is 0.10𝑚𝑚, and the standard deviation is 0.01𝑚𝑚, the expectation of downstream relative 

concentration after 100 realizations is converging to 3.55 × 10−5 . When the standard deviations 

increase up to 0.05𝑚𝑚 and 0.10𝑚𝑚 , the expectation values decrease down to 3.04 × 10−5  and 

2.01 × 10−5 , respectively. Similar phenomena occur as the mean values reaching 0.20𝑚𝑚  and 

0.50𝑚𝑚 . Expectations of relative concentration on the downstream boundary are as high as 

1.12 × 10−4 and 3.28 × 10−4, when the standard deviation is still low. However, with an increase in 

standard deviations, the expectation values are sliding away. Increasement in the standard deviation 

of hydraulic apertures will lead to more divergent resulting downstream concentration among 

different realizations. More importantly, the diversity of fracture apertures more likely results in lower 

downstream concentrations. The most probable cause of this phenomenon is that the overall 

conductivity in a complex fracture system is dominated by the minimum aperture along the strategic 

paths. 
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Fig 4.9 Effects of variance in fracture apertures: frequency of downstream concentrations with (a) 

𝜇𝑏 = 0.1𝑚𝑚; (b) 𝜇𝑏 = 0.2𝑚𝑚; and (c) 𝜇𝑏 = 0.5𝑚𝑚. 
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4.4.3. Effects of geometric configurations 

Compared with variance in fracture apertures, the randomness of geometric configuration will cause 

even more significant divergence in results. Using the identical distribution model listed in Table 4.2, 

statistical analysis is conducted over 100  realizations of randomly generated fracture networks. 

Results show that the maximum and minimum downstream concentration can differentiate up to six 

orders of magnitude. In reality, the spatial configuration of fractures in the designed area becomes 

increasingly deterministic as a project proceeds, especially for those intercepted with artificial 

structures (i.e., holes and tunnels), which have outcrops on the excavation surface. Therefore, in a 

semi-random model, a combination of deterministic and indeterministic discontinuities was utilized 

when computationally reconstructing fracture networks (Billaux et al., 1989; Ivanova et al., 1995). 

Statistical analysis is also conducted and compared given that the intercepted fractures are known.  

 

Fig 4.10 Effects of variance in geometric configurations: frequency of downstream concentrations 

Figure 4.10 compares the histograms of resulting concentrations in simulations with completely 

random fracture networks and semi-random fracture networks. The relative concentrations span in a 

large range from 5.93 × 10−8 to 0.01, and hence they are represented in the form of a logarithm. 

When the fracture networks are generated randomly, the expectation value of relative concentration 

is 1.47 × 10−5 among 100 realizations. The expectation value in cases with semi-random fracture 
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networks is slightly smaller at 4.52 × 10−6. What even more remarkable is that the standard deviation 

reduces from 1.55 × 10−4 to 3.18 × 10−5 when the fractures intersecting with holes and tunnels are 

deterministic. The result variance among the semi-random models is still so significant that the 

difference between the minimum and maximum concentration is three orders of magnitude. This can 

be explained by the connectivity of fracture networks. It is emphasized that fractures provide the 

preferential path for pollutant propagation, and they substantially reform the hydraulic traveling 

distance between two locations. The uncertainty of fracture connectivity between the pollutant source 

and the downstream boundary is the major contributor to the variance in resulting concentration. 

When these two locations are connected by fractures, the downstream concentration is exponentially 

larger compared with less connected cases, since their hydraulic distance is significantly shortened. 

4.4.4. Effect of fracture length 

Given constant fracture density, the connectivity of fracture networks is highly dependent on the 

fracture length. Since the service life of a disposal site is commonly over a century, and the designed 

life-cycle of a natural geological barrier is required to last an ice age (i.e., 250,000 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠), a fracture 

system could hardly remain intact. The mechanism of crack growth is sophisticated. Previous 

researches made some efforts in 2D fracturing processes (Zhang et al., 2015; Zhang and Zhuang, 

2018), while 3D simulations of cracking are still inconclusive. Hence, this study focuses on the effects 

of fracture length without considering causes that may alter fracture size. Figure 4.11 shows typical 

geometric configurations when the mean value and standard deviation of fracture size in Table 4.2 

are factored by a length ratio of 0.5, 0.8, 1.2, and 1.5. At 0.5, fractures in the porous media are more 

likely isolated, and the connectivity of fracture networks is poor. As the length ratio increases to 0.8, 

some fractures start to connect and cluster. When the length ratio is 1.2, fractures are moderately 

connected, and the pollutant source and the downstream boundary are certainly connected by 

discontinuities. With the length ratio reaching 1.5, the porous media simulated are highly fractured, 

mass transport is completely dominated by fractures. 
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Fig 4.11 Typical fracture networks with length ratio at: (a) 0.5; (b) 0.8; (c) 1.2; and (d) 1.5 

Similar to previous experiments, statistical analysis with 100 realizations are conducted in each 

length ratio to compare the effects of fracture sizes. Figure 4.12 (a) illustrates the frequency histogram 

of downstream concentration. An increase in fracture size enhances the conductivity of the system 

exponentially. When fractures are isolated, mass transport is dominated by rock matrix, and relative 

concentration at downstream is 1.27 × 10−9  approximately. Despite the variance in fracture 

geometric configurations, the standard deviation in results stays minimal. When the length ratio rises 

to 0.8  and 1.0 , resulting concentrations become extremely diverse due to the uncertainty of 
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connectivity between pollutant source and downstream boundary. As fracture networks are 

moderately connected (i.e., length ratio = 1.2 ), results of relative concentrations start to be 

increasingly certain again. The expectation value after 100 realizations is 6.07 × 10−4. In the highly 

fractured rock masses (i.e., length ratio = 1.5 ), the expectation value rises exponentially to 

3.97 × 10−3. At this stage, the dominant contributor to mass transport transfers from rock matrix to 

fracture networks. The largest deviation occurs at the length ratio of 0.8  and 1.0  when the 

connectivity of fracture networks is at the transition stage. Therefore, fractured porous media shows 

significant percolation threshold effects. As illustrated in Figure 4.12 (b), slightly enlarged fracture 

sizes may increase domain conductivity dramatically once the connectivity of the fracture system 

reaches the percolation threshold. 

A time-dependent analysis is also conducted in a typical realization with a length ratio of 1.2. Figure 

4.13 demonstrates the contour of concentration at different stages of solute propagation. Compared 

with the original domain, the solute travels a longer distance within the first 1,000 days, since better 

connectivity of fracture networks provides a more preferred path for mass transport. The average 

extent of pollution in the downstream fluid rises to 2.76 × 10−10𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝐿. At 10,000 days after the 

nuclear outbreak, the polluted area on the downstream boundary is significantly larger than in the 

former case. The resulting concentration at 20,000 days is also apparently elevated, not only along 

the fracture path but also in the rock matrix. As a result, the penetration depth into the rock matrix is 

much higher when the system achieves a steady state. The ultimate concentration and radioactivity 

enlarge by more than ten times reaching to 5.62 × 10−4𝑚𝑜𝑙/𝐿 and 6.02 × 1011𝐵𝑞/𝐿, respectively. 

More importantly, the arrival times of each pollution level are earlier. 
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Fig 4.12 Effects of variance in fracture lengths on: (a) frequency of downstream concentrations; and 

(b) mean values of downstream concentrations 
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Fig 4.13 Contour of solute concentration with length ratio of 1.2 at: (a) 1000 days; (b) 10,000 days; 

(c) 20,000 days; and (d) steady state 

The concentration and radioactivity resulting from the nuclide matters 𝐻3 , 𝑃𝑢241 , and 𝐶𝑚244
 were 

also compared in the fracture developed system. Figure 4.14 shows the resulting concentrations with 

time. Owing to higher fluid velocity and larger mass flux, concentration and radioactivity on the 

downstream boundary increase by an order of magnitude. The increase of concentration in the 
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𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑢𝑚 solution is more significant than that of the 𝐶𝑚244  solution, and the difference in radiation 

intensity is narrow. Consequently, the effectiveness of natural buffer fails. 

 

Fig 4.14 Breakthrough curves of average concentration and radioactivity on the downstream 

boundary when fracture size enlarges by 20% 

4.5. Conclusion 

The UPM demonstrates its capability in dealing with reactive mass transport problems in 3D fracture-

matrix systems. Due to the explicit representation of fractures, this method possesses advantages in 

solving problems with strong discontinuity accurately. The fundamental concept is of UPM using 

geometry equivalence and universal constitutive models to simplify complex 3D problems into one-

dimensional ones. 

Two metric cases with analytical solutions were studied and compared to examine the accuracy of 

the suggested method. Comparatively, result scatters with different fracture configurations and 

parameters achieved a perfect agreement with the corresponding analytical solutions. We emphasize 

that the rock matrix not only works as a safe buffer by absorbing contaminants but also by serving as 

transport channels. A safety assessment was also conducted, according to China’s Beishan project, in 

which the fracture networks and artificial structures were generated based on the site statistics. Both 

transient and steady states were simulated to demonstrate the applicability of UPM to a complex DFN 
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system with hundreds of highly connected fractures. Furthermore, the effects of radioelement half-

lives were assessed. When the half-lives are of the order of tens of years, the final concentration and 

radiation intensity of solute are both positively related to its half-life. However, when the half-lives 

increase to hundreds of years, radioactive solutions tend to perform non-radioactively. The ultimate 

concentration converges to an upper limit value, and the solute radioactivity is inversely correlated 

with its half-life. Monte Carlo analysis was conducted to assess the effects of variance in fracture 

hydraulic apertures. It concludes that the overall conductivity of mass transport is dominated by the 

minimum aperture along the preferential paths. Statistical analysis also compares downstream 

concentrations resulting from random realizations and semi-random realizations. With some 

deterministic fractures, the variance in results is narrowed, but still as large as three orders of 

magnitude, especially when the connectivity of fracture networks is uncertain. At last, the most 

critical factor of network connectivity is fracture sizes. Fracture networks show significant 

percolation threshold effects in the scenario assessment. When fracture sizes are enlarged by 20%, 

both fluid flowrate and mass flux are elevated by at least an order of magnitude, and the host rock 

may not be able to isolate the pollutant.  
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Chapter 5.  Coupled thermal-hydraulic-chemical effects on a rough surface 

5.1. Introduction  

Flow through fractures dominates overall mass and energy transport in fractured rock masses that are 

common host rocks for a variety of engineering applications including an HLW repository, an 

enhanced geothermal system (EGS), and salt mining in the mineral halite. These applications 

frequently involve significant perturbations from thermal, hydraulic, and chemical equilibriums. 

However, the fundamental mechanisms of chemical constituent redistribution due to introducing a 

thermal disturbance are not fully revealed, especially in a non-homogeneous domain, such as a rough 

fracture surface with significant randomness in spatial aperture distribution. Due to the uncertainty 

involved in different realizations, the effects of non-isothermal environment and non-equilibrium 

reactions are still mysterious on the process of aperture upscaling. This chapter conducts both 

analytical and numerical analysis of coupled thermal-hydraulic-chemical (THC) processes on an 

explicitly represented fracture surface. With the high quality of adaptive and conforming meshes, the 

UPM can easily extend the coupled THC processes on a single fracture surface to a sophisticated 

porous domain with numerous fractures.  

The analytical solutions of the ADR equation are derived in both steady and transient states with 

consideration of a thermal gradient, which reveals the fundamental mechanism of coupled THC 

effects. Typical reversible reactions considered in this study are the dissolution and precipitation of 

substances that might be chemically active (e.g., mirabilite) or inert (e.g., quartz). Furthermore, as 

chemical reactions alter fracture aperture, this study is the first to define a self-lock point as the 

transition node of dissolution and precipitation reactions along the flow path. The existence of a self-

lock point relies on chemical and thermal fields that are out of phase. It is crucial and useful to 

evaluate the evolution of the self-lock point in long-term processes when evaluating the embedment 

distance of HLW canisters, designing the borehole flowrate of EGS, and estimating the mining rate 

of salt exploitation. Analytical solutions provide an empirical equation for fast estimation of the self-
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lock point under different fluid velocities. In addition, the empirical equation is applied to numerical 

models of coupled THC effects on a rough fracture surface. Even when coefficients are spatially and 

temporally varied, the theory of a self-lock point is still valid to numerically simulate the aperture 

alteration. It is emphasized that the heterogeneity of chemical and thermal behavior of a rough surface 

is enhanced by the flow velocity. In cases with larger velocities, statistical analysis is required for 

multiple realizations with an identical parameter set. 

5.2. Analytical solutions of coupled thermal-hydraulic-chemical effects 

5.2.1. Steady state of advection-dispersion flow with non-equilibrium reactions 

When analyzing an advection-dispersion flow with reactions, the one-dimensional governing 

equation can be rewritten in the following form: 

𝑑𝑐

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑣

𝜕𝑐

𝜕𝑥
− 𝐷𝑐

𝜕2𝑐

𝜕𝑥2
+

𝜕𝑆

𝜕𝑡
= 0 (5.1) 

where 𝑆 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−3] represents the amount of chemical reaction per unit volume. The chemical reaction 

is either considered in an equilibrium state (e.g., instantaneous adsorption and desorption) that is 

expressed with a retardation coefficient or regarded as a non-equilibrium process that usually 

combines a first- and zero-order of reactions. Reversible dissolution and precipitation are typical non-

equilibrium reactions, which can be expressed in relation to the saturated concentration, 𝑐𝑠 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−3], 

and yields (Hougen and Marshall, 1947): 

𝜕𝑆

𝜕𝑡
= 𝑘𝑐(𝑐 − 𝑐𝑠) (5.2) 

where 𝑘𝑐  [𝑇
−1] is the dissolution-precipitation rate constant. When the constant and the saturated 

concentration is space- and time-independent, the dissolution rate, 𝛾 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−3 ⋅ 𝑇−1], is a constant, 

and the equation can be rewritten as Equation (5.2a). In more general cases, the reaction rate constant 

and saturated concentration are spatially and temporally varied. Hence, the reaction rate is expressed 

in Equation (5.2b): 
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𝜕𝑆

𝜕𝑡
= 𝑘𝑐𝑐 + 𝛾      𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝛾 = 𝑘𝑐𝑐𝑠 (5.2a) 

𝜕𝑆

𝜕𝑡
= 𝑘𝑐(𝑥, 𝑡)[𝑐 − 𝑐𝑠(𝑥, 𝑡)] (5.2b) 

To reduce the complexity of analytical solutions, the simplest boundary and initial conditions are 

defined in a semi-infinite domain. For the chemical field, the upper boundary is set as the 

concentration-type boundary, and the lower boundary is assumed as the flux-type boundary. 

𝑐(𝑥 = 0, 𝑡) = 𝑐0 

𝜕𝑐(𝑥 → ∞, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
= 0 

(5.3) 

The initial fluid concentration, 𝑐𝑖[𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−3], is the same along the entire flow path. 

𝑐(𝑥, 0) = 𝑐𝑖 (5.4) 

For the thermal field, the temperature at the upper boundary is fixed at 𝑇0[Θ], while the temperature 

downstream converges towards the temperature of host rocks, 𝑇1[Θ]. In an analytical analysis, the 

saturated concentration is assumed as having a linear relation with temperature. This is expressed in 

Equation (5.5): 

𝑐𝑠(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑘𝑠𝑇(𝑥, 𝑡) (5.5) 

where 𝑇[Θ] is the temperature in the fluid stream; and 𝑘𝑠[𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−3 ⋅ Θ−1] is the proportional ratio 

between temperature and saturated concentration. Accordingly, the saturated concentrations at upper 

and lower boundaries are 𝑐𝑠0[𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−3] and 𝑐𝑠1[𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−3], respectively. To cover a much wider range 

of parameter values, the following dimensionless parameters are defined: 

𝑡𝑐 =
𝑣2𝑡

𝐷𝑐
      𝑃𝑒 =

𝑣𝑥

𝐷𝑐
 (5.6) 
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𝜆𝑐 =
𝑘𝑐𝐷𝑐

𝑣2
      𝑢𝑐 = √1 + 4𝜆𝑐      𝛼𝑐 =

1 − 𝑢𝑐

2
      𝛽𝑐 =

1 + 𝑢𝑐

2
 

𝜆𝑡 =
𝑘𝑡𝐷𝑡

𝑣2
      𝑢𝑡 = √1 + 4𝜆𝑡      𝛼𝑡 =

1 − 𝑢𝑡

2
       𝛽𝑡 =

1 + 𝑢𝑡

2
 

𝐶 =
𝑐

𝑐0
      𝐶𝑠 =

𝑐𝑠

𝑐0
      𝐶𝑠0 =

𝑐𝑠0

𝑐0
      𝐶𝑠1 =

𝑐𝑠1

𝑐0
      𝐶𝑖 =

𝑐𝑖

𝑐0
 

where 𝑡𝑐 is the dimensionless time; 𝑃𝑒 is the Peclet number that determines the ratio of mass transfer 

by fluid motion to mass transfer by dispersion, while the Peclet number here is also a dimensionless 

measure of distance from the source; 𝜆𝑐 is the dimensionless chemical reaction constant; 𝜆𝑡 is the 

dimensionless heat emission constant; and 𝐶, 𝐶𝑠, 𝐶𝑠0, 𝐶𝑠1, and 𝐶𝑖 are all normalized concentrations.  

From previous research, the steady state solutions of Equation (5.1), (5.2a), and (5.3) can be obtained 

readily: 

𝐶(𝑥) = 𝐶𝑠 + (1 − 𝐶𝑠) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛼𝑐𝑃𝑒) (5.7) 

In this case, the solute concentration along the flow path starts from the concentration at the upper 

boundary and converges towards the saturated concentration in an infinite distance. The parameter, 

𝛼𝑐, represents the gradient of concentration convergence in the direction of fluid flow. Similarly, the 

spatial temperature profile can be expressed with the temperature convergence gradient, 𝛼𝑡, and the 

ratio of chemical and thermal conductivity coefficients in a longitudinal direction, 𝜉𝐷.  

𝑇(𝑥) = 𝑇1 + (𝑇0 − 𝑇1)𝑒𝑥 𝑝(𝜉𝐷𝛼𝑡𝑃𝑒)      𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝜉𝐷 =
𝐷𝑐

𝐷𝑡
 (5.8) 

It is noted that the thermal conductivity coefficient, 𝐷𝑡  [𝐿
2 ⋅ 𝑇−1], and the thermal transmissivity in 

the transverse direction (i.e., from fluid to host rocks), 𝑘𝑡 [𝑇
−1], are both normalized by the specific 

heat and the density of media. Hence, the fluid temperature downstream is the temperature of host 

rock that remains constant in the entire domain. Due to the linear relation between temperature and 
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saturated concentration, the profile of saturated concentration is also spatially variable, which yields 

the following equation: 

𝐶𝑠(𝑥) = 𝐶𝑠1 + (𝐶𝑠0 − 𝐶𝑠1)𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝜉𝐷𝛼𝑡𝑃𝑒) (5.9) 

Substituting Equation (5.9) into Equation (5.2b) gives the governing equation of ADR with a thermal 

gradient. Solving the concentration profile expressed in Equations (5.1), (5.2b), and (5.3), the 

analytical solution of steady state is demonstrated in Equation (5.10): 

𝐶(𝑥) = 𝐶𝑠1 + (1 − 𝐶𝑠1) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛼𝑐𝑃𝑒) +
𝐶𝑠0 − 𝐶𝑠1

1 − 𝑟
[𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝜉𝐷𝛼𝑡𝑃𝑒) − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛼𝑐𝑃𝑒)] 

𝑟 =
𝜉𝐷

2𝛼𝑡
2 − 𝜉𝐷𝛼𝑡

𝛼𝑐
2 − 𝛼𝑐

 

(5.10) 

where the parameter, 𝑟, indicates the extent of reactions caused by perturbations of the thermal field. 

As the chemical and thermal fields are out of phase, both dissolution and precipitation reactions 

coexist in the computational domain. 

5.2.2. Self-lock point due to dissolution and precipitation reactions 

Owing to coexisting dissolution and precipitation reactions, the solute concentration fluctuates along 

the flow path instead of monotonically increasing or decreasing towards a constant saturated 

concentration. Consequently, there exists a transition point where the local concentration is equal to 

saturated concentration. Substituting Equation (5.10) into Equation (5.9) gives the following equation:  

𝐶 − 𝐶𝑠 = (1 − 𝐶𝑠1) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛼𝑐𝑃𝑒) −
𝐶𝑠0 − 𝐶𝑠1

1 − 𝑟
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛼𝑐𝑃𝑒) 

+
𝐶𝑠0 − 𝐶𝑠1

1
𝑟 − 1

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝜉𝐷𝛼𝑡𝑃𝑒) 

(5.11) 

As plotted in Figure 5.1, the steady state concentration profile and the saturated concentration are out 

of phase in terms of dimensionless location. Prior to the transition point, saturated concentration is 

higher than the current concentration, and dissolution occurs, whereas precipitation dominates the 
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chemical reaction when the determined concentration is over-saturated after the intersecting point of 

two curves. When 𝜆𝑐 = 0.01 , 𝜆𝑡 = 1.5 , 𝜉𝐷 = 0.01 , 𝐶𝑠0 = 2 , and 𝐶𝑠1 = 1 , the location of the 

transition node is at 𝑃𝑒 = 111.6. Along the flow path, the dissolution rate is maximized at the source 

and decreases as the concentration difference narrows. Beyond the transient node, the precipitation 

rate increases at the beginning and reaches the peak at 𝑃𝑒 = 222.2, after which the concentration gap 

closes gradually. 

 

Fig 5.1 Profile of fluid concentration and saturated concentration along the flow path 

The coexisting dissolution and precipitation reactions impact spatial fracture apertures through 

chemical redistribution. The variation of fracture apertures alters its hydraulic characteristics in turn. 

The question of immediate interest is therefore whether the variation of fracture aperture encourages 

chemical reactions. When the chemical reactions enlarge the overall hydraulic aperture, the enhanced 

flow transmissivity will improve the activity of dissolution and precipitation. These processes are 

defined as an upward spiral. On the contrary, when the chemical reactions shrink the overall hydraulic 

aperture, the reduced flow transmissivity will retard chemical activity. This downward spiral forms a 

stable self-organizing system where the transition node barely moves. We then define the location 

where the transition from dissolution to precipitation reactions happens as the self-lock point. 

According to Equation (5.11), the self-lock point only exists when there is a real solution for this 
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function. Without thermal gradient (i.e., 𝐶𝑠1 = 𝐶𝑠0), it is apparent that there is no solution in a finite 

length of distance. While 𝐶𝑠1 ≠ 𝐶𝑠0, the function yields: 

𝑒𝑥𝑝[(𝜉𝐷 − 𝜉𝛼)𝛼𝑡𝑃𝑒] = 1 +
1 − 𝑟

𝑟
⋅

𝐶𝑠0 − 1

𝐶𝑠0 − 𝐶𝑠1
      𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝜉𝛼 =

𝛼𝑐

𝛼𝑡
 (5.12) 

Factoring 𝑟 gives: 

𝑟 =
𝜉𝐷

𝜉𝛼
⋅
𝜉𝐷𝛼𝑡 − 1

𝜉𝛼𝛼𝑡 − 1
 (5.13) 

From Equation (5.12) and (5.13), we can determine the prerequisite for the existence of a self-lock 

point as: 

𝐶𝑠0 > 𝐶𝑠1   𝑎𝑛𝑑   𝐶𝑠0 > 1 (5.14) 

The unsaturated fluid upstream dissolves and transports the chemical downstream where precipitation 

occurs due to decreasing saturated concentration.  

When the self-lock point exists, its location is readily obtainable using Equation (5.15). Similarly, the 

location of maximized precipitation is derived from Equation (5.16): 

𝑃𝑒 =
𝑙𝑛 (1 +

1 − 𝑟
𝑟 ⋅

𝐶𝑠0 − 1
𝐶𝑠0 − 𝐶𝑠1

)

(𝜉𝐷 − 𝜉𝛼)𝛼𝑡
 

(5.15) 

𝑃𝑒 =
𝑙𝑛 [

𝜉𝛼

𝜉𝐷
(1 +

1 − 𝑟
𝑟 ⋅

𝐶𝑠0 − 1
𝐶𝑠0 − 𝐶𝑠1

)]

(𝜉𝐷 − 𝜉𝛼)𝛼𝑡
 

(5.16) 

As the solute dispersion coefficient is commonly two orders of magnitude less than the thermal 

conductivity coefficient, Equations (5.15) and (5.16) are approximated with the assumption of 𝐶𝑠1 =

1: 

𝑃𝑒 ≈
𝑙𝑛 (

𝜉𝛼

𝜉𝐷
)

(𝜉𝐷 − 𝜉𝛼)𝛼𝑡
 

(5.17) 
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𝑃𝑒 ≈

𝑙𝑛 (
𝜉𝛼

2

𝜉𝐷
2)

(𝜉𝐷 − 𝜉𝛼)𝛼𝑡
 

(5.18) 

 

Fig 5.2 Locations of self-lock point and maximized precipitation: (a) with different chemical and 

thermal convergence parameters; and (b) with different fluid velocity 

The locations of the self-lock point and maximized precipitation highly depend on the convergence 

parameters of thermal and chemical fields. Figure 5.2 (a) demonstrates typical curves of the self-lock 

and maximized precipitation points with different ratios of chemical and thermal convergence 

parameters. The larger ratio means that the chemical reactions are more active. With reaction 
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activities increasing, the locations of the self-lock and maximized precipitation points converge 

dramatically towards a distance closer to upstream. The velocity of fluid flow is another significant 

factor that influences the self-lock point. Shown in Figure 5.2 (b), the locations of the self-lock and 

maximized precipitation points move increasingly further away from upstream as the fluid accelerates. 

When the fluid velocity dominates mass transport and heat transmission in advection-dispersion 

processes, the location of the self-lock point is approximately proportional to the velocity, which 

provides an empirical formula for fast estimation:  

𝑥 ≈
𝑣

𝑘𝑐 − 𝑘𝑡
𝑙𝑛 (

𝑘𝑐

𝑘𝑡
) (5.19) 

5.2.3. Time-dependent processes 

When considering time-dependent processes, GITT is followed to obtain the transient state solution 

of Equation (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3) with the initial condition as Equation (5.4). Previous researchers 

have demonstrated the solution ignoring the effect of temperature, thus, with the constant saturated 

concentration, which yields: 

𝐶(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝐶𝑠 + (1 − 𝐶𝑠)𝐴 + (𝐶𝑖 − 𝐶𝑠) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝜆𝑐𝑡𝑐)(1 − 𝐵1) 

𝐴 =
1

2
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛼𝑐𝑃𝑒) 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 [

1

2
(

𝑃𝑒

√𝑡𝑐
− 𝑢𝑐√𝑡𝑐)] 

+
1

2
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛽𝑐𝑃𝑒) 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 [

1

2
(

𝑃𝑒

√𝑡𝑐
+ 𝑢𝑐√𝑡𝑐)] 

𝐵1 =
1

2
𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 [

1

2
(

𝑃𝑒

√𝑡𝑐
− √𝑡𝑐)] +

1

2
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑃𝑒) 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 [

1

2
(

𝑃𝑒

√𝑡𝑐
+ √𝑡𝑐)] 

(5.20) 

When considering the effect of a thermal gradient, the concentration profile is derived as: 
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𝐶(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝐶𝑠1 + (1 − 𝐶𝑠1)𝐴 + (𝐶𝑖 − 𝐶𝑠1) 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝜆𝑐𝑡𝑐) (1 − 𝐵1) 

+
𝐶𝑠0 − 𝐶𝑠1

1 − 𝑟
[𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝜉𝐷𝛼𝑡𝑃𝑒) − 𝐴] 

−
𝐶𝑠0 − 𝐶𝑠1

1 − 𝑟
𝑒𝑥𝑝[(𝑟 − 1)𝜆𝑐𝑡𝑐] [𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝜉𝐷𝛼𝑡𝑃𝑒) − 𝐵2]  

𝐵2 =
1

2
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛼𝑟𝑃𝑒) 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 [

1

2
(

𝑃𝑒

√𝑡𝑐
− 𝑢𝑟√𝑡𝑐)] 

+
1

2
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝛽𝑟𝑃𝑒) 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 [

1

2
(

𝑃𝑒

√𝑡𝑐
+ 𝑢𝑟√𝑡𝑐)] 

𝜆𝑟 = 𝑟𝜆𝑐      𝑢𝑟 = √1 + 4𝜆𝑟      𝛼𝑟 =
1 − 𝑢𝑟

2
       𝛽𝑟 =

1 + 𝑢𝑟

2
 

(5.21) 

Figure 5.3 (a) demonstrates the evolution of the fluid concentration profile at different time intervals, 

which results in Equation (5.20). The concentration profile along the travelling distance increases 

dramatically and forms a peak. This peak moves with fluid flow and increases with time. Once the 

concentration reaches an over-saturated level, it is then depressed due to precipitation. As the 

concentration peak moves forward, the concentration profile gradually settles down and converges to 

the steady state. It is noted that upstream concentrations converge faster than downstream 

concentrations. This is also illustrated in the breakthrough curve of concentration in Figure 5.3 (b). 

The concentration peak occurs in the vicinity of the self-lock point. 

Breakthrough time is defined as the dimensionless time (i.e.,𝑡𝑐) spent when the concentration at the 

self-lock point reaches a proportion of the concentration at a steady state. This breakthrough time 

indicates the convergence rate of the coupled THC effects. With the assumption of 𝐶𝑠1 = 𝐶𝑖 = 1, 

Equation (5.20) is simplified as: 

(1 − 𝑅) + 𝑒𝑥𝑝[(𝑟 − 1)𝜆𝑐𝑃𝑒] {𝑅 −
1

2
𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 [

1

2
(

𝑃𝑒

√𝑡𝑐
− 𝑢𝑐√𝑡𝑐)]} 

−𝑒𝑥𝑝[(𝑟 − 1)𝜆𝑐𝑡𝑐] {1 −
1

2
𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑐 [

1

2
(

𝑃𝑒

√𝑡𝑐
− 𝑢𝑟√𝑡𝑐)]} = 0 

(5.22) 

where 𝑅 is the ratio of the transient concentration and the concentration at a steady state. Accordingly, 

the breakthrough time can be determined implicitly. It is interesting that the breakthrough time is also 
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negatively related to the chemical reaction rate and positively related to the flow velocity. Figure 5.4 

demonstrates the typical curves of breakthrough time when the concentration ratio (i.e., 𝑅) is equal 

to 0.50 and 0.99. An increase in the reaction rate constant speeds up breakthrough time exponentially, 

while the breakthrough time barely changes when the ratio of chemical and thermal convergence 

parameters is greater than 0.1. It is noted that the increase of fluid velocity enlarges the dimensionless 

breakthrough time. However, the actual time spent reaching the concentration ratios decreases with 

the fluid velocity because the dimensionless time contains a quadratic term for the velocity. 

 

Fig 5.3 Results of transient state: (a) concentration profile at 𝑡𝑐 = 20, 50, 100, and 200; and (b) 

concentration breakthrough curves at 𝑃𝑒 = 50, 100, 200, and 300 
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Fig 5.4 Breakthrough time when self-lock point reaching at 0.99 and 0.50 of concentration at steady 

state: (a) with different chemical and thermal convergence parameters; and (b) with different fluid 

velocity 

5.3. Numerical solutions of coupled thermal-hydraulic-chemical effects 

5.3.1. Effects of variable fluid viscosity and reaction rate 

Although the analytical solution can provide an intrinsic mechanism of dissolution-precipitation 

reactions during the advection-dispersion processes with a thermal disturbance, the coupled effects 

involving variable coefficients are difficult, if not impossible, to solve analytically. When considering 

an arbitrarily defined thermal gradient, fluid viscosity and density vary spatially and temporally with 

temperature. Additionally, the diffusion coefficient of the chemical constituent and the reaction rates 
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of dissolution and precipitation are dependent on thermal conditions. In these cases, numerical 

simulations become a preferable approach, especially for problems in a 2D or 3D domains with 

sophisticated boundary and initial conditions. A self-programmed simulator is developed to conduct 

numerical analysis. This simulator is verified in one-dimensional cases with analytical solutions and 

utilized in a 2D fracture surface. With the conventional UPM concepts, the simulator can be easily 

extended to a 3D fractured domain. 

 

Fig 5.5 Comparison of transient concentration profiles between: (a) constant and variable fluid 

viscosities, and (b) constant and variable chemical reaction rates 
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When the fluid temperature varies between 20∘𝐶 and 40∘𝐶, changes in fluid density and diffusion 

coefficient are considered negligible. This study focuses on the effects of temperature-dependent 

viscosity and chemical reaction rate. Reid’s model is adopted as a typical temperature–viscosity 

relation, which is expressed in Equation (2.29). The relation between the chemical reaction rate and 

temperature varies in different applications, which is commonly described by the Arrhenius equation 

(Bird et al., 1986). For example, the reaction rate constant of quartz dissolution and precipitation is 

given by the expression (Ghassemi and Suresh Kumar, 2007; Rimstidt and Barnes, 1980; Robinson 

and Pendergrass, 1989):  

𝑘𝑐 = (
𝐴

𝑀
) exp (−0.707 −

2598

𝑇
) (5.23) 

where 𝐴 [−] is the relative interfacial area; and 𝑀 [−] is the relative mass of water in the system. 

With these updated assumptions, the temporal concentration from numerical simulations with 

variable coefficients is compared with the analytical solution with constant coefficients. 

Figure 5.5 compares transient concentration profiles that include the effect of temperature-dependent 

viscosity and the dissolution-precipitation rate with analytical solutions ignoring variable coefficients. 

It is apparent that the thermal gradient alters the fluid viscosity, while the altered fluid flow, in turn, 

affects the temperature profile. A higher temperature upstream reduces fluid viscosity and enhances 

the overall fluid flowrate, which pushes the saturated concentration downstream. It also increases the 

transient concentration profiles slightly. As the temperature difference between upstream and 

downstream is relatively small in this case, the significance of temperature-dependent viscosity is 

also minor in relation to the coupled advection-diffusion-reaction processes. However, the effect of 

the variable reaction rate is much more sensitive when applying a thermal gradient. Energy emission 

and adsorption in chemical reactions are ignored, and thus the saturated concentration is unchanged 

along with the fluid flow. However, more active dissolution-precipitation reactions significantly drift 

the concentration profile upstream where fluid temperature is higher. Owing to the increasing amount 
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of dissolved chemicals in the vicinity of the source, the defined self-lock point travels further 

upstream, and the precipitation downstream is also enhanced accordingly.  

5.3.2. Effects of aperture alteration  

Aperture alteration has a direct relation with hydraulic characteristics and flow velocity resulting in 

a variation of temperature and chemical redistribution. However, the aperture alteration of fracture 

surface is highly dependent on the rate of dissolution-precipitation reactions. These coupled processes 

are typical two-way feedback processes, which rarely have an analytical solution, if at all. The 

aperture alteration can be described as: 

𝑑𝑏

𝑏𝑖
=

𝑑𝑆

𝜌𝑠
 (5.24) 

where 𝑏𝑖 [𝐿] is the initial aperture, and 𝜌𝑠 [𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−3] is the solid density of the soluble chemical. It is 

assumed that the fluid density barely changes with its concentration. To reveal the mechanism of 

aperture alteration, the initial aperture is equal to 1 𝑚𝑚 , and the solid density is assumed at 

2.7 × 103 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3. The hydraulic head between upstream and downstream boundaries keeps constant 

when the initial flow velocity is 0.2 𝑚/𝑑𝑎𝑦. The reaction rate varies in order of magnitude from silica 

redistribution to salt mining through fractured rock. In this case, the reaction rate constant is assumed 

at 2 𝑑𝑎𝑦−1 with the initial temperature of fluid and host rock at 20∘𝐶. 

Compared with fluid viscosity and the chemical reaction rate, aperture alteration has a much slower 

response to thermal disturbance. Figure 5.6 demonstrates concentration profiles in the short and long 

term. As shown in Figure 5.6 (a), the fluid concentration is barely affected by aperture alteration when 

the dimensionless time is less than 400. In a long-term period as illustrated in Figure 5.6 (b), the 

effect of reactions on aperture alteration, and eventually on flow velocity, starts to modify the 

temperature and concentration distribution. The profiles of fluid concentration and saturated 

concentration both contract further upstream. If the chemical reactions are more active (i.e., in salt 

mining), the transient concentration profiles will also be altered in a short-term period. Due to the 
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existence of the self-lock point, the chemical in the solid phase is dissolved upstream where the 

concentration is under-saturated, and hence the fracture opening is enlarged. Beyond that point, the 

brine starts to precipitate and closes the fracture aperture. The opening of the fracture changes with 

time, as shown in Figure 5.7. As the self-lock point moves gradually upstream, the precipitation 

region is enlarged. In the vicinity of the self-lock point, the shrinkage of the fracture aperture 

accumulates.  

 

Fig 5.6 Transient concentration profiles with aperture alteration: (a) in short term; and (b) in long 

term 
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The next question of interest will be how this aperture alteration interacts with the hydraulic 

characteristics. Figure 5.8 illustrates changes of the equivalent hydraulic aperture and the self-lock 

point in an even longer period. The equivalent hydraulic aperture and the overall flowrate slightly 

increase at the beginning since the solution along the entire flow path is under-saturated at this stage, 

and, hence, the overall opening is enlarged due to dissolution. As the dimensionless time approaches 

400, the Peclet number of the self-lock point drops from infinity to 111.6 and reaches a temporary 

steady state. In the next phase, the redistribution of chemical solute enlarges the fracture aperture 

upstream but precipitates scale downstream. Precipitation dominates changes in both hydraulic and 

thermal fields, which eventually reduces the overall transmissivity and the reaction activity. The 

reduced flowrate and enlarged aperture upstream slow down the flow velocity and bring ahead the 

self-lock point based on the empirical equation. Moreover, the precipitation is more active at locations 

with a smaller initial aperture according to Equation (5.23). As a result, the precipitation area is 

continuously enlarged and helps the accumulation of aperture shrinkage to eventually form a 

bottleneck near the self-lock point. However, this downward spiral is self-organizing and converges 

to a stable system. As the overall flowrate decreases, reaction activity reduces as well. The flow 

velocity might be enhanced at the bottleneck point when the contraction of aperture reaches a certain 

extent. At this stage, the self-lock point is pushed downstream slightly. The decrease of mass transport 

and heat transmission becomes gradual, and the equivalent hydraulic aperture converges to a non-

zero value. Throughout the long-term process of aperture alteration, it is emphasized that the self-

lock point moving upstream is the key to forming a continuous accumulation of precipitation. This 

phenomenon generates a bottleneck area near the self-lock point of short-term steady state, which 

indicates the minimum distance required to form a closed system that can limit long-term leakage of 

material.  
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Fig 5.7 Profile of fracture aperture along the flow path in long term 

 

Fig 5.8 Locations of self-lock point and the ratio of the equivalent hydraulic aperture and initial 

aperture in long term 

5.3.3. Coupled effects on a rough fracture surface 

Besides coefficients varying temporally, spatially variable characteristics complicate the coupled 

THC processes even further, especially when investigating the validity of the self-lock point on a 

rough fracture surface. The roughness of fracture surface is defined by tortuosity and the aperture 

deviation. When considering the Darcian flow on a relatively large surface, the fracture tortuosity is 

negligible (Tsang, 1984). Hence, the transmissivity of the fracture relies on the effects of variable 

aperture, which is quantified by its statistical variation, 𝜎𝑏
2 [𝐿2], and the autocorrelation lengths in 
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two dimensions, 𝜆𝑥 [𝐿
−1] and 𝜆𝑦  [𝐿

−1] (Chaudhuri et al., 2012; Zimmerman and Bodvarsson, 1996). 

This study uses the matrix decomposition method to generate the normally distributed fracture 

aperture, 𝑏. The covariant matrix, 𝐶𝑂𝑉, is defined below: 

𝐶𝑂𝑉 = 𝜎𝑏
2 exp (−

√𝑥2𝜆𝑥
2 + 𝑦2𝜆𝑦

2

2
) (5.25) 

 

Fig 5.9 Aperture distribution on rough fracture surfaces generated with different autocorrelation 

lengths: (a) 𝜆𝑥 = 0.01 𝑚−1, 𝜆𝑦 = 0.01 𝑚−1; (b) 𝜆𝑥 = 0.01 𝑚−1, 𝜆𝑦 = 0.05 𝑚−1; (c) 𝜆𝑥 =

0.05 𝑚−1, 𝜆𝑦 = 0.01 𝑚−1; and (d) 𝜆𝑥 = 0.05 𝑚−1, 𝜆𝑦 = 0.05 𝑚−1 
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Figure 5.9 shows four different spatial correlation structures of initial aperture field with a domain 

size of 1.0 𝑚 × 1.0 𝑚. When the mean value and standard deviation of aperture, 𝜇𝑏 [𝐿] and 𝜎𝑏  [𝐿], 

are both equal to 1 𝑚𝑚, four typical fracture aperture distributions are generated with different 

autocorrelation lengths. Fracture aperture distributions shown in Figures 5.9 (a) and 5.9 (d) are both 

isotropic, which means the autocorrelation lengths in both dimensions are identical. As the latter has 

larger autocorrelation lengths (i.e., 𝜆𝑥 = 𝜆𝑦 = 0.05 𝑚) than the former (i.e., 𝜆𝑥 = 𝜆𝑦 = 0.01 𝑚), its 

aperture distribution relates more to the vicinity, and therefore the spatial aperture changes more 

gradually. Figures 5.9 (b) and 5.9 (c) demonstrate cases with longitudinal and transverse anisotropic 

apertures, respectively. The dimension with a large autocorrelation length tends to have a low 

intensity of aperture variance. Aperture anisotropy will certainly result in the anisotropy of hydraulic 

transmissivity. 

Applying constant hydraulic head and thermal difference on the upstream and downstream 

boundaries, the coupled THC effects are simulated on a rough fracture surface that is shown in Figure 

5.9 (a). The temporal scale is measured with the dimensionless time given that the initial average 

velocity is 0.2 𝑚/𝑑𝑎𝑦  on the inlet boundary. In the beginning, the distribution of the pressure 

gradient is roughly even across the entire surface. Fluid flow gradually converges to several preferable 

paths and forms stream channels. When the dimensionless time reaches 1 × 106 , the pressure 

gradient upstream starts becoming gradual as dissolution enlarges the opening. Some flow channels 

downstream are closed due to precipitation, while the flow velocity has not dropped significantly. As 

the dimensionless time surpasses 2 × 106, an obvious band of narrow apertures is generated in the 

vicinity of 𝑥 = 0.2𝑚. As a result, both upstream and downstream pressure gradients become gradual, 

and a steep pressure gradient occurs on the precipitation band. It is interesting that the channeling 

effect at this stage is eased. Streamlines that were merged previously start branching and flow 

velocities in different streams are not as diverse as before. At the end of the simulation, an apparent 

barrier is formed in the vicinity of the self-lock point, where the pressure and temperature gradients 
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are maximized. Material redistribution narrows the flow channels and eventually cuts off some fluid 

streamlines. 

 

Fig 5.10 Contours of pressure, temperature, aperture and streamline during the transient processes 

in a rough fracture surface with 𝜆𝑥 = 0.01 𝑚−1 and 𝜆𝑦 = 0.01 𝑚−1. 

During these transient stages, the frequency density of fracture aperture distribution is statistically 

demonstrated in Figure 5.11. In general, mineral transport and redistribution have barely changed the 

trends of aperture distribution at different stages. However, some significant aperture variations occur 

near the mean value of the initial aperture (i.e., 1 𝑚𝑚). The frequencies of larger apertures decrease, 
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while the decline is narrowed as the aperture increases. On the contrary, the proportion of smaller 

apertures is increasing. Although this proportion only accounts for 30% of overall apertures, its 

change leads to the decline of the overall equivalent hydraulic aperture. This phenomenon explains 

the fundamental mechanism of self-lock, which is that the fracture aperture alteration transforms 

aperture distribution from a chaotic state to an ordered state. Precipitation only fills the opening at a 

few crucial positions but blocks most flow streams. 

 

Fig 5.11 Histogram of fracture aperture distribution in transient processes 

The aperture distribution of a single realization is stochastically generated from the statistical 

parameter set. Multiple realizations are required to validate the empirical equation of the self-lock 

point on fracture surfaces listed in Figure 5.9. A constant hydraulic head is applied on boundaries to 

determine the average flow velocity. The location of precipitation is derived from the distance of the 

precipitation band from the upstream boundary. Figure 5.12 shows the results of 50 realizations for 

each parameter set. Compared with the analytical estimation from Equation (5.19), results from 

numerical experiments of rough surfaces achieve excellent agreement. It concludes that the empirical 

equation for the self-lock point can be used for the fast estimation of precipitation locations on 2D 

rough surfaces. It emphasized that the precipitation location is approximately proportional to the flow 

velocity. Analyzing results from different autocorrelation lengths shows that increasing this 
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parameter in either dimension will enhance the variation of equivalent hydraulic aperture even when 

the mean value of the aperture is constant. When the autocorrelation length stays unchanged in the 

flow direction but increases in the direction perpendicular to the pressure gradient, the equivalent 

hydraulic aperture is reduced. It is easy to understand that increasing the autocorrelation length in the 

orthogonal direction will enlarge the tortuosity and lengthen the streamline. Similarly, the enlarged 

autocorrelation length in the flow direction will ease the tortuosity of the streamline and enhance the 

hydraulic transmissivity. Less tortuous streamlines push precipitation locations further downstream, 

which may be even more significant than the estimated values. 

 

Fig 5.12 Comparison between locations of precipitation in multiple realizations with different 

autocorrelation lengths and the locations of self-lock points from analytical estimation 

5.4. Case study and results 

5.4.1. A circular thermal disturbance embedded in a rough fracture surface 

In practical applications, the boundary conditions of coupled THC effects are much more complicated. 

When studying an HLW canister buried in granite or halite, it works as the source of both heat and 

contaminant. The thermo-hydrologic conditions and nuclide migration near embedded canisters are 

essential in the design and performance assessment of a repository for radioactive waste. Besides the 

natural composition of the host rock, discontinuities in the domain of engineered structures are 

commonly filled with grouting material (e.g., bentonite), which makes the chemical constituents 
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involved in a fracture surface even more complex. Most available studies in this area considered a 

single fracture surface homogeneous as a continuum. However, the ramifications of this 

simplification have not been substantiated. Results indicate that the overall transmissivity due to 

coupled THC effects is highly dependent on the aperture alteration at locations with smaller apertures, 

while the assumption of homogeneity tends to overlook the importance of the spatial variance of the 

aperture. An idealized model is shown in Figure 5.13. A canister is buried in the center of a square 

plan. The size of this surface is 3𝑚 × 3𝑚, and the diameter of the canister is 1𝑚. Variable apertures 

are generated with the autocorrelation length of 0.1𝑚 in both dimensions. Like previous cases, a 

constant hydraulic head is applied on two opposite boundaries of the fracture surface given the initial 

average flow velocity of 0.2 𝑚/𝑑𝑎𝑦. The buried canister introduces a thermal disturbance with a 

constant temperature of 40 ∘𝐶. The reaction constant is 2 𝑑𝑎𝑦−1 as the temperature of the host rock 

is set at 20∘𝐶. This thermal disturbance triggers chemical redistribution in geological formations and 

alters hydraulic fields in long-term processes. The time scale is still measured with the dimensionless 

parameter. 

 

Fig 5.13 Plan sketch of a hot canister embedded in the centre of a fracture with stochastic aperture 

distribution 
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The aperture redistribution might not only modify the transmissivity but also improve the isolation 

of the fractured system when the thermos-hydrologic conditions meet certain requirements. As shown 

in Figure 5.14, there are significant changes in fracture aperture and the direction of fluid flow. 

Initially, the fluid stream flows along the perimeter of the circular canister and transfers heat and 

chemicals with convection. At this stage, aperture alteration due to dissolution–precipitation reactions 

has not occurred yet, and the streamlines of fluid flow are determined by the original aperture 

distribution on the rough surface. When the dimensionless time reaches 1 × 106, dissolution happens 

upstream at the inner circle next to the canister perimeter, while the precipitation reaction is located 

downstream at the outer circle that is also very close to the canister. Respectively, the green and red 

dots indicate locations of dissolution and precipitation with the largest amount. Different from the 

aforementioned cases with simple boundary conditions, there is no obvious precipitation band 

generated at a certain distance from the thermal disturbance. Instead, the most significant aperture 

closure occurs along the streamlines. At 𝑡𝑐 = 2 × 106, the closure of the fracture opening becomes 

increasingly severe downstream. This redirects fluid streamlines away from the circular canister and 

forms a low-permeability zone. Eventually, the low-permeability zone downstream of the canister is 

continuously enlarged as precipitation becomes increasingly severe at locations where apertures are 

contracting. Although apertures upstream of the canister increase, the overall permeability decreases 

due to the bottleneck effect. As a result, the enlarged low-permeability area repels fluid flow away 

from the vicinity of the canister.  

For the system with low flow velocity, the buried canister emitting heat may seal the fracture opening 

in a long-term process. This self-healing phenomenon in fractured rock has a sizeable effect on the 

design of projects whose life cycles are up to thousands of years. Precipitation starts along the flow 

streamlines near the thermal disturbance. More importantly, the contraction becomes even more 

severe at high flowrate channels after aperture narrowing. Although the exact locations of 

precipitation are impossible to analytically derive in such complicated boundary conditions, the 

empirical equation of the self-lock point can still determine whether long-term mass transport is in a 
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downward spiral based on the flow velocity. This phenomenon is crucial in the design of optimized 

canister spacing. Equation (5.19) suggests that the self-lock point is approximately proportional to 

the flow velocity when the THC conditions remain unchanged. With slow groundwater movement 

(i.e., the average velocity at 0.2 𝑚/𝑑𝑎𝑦), the system can form a barrier for self-isolation within the 

range of 1 𝑚. For an HLW repository in the depth of 400~1000 𝑚, it can be a self-isolated system, 

even with a much higher velocity of groundwater. 

 

Fig 5.14 Contours of aperture alterations and streamlines and locations of maximum precipitation 

and dissolution at: (a) 𝑡𝑐 = 0; (b) 𝑡𝑐 = 1 × 106; (c) 𝑡𝑐 = 2 × 106; and (d) 𝑡𝑐 = 4 × 106 
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5.4.2. Two boreholes on a rough fracture surface  

A system with two boreholes on a fracture surface is another common scenario using coupled THC 

effects with dissolution–precipitation reactions. Hot water is injected in one borehole, which dissolves 

and transports chemicals towards the production borehole. Figure 5.15 demonstrates typical setups 

for the simulation of this scenario. The injection and production boreholes have a diameter of 0.1 𝑚, 

and their axes span in 3 𝑚 and locate symmetrically on a 5𝑚 × 3𝑚 rectangular fracture surface. 

Variable apertures are generated with the autocorrelation length of 0.1 𝑚  in both dimensions. 

Assuming the initial flowrates at 0.2 𝐿/𝑑𝑎𝑦, 1 𝐿/𝑑𝑎𝑦, and 5 𝐿/𝑑𝑎𝑦, the hydraulic head between two 

boreholes remains constant for the entire simulation. The temperature of inflow is assumed at 40∘𝐶 

constantly, while the temperature of host rocks is set at 20∘𝐶. The spacing of these two boreholes 

determines the minimum injection rate required when the thermal disturbance triggers chemical 

redistribution and alters the transmissivity of mass transport. Due to the small span between two 

boreholes in the simulated model, the injection flowrate is relatively slow to demonstrate the 

transition of transmissivity from a downward spiral to an upward spiral. Consequently, the temporal 

scale for significant aperture alteration is relatively long. With empirical equations, simulations of 

models with small borehole spans can derive the result of the prototype with much larger borehole 

spans.  

 

Fig 5.15 Plan sketch of two boreholes intersecting with a fracture with stochastic aperture 

distribution 
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Figure 5.16 demonstrates the transient processes of aperture alteration and streamlines in simulations 

with different injection flowrates. In the beginning, the streamlines have an identical pattern despite 

the injection flowrates as it relies on the initial aperture distribution of the fracture surface. It is 

apparent that the average flow velocity in each stream path is inversely related to its length. As 

simulations proceed, dissolution-precipitation reactions shape the streamline pattern differently in 

these three cases. The locations with maximum aperture enlargement and closure are indicated with 

green and red dots, respectively. In the case with an initial flowrate of 0.2 𝐿/𝑑𝑎𝑦, dissolution and 

precipitation both surround the injection borehole within a limited area. It is noteworthy that the flow 

paths with higher velocities (i.e., streamlines with shorter lengths) fade away first after 1000 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠. 

This is mainly because precipitation occurs earlier and more severely at locations where mass 

transport is more active. At the end of the simulation, flow paths near non-flow boundaries are also 

eliminated due to relatively slow velocities, and only the streamlines with intermediate lengths are 

retained. In this case, the locations with the most severe precipitation are generally unchanged. On 

the contrary, when the initial flowrate rises to 1.0 𝐿/𝑑𝑎𝑦, the most severe precipitation reactions 

occur further away from the dissolution reactions and occupy some critical positions along the fluid 

streamline after the first 1000 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠. The flow velocities are quickly slowed down as the precipitation 

zone builds up. More streamlines are generated near the non-flow boundaries to bypass the 

precipitation zone. Until 5000 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 , the locations of precipitation are continuously pushed 

downstream. The precipitation is still capable of forming a consecutive low-permeability area 

between the production and injection boreholes. The bottleneck occurs and eliminates most 

streamlines in this area. Finally, only streamlines along the upper boundary corridor are retained. 

Different from the two aforementioned cases, precipitation reactions with an initial flowrate of 

5.0 𝐿/𝑑𝑎𝑦 scatter sporadically on the rough fracture surface and rarely exit the stream paths, which 

cannot form a barrier and, therefore, slow the flowrate between the two wells. As the simulation 

evolves, dissolution reactions significantly widen the fracture aperture along the streamlines. The 

enlargement of the fracture aperture is more severe on the flow paths that have a greater velocity. 
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This upward spiral consequently diverts nearly all fluid flow to streamlines that connect two 

boreholes with shorter lengths.  

 

Fig 5.16 Contours of aperture alterations and streamlines and locations of maximum precipitation 

and dissolution in transient processes with different initial velocities 

Due to the stochasticity of aperture distribution, 30 realizations are generated based on the same 

parameter set. For each realization, numerical simulations are conducted with initial flowrates of 

0.2 𝐿/𝑑𝑎𝑦 , 1.0 𝐿/𝑑𝑎𝑦 , 2.0 𝐿/𝑑𝑎𝑦 , and 5.0 𝐿/𝑑𝑎𝑦 . We statistically analyze the precipitation 

locations in each case and plot the mean value and the standard deviation in Figure 5.17. Black boxes 

mark the cases in which the mass transport is in upward spirals and the transmissivity is exponentially 

improved. In the case with a higher injection flowrate, the precipitation is more likely located further 

downstream. As the mean value of precipitation locations pushes downstream by a larger injection 

flowrate, the standard deviation of precipitation also increases. It is concluded that the randomness 
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of precipitation locations is attributed to the heterogeneity of the fracture surface but is enhanced by 

a larger flowrate. A larger flowrate not only increases the standard deviation of precipitation locations 

in a particular case but also improves the randomness among different realizations. For realizations 

with an initial flowrate of 0.2 𝐿/𝑑𝑎𝑦, the mean value of precipitation locations in each realization is 

approximately 0.22 𝑚. The empirical equation for the self-lock point is still valid in these cases. 

However, when the initial flowrate rises to 1.0 𝐿/𝑑𝑎𝑦, the mean values of the precipitation locations 

vary from 0.41 𝑚 to 0.78 𝑚 among different realizations. The resulting randomness is also high in 

cases with injection flowrates of 2.0 𝐿/𝑑𝑎𝑦 and 5.0 𝐿/𝑑𝑎𝑦. In these cases, the empirical equation is 

hardly applicable to predict precipitation locations. Moreover, the fluid velocity drops significantly 

with the distance from the injection borehole, hence, the empirical equation using the injection 

velocity tends to overestimate the distance of precipitation locations. Therefore, the estimated value 

of the self-lock point can be used as the upper bound of precipitation locations. For example, 

analytical estimation indicates that the location of precipitation occurs at 5.5 𝑚 from the injection 

borehole, which is much larger than the distance between injection and production boreholes. Indeed, 

the mean value of precipitation locations is smaller than 3 𝑚 in all realizations. Even considering the 

deviation of precipitation locations, most precipitation reactions are located within 4.5 𝑚 from the 

injection borehole. There are three cases where precipitation reactions effectively reduce 

transmissivity. On the contrary, although the empirical equation suggests that the location of the self-

lock point is smaller than the span of two boreholes when the initial flowrate is 2.0 𝐿/𝑑𝑎𝑦, there still 

exists one case where the fluid flow breaks through the rough fracture surface and enhances overall 

transmissivity. 
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Fig 5.17 Mean values and standard deviations of precipitation locations in multiple realizations with 

different injection flowrates in an identical two boreholes system 

5.5. Conclusion  

The objective of this chapter is to reveal the mechanism of coupled THC effects on a rough fracture 

surface considering aperture alteration by non-equilibrium reations. Efforts have been made in two 

aspects. First, analytical solutions of ADR equations are obtained in both steady and transient states. 

Results show that introducing a thermal disturbance causes coexisting dissolution-precipitation 

reactions and reshapes the transmissivity of mass transport. We define the transition point of 

dissolution and precipitation reactions as the self-lock point. Due to the bottleneck effect, the 

alteration of overall transmissivity is dominated by the precipitation reaction. Thus, the existence of 

the self-lock point determines whether the system can be isolated through a downward spiral. Second, 

numerical simulations are conducted to examine the effect of variable coefficients on the ADR 

equations. The dynamic viscosity and chemical reaction rate are both temperature-dependent and 

have effects on concentration profile, while the concentration profile alters hydraulic transmissivity 

in turn. These two-way feedback processes are studied in both the short and long term.  

The empirical equation from analytical analysis indicates that the self-lock point tends to move 

upstream resulting in the accumulation of precipitation, which forms a bottleneck that reduces overall 

transmissivity. The precipitation area is enlarged until the flow velocity reaches an equilibrium and 
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pushes the precipitation downwards again. When considering a rough fracture surface with stochastic 

aperture distribution, dissolution–precipitation reactions due to a thermal disturbance might transform 

the chaotic state of aperture distribution to an ordered state. It is acknowledged that dissolution–

precipitation reactions are more active along the streamlines where the fluid flow is more significant, 

and the aperture shrinkage is more severe at locations with narrow openings. Consequently, a barrier 

is generated around the thermal disturbance based on the empirical equation of the self-lock point. 

However, the variance of aperture distribution and the flow velocity weaken the reliability of this 

empirical equation. When the autocorrelation parameter of aperture variance is larger or the flow 

velocity is faster, mass transport is more likely in an upward spiral even if the self-lock point exists 

in the analytical estimation based on the equivalent hydraulic aperture.   
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Chapter 6.  A semi-continuum model for numerical simulations of mass 

transport in fractured rock masses 

6.1. Introduction 

The primary difficulty in the numerical simulations of contaminant transport is to explicitly represent 

the complex geological configurations of massive discontinuities, which generate significant 

heterogeneity and anisotropy in the porous medium. Increasing efforts have been devoted to 

developing techniques in highly fractured rock masses, such as the UPM that simplify 3D problems 

with one-dimensional interconnected pipe networks. However, the UPM follows the conventional 

discrete fracture-matrix (DFM) scheme and requires strict conformity at the interface of 

discontinuities. As a result, ill-conditioned mesh elements are inevitable due to complex geometric 

intersections. 

To remove the constraint of mesh conformity, Lee et al. (2001) and Li et al. (2008) developed 

embedded discrete-fracture modelling (EDFM) with structured Cartesian grids. In each background 

grid, the influence of fracture is expressed explicitly by a transport index of three types of non-

neighboring connections, including (1) between a fracture segment and the background matrix, (2) 

between fracture segments in a single fracture, and (3) between fracture segments in different 

fractures (Xu et al., 2017). The transmissibilities at the interface of connection are conducted by the 

harmonic average of two half-transmissibilities (Jiang and Younis, 2017). Through regular corner-

point grids for rock matrix and discrete representation of fracture segments, the fluid flow problem is 

discretized by a standard finite-volume scheme. Tene et al. (2017) developed a projection-based 

EDFM (pEDFM) to address flow barriers by introducing an additional connection between the 

fracture and matrix. Jiang and Younis (2017) improved pEDFM performance in a multiphase flow. 

Although this method displays robustness by avoiding conforming meshes, it is still computationally 

demanding since an additional pressure variable is assigned to both the matrix and fracture in each 

cell. Moreover, given the complexity of 3D fracture configuration, it is still computationally 
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demanding in determining the average normal distance from the fracture segment in each matrix 

block when computing the overall transmissibility. 

The fracture continuum method was proposed by Svensson (2001a, 2001b). This method honors the 

accuracy of discrete fracture methods while retaining computational efficiency as a continuous 

approach. It distributes the effect of fractures onto the structured grids of the rock matrix by geometric 

mapping. Then the transmissibility of the grid containing fracture segments is altered by 

homogenizing the effects of the mapped fracture. The mass-transport variables are derived through 

staggered velocity grids (Svensson, 2001a). However, its applications are limited to a sparsely 

fractured rock with a conductance field dominated by faults or fracture zones since significant errors 

will occur when the ratio of fracture aperture to grid cell size is below 0.1. Also, the inclination of 

orientation will lead to an error of up to 16% (Botros et al., 2008). Another fracture continuum 

technique was developed by Mckenna (2006). This approach assigns the critical properties of fracture 

networks to finite-difference grid elements and derives a hydraulic conductance value for each grid 

block. Besides fluid flow, this technique is also applied to the simulation of solute spreading 

integrated with a particle tracking algorithm (Reeves et al., 2008a, 2008b). It demonstrates perfect 

accuracy and excellent capability in dealing with large-scale 2D problems. However, transforming 

data from site investigation to the properties assigned, including the coordination number in each grid, 

could be subjective (Botros et al., 2008). Moreover, the idealized assumption of isotropy is applied 

to each grid in most fracture continuum models. 

This chapter attempts to combine the merits from both continuous and discrete techniques and 

develops a simulation model that retains the accuracy of discrete fracture models with the processing 

speed of continuum approaches. This model balances between results accuracy and computational 

complexity based on distinct precision requirements and available statistics, applicable throughout 

the entire design cycle of a project. The application of this model focuses on the solute transport of 

radioactive material in an HLW repository, a typical multi-physics process. It adapts background 

matrix grids from fracture continuum models and maps the discontinuities explicitly in the cells. 
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Boolean operations are utilized to calculate the intersection, avoiding the constraint of conformity, 

and achieving better adjustability in results accuracy and computational efficiency. The simulation 

domain is then discretized into two overlapped pipe-network systems with UPM, and the adaptive 

mesh refinement (AMR) is incorporated in the proposed method to improve computational efficiency 

further. Denser grids only apply to the area of interest, such as high-importance zones or the vicinity 

of fractures where the pressure and concentration fields deform dramatically. Although the proposed 

method also follows the finite difference scheme, some improvements have been made compared 

with the conventional UPM. For the first, this semi-continuum method adopts the concept of 

“Fracture mapping” (Botros et al., 2008). Instead of using homogenized parameters in the subdomain, 

the method preserves the heterogeneity and anisotropy induced by fractures. Through a group of 

standardized fracture elements, original fractures are represented equivalently and explicitly. It avoids 

ill-conditioned mesh elements that frequently occurs in conventional finite difference methods with 

conforming meshes. Secondly, the proposed method considers faces centers of each subdomain grid 

as computing nodes. It is more intuitive and logical to represent the equivalent fracture elements as 

the connecting preferential paths between two face-centered computing nodes. In addition, by 

adaptive meshes and hanging nodes, degrees of freedom are significantly reduced and adjustable 

according to the maximum refinement level. The proposed method is preferred in fast and robust 

estimations with a variety of precision requirements, which can hardly be achieved in conventional 

models with unstructured conforming meshes. 

6.2. Semi-continuum model 

6.2.1. Generation of equivalent fracture path  

The representation of discontinuities is the essential distinction among numerical models of fractured 

porous media. Discrete methods overemphasize the precision of geometric configuration, while 

continuum methods oversimplify the effects of discontinuities on heterogeneity. In our model, the 

fractures are explicitly represented in the rock matrix but operate with some precision compromise in 
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the geometric configuration. The original fracture networks are standardized and equivalent to a pipe-

network system overlapped with the rock matrix. 

 

Fig 6.1 Representations of fractures and rock matrix in the semi-continuum model: (a) face-centred 

node; (b) grids intercepted with fractures; and (c) fracture-enhanced conduits 

The simulated domain is first discretized into structured finite difference elements considered as the 

background matrix grids. The flow field in these grids was widely studied with the finite volume 

method (Edwards, 1996; Lipnikov et al., 2004). With the assumptions of Darcian flow and 

incompressible fluid, the velocity between two neighboring blocks is expressed as Equation (2.1). 

Different from corner-point grids, mass conservation applies to the grid surfaces in this method. For 

a 2D example, the grid surface is simplified as the edge of the element, which can be represented by 
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a face-centered node. As shown in Figure 6.1 (a), the control volume of the representative node 

occupies a quarter of the grid in each quadrilateral or one-sixth of a 3D cubic block. In the grids, the 

mass transport between two control volumes is equivalent to the flow between their representative 

nodes through an imaginary pipe. Therefore, a 2D or 3D domain is simplified to a system of virtual 

nodes and pipes in one dimension. The face-centered point approximation of the pressure equation is 

derived via an application of the Gauss flux theorem, and the mass-conservation equation at the node 

𝑁𝑖 can be obtained as 

𝑞𝑖 = − ∑
𝑘𝑖𝜏

𝜇

𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝜏

Δ𝑛𝑖𝜏
𝑠𝑖𝜏 

𝑇𝑖

𝑁𝜏𝜖𝑇𝑖

 (6.1) 

where 𝑞𝑖[𝐿
3 ⋅ 𝑇−1] is the net flowrate out of the control volume; 𝑠𝑖𝜏[𝐿

2] and 𝛥𝑛𝑖𝜏[𝐿] are the cross-

area and the length of the interconnecting pipe 𝑃𝑖𝜏; 𝑇𝑖 is the set of all nodes connecting with node 𝑁𝑖; 

and 𝑘𝑖𝜏[𝐿
2] is the equivalent permeability of the corresponding pipe 𝑃𝑖𝜏. 

Similarly, fracture networks are also discretized into a system of virtual nodes and pipes, which is 

then superposed on top of the background matrix. However, some compromise is made in fracture 

geometry to comply with the constraint of conformity and depress the total degree of freedom. When 

a fracture is imposed on a rock-matrix continuum, the grids that intercept with this fracture are marked 

with color. The intersecting fracture segment is conducted through Boolean operations, and it is only 

necessary to determine whether the grid edge and the fracture intersect instead of deriving the exact 

interception location. The representative node of the edge is considered as the intersecting point 

naturally. As an example, the fracture in Figure 6.1 (c) passes through several background grids in 

the domain. The intercepted boundaries of these grids are represented with nodes 𝑁𝑚, 𝑁𝑛, 𝑁𝑖, 𝑁𝑗, 𝑁𝑘, 

and 𝑁𝑙 in consequence, which will result in the enhancement (or reduction) in the transmissibility of 

pipes 𝑃𝑚𝑛, 𝑃𝑛𝑖, 𝑃𝑖𝑗, 𝑃𝑗𝑘, and 𝑃𝑘𝑙. These conduits with altered transmissibility consist of a separated 

pipe network of fractures, defined as the fracture path in equivalence. In this study, the background 

matrix pipe networks and the equivalent fracture path are superposed to combine the effects of two 
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porous systems. Similar implementations are applied to the equivalence in three dimensions. The 

intercepting fracture surface in each grid block is standardized by the Boolean operations and then 

forms a pipe network of fracture-enhanced conduits. 

6.2.2. Enrichment of grids  

The simplification of fracture geometry induces erroneous results given the deviation of the original 

and equivalent fracture networks. Therefore, enriching localized information by increasing the mesh 

density is necessary. Denser grids are primarily applied to the fracture zone where the pressure and 

concentration fields are deformed dramatically, while coarse grids are utilized in the area with less 

heterogeneity and anisotropy. AMR then reduces the total calculating complexity. As shown in Figure 

6.2 (a), the colored grids from Figure 6.1 (b) are subdivided into finer grids, and the fracture inclusion 

is examined in each newly generated subdivision for every fracture in their parent grid. As a result, a 

new equivalent fracture path is formed. Compared with the coarse grids, in which the equivalent path 

of fracture is 14% longer than the original one, the overestimation in length drops down to only 8% 

in the domain after local grid enrichment. Besides narrowing the gap in length, the domain refinement 

also helps determine the position and direction of fractures. The resolution and sharpness of the 

domain are both elevated by AMR. As the fractures in equivalence converge to the original fracture 

networks, the results accuracy also improves.  

AMR has been widely discussed in partial differential problems (Berger and Colella, 1989; Berger 

and Oliger, 1984; Cornford et al., 2013; Lipnikov et al., 2004). We define a sequence of levels 𝑅 =

0, 1, … , 𝑅𝑑, and the mesh elements at level 𝑅 have a universal grid size Δ𝑥𝑅[𝐿]. The refinement ratio 

𝑟[−] is defined as the multiple of two grid sizes in consecutive levels (i.e., 𝑟 = Δ𝑥𝑅/Δ𝑥𝑅+1). A simple 

parameter of the maximum refinement level 𝑅𝑑[−] is defined to describe the sharpness of the domain, 

which can be expressed as 

𝑅𝑑 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑟

Δ𝑥0

Δ𝑥𝑅𝑑

 (6.2) 
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This maximum refinement level is also a parameter adjusting the overall resolution and hence the 

total degree of freedom. However, this hierarchy system leads to a non-conforming interface with 

hanging nodes. Several approaches are proposed, including adding temporary elements (Palle and 

Dantzig, 1996; Provatas et al., 1998), conforming approximation (Krysl et al., 2004, 2003), and 

overlapping boundaries (Yu et al., 2002). Two scenarios exist at the nonconforming interface: a 

coarse grid neighboring with the fine grid and vice versa. We assume the linear shape function 

applying to the pressure field on the interface, which leads to a weak interface condition for pressure 

and a strong interface condition for flux. We assume that the node 𝑁𝑖 represents the grid boundary in 

a coarse element abutting the fine elements, and the node 𝑁𝜙 refers to the grid boundary in the fine 

elements that shares the nonconforming interface with the coarse one. 𝐹𝑖 is the set of all nodes like 

𝑁𝜙 that belong to the fine grids and share the interface with the node 𝑁𝑖. The pressure and flowrate 

conditions on the interface can be expressed as  

𝑝𝑖𝐴𝑖 = ∑ 𝑝𝜙𝐴𝜙

𝐹𝑖

𝑁𝜙∈𝐹𝑖

 

𝒗𝒊 = 𝒗𝝓 

(6.3) 

where 𝐴𝑖[𝐿
2] and 𝐴𝜙[𝐿2] are the area of grid boundary surfaces represented by nodes 𝑁𝑖  and 𝑁𝜙 , 

respectively. The flow velocities at different nodes on the interface remain identical, and hence, the 

mass conservative equation is applied to both the coarse grid abutting the fine cells as  

𝒗𝒊𝐴𝑖 ⋅ 𝒏𝒊 + ∑ 𝒗𝝓𝐴𝜙

𝐹𝑖

𝑁𝜙∈𝐹𝑖

⋅ 𝒏𝝓 = 0 (6.4) 

and the fine grid abutting the coarse one as 

𝒗𝝓𝐴𝜙 ⋅ 𝒏𝝓 +
1

𝑟
𝒗𝒊𝐴𝑖 ⋅ 𝒏𝒊 = 0 (6.5) 
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where 𝒏𝒊 and 𝒏𝝓 are the unit vectors outward of the grid boundaries represented by nodes 𝑁𝑖 and 𝑁𝜙, 

respectively. Also, the linear pressure implementation is utilized to derive the proportional relation 

between node pressures on the coarse–fine boundary. Take node 𝑁𝑚 in Figure 6.2 (c) as an example. 

Its pressure can be calculated from 

𝑝𝑚 = 𝑝𝑖 +
𝑟 − 1

2𝑟
(𝑝𝑘 − 𝑝𝑙) (6.6) 

With Equations (6.3) to (6.6), the pressure on each node can be derived implicitly. Moreover, the 

concentration field of the domain can be determined by a similar process. 

 

Fig 6.2 Adaptive mesh refinement at fracture zone: (a) grid enrichment; (b) fracture-enhanced 

conduits; and (c) nonconforming interface 

The above assumption of linear implementation may be troublesome since discontinuities weaken the 

material homogeneity and deform the pressure and concentration field in fine cells. In that case, the 
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linear shape function applies to neither the grid nor the interface. However, the pressure and 

concentration inconsistency on the interface is minimized to an acceptable level when the maximum 

number of hanging nodes is limited to one, also known as the 2:1 rule (Greaves and Borthwick, 1999; 

Tabarraei and Sukumar, 2005; Yerry and Shephard, 1983). 

6.3. Validation 

6.3.1. A single fracture in a two-dimensional domain 

The proposed method is used to simulate pollutant migration that is formulated in Equation (2.24). A 

2D test is modeled as a benchmark to verify the proposed model. The simulated domain is a square 

with a side length of 100𝑚 containing a single curving fracture aligned with axes. This fracture has 

a total length of 360𝑚 as shown in Figure 6.3, and a total hydraulic head of 1𝑚 applies to the bottom 

left and top right corners of this domain. A small background conductivity is added to the rock matrix, 

and the fracture aperture and the fluid viscosity are 0.01𝑚  and 0.001𝑃𝑎 ⋅ 𝑠 , respectively. The 

accurate flowrate passing through this fracture at 2.315 × 10−7𝑚2/𝑠 can be easily obtained when 

the fracture permeability follows the cubic law. We then solve this problem with the suggested 

method based on a different maximum refinement level. 

 

Fig 6.3 Configurations of computational domain with curving fracture 
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Table 6.1 Results for curving fracture in the 2D domain 

Maximum refinement 

level [−] 

Equivalent fracture 

length [𝑚] 
Error in flowrate [%] 

1 312.13 505.38 

2 331.07 8.74 

3 365.53 1.51 

4 345.27 4.27 

5 347.63 3.65 

6 358.19 0.50 

7 360.35 0.10 

8 359.08 0.26 

9 359.23 0.22 

10 359.89 0.03 

As listed in Table 6.1, the deviation of overall flowrate decreases dramatically as the maximum 

refinement level increases. When the domain is divided into four grids at the first refinement level, 

the flowrate obtained from the equivalent fracture is approximately five times the accurate result, 

although the equivalent length of fracture is only underestimated by 13.3% . At this stage, the 

discretization cannot even detect the fracture configuration, and the fracture representation is implicit. 

As the domain is refined further, the error reduces to 8.74% since the fracture shape is approximately 

sketched. When the maximum refinement level is between 2 to 5, the results fluctuate and converge 

into the exact value. This situation can be regarded as an intermediate state between continuous and 

discrete representations of fractures. The error ranges from 1.51% to 8.74%, which are adequate 

results when considering the overall transmissibility. With the maximum refinement level ranging 

from 6 to 10, the equivalent fracture path is increasingly close to the actual one, and the error of 

flowrate is limited under a negligible level. The domain is considered as a fully discrete model at this 

stage. On the other hand, the efficiency of this method improves dramatically with AMR. It provides 
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more accurate results with fewer mesh grids required. Only 2,089 grids are generated at 𝑅𝑑 = 7, 

while the conventional fracture continuum model needs 10,000 elements to derive a result with the 

same accuracy (Svensson, 2001a).  

 

Fig 6.4 Contour of pressure field for curing fracture in the 2D domain with different maximum 

refinement level: (a) 𝑅𝑑 = 1; (b) 𝑅𝑑 = 2; (c) 𝑅𝑑 = 4; and (d) 𝑅𝑑 = 7 

Since the results accuracy of a fractured porous medium is directly related to the representation of 

discontinuities, we also compare the equivalent fracture path generated in each discretization with the 

actual curving fracture in Figure 6.4. The pressure field is barely deformed by the fracture connecting 
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the left and right boundary when the domain is only divided once. In this case, an apparent 

discrepancy exists between the shapes of the equivalent and actual paths. The simulated domain 

performs as a homogeneous medium. However, when it is divided into two levels, the local details of 

the pressure field start to present gradually. After the fourth refinement, the pressure field is smoother 

and converges into an accurate result since the equivalent path agrees with the defined curving 

fracture perfectly at this stage. When 𝑅𝑑 = 7, the pressure field starts to settle down, and the error 

induced can be negligible. 

6.3.2. A single fracture in a three-dimensional domain  

This model is also verified by a 3D solute transport simulation containing a single planar fracture. 

The model size is 100 × 100 × 100 (𝑚). The fracture orientation is determined by its dip angle 𝜃 

and strike angle 𝜙. The dip angle is the inclination angle between the fracture and the 𝑥 − 𝑦 plane; 

the strike angle is defined as the intersection angle between the strike direction and the 𝑦 axis. The 

fracture width is set as 20𝑚, while the length depends on its orientation. In all tested situations, a unit 

concentration difference is imposed between boundaries along the 𝑥 axis, and impermeable and non-

diffusible conditions are applied to all other boundaries. Sixteen cases with different orientations are 

modeled in this experiment. The dip and strike angles range from 0 to 45∘ and from 90∘ to 60∘, 

respectively.  

Figure 6.5 illustrates the concentration field result on a fracture plane when its dip and strike angles 

are 15∘  and 60∘ , respectively. When the maximum refinement level is set at 6 , the domain is 

discretized into 3,781  cubic grids and generates 14,121  nodes, while only a few variables are 

required to store the hydraulic properties of grids since they are structured and identical. If only the 

effect of dispersion is considered in mass transport, the concentration value varies linearly along the 

fracture. When the pressure head is applied in the same direction as the mass flux, the fluid flow will 

push the concentration front forward. The pressure head imposed is as small as 10−4𝑃𝑎 to ensure the 

Peclect number below 2 and highlight the dispersion effect. To obtain a better insight into this process, 

the coupled effects of fluid flow, dispersion, decay, and adsorption reactions are all included in the 
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case shown in Figure 6.5 (d). Input parameters are the same as those listed in Table 4.1, except that 

the retardation coefficient in fracture increases to 1.2. The penetration depth will shrink backward 

with the consideration of reactions. 

 

Fig 6.5 3D domain containing rectangular fracture: (a) geometric configuration; and contour of 

concentration with: (b) dispersion effect only, (c) advection-dispersion coupled effects, and (d) 

ADR coupled effects 

The accuracy of this model highly depends on proper representations of discontinuities, dominated 

by the fracture orientations. Therefore, we only include the solute diffusion in the quantitative 
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analysis of overall transmissibility. The exact solution of the overall mass flux 𝐽𝑅𝑑
[𝑀 ⋅ 𝑇−1] 

transported along the fracture can be easily obtained as  

𝐽𝑅𝑑
= 𝐷

Δ𝑐

𝑙
sin (𝜙)𝑏𝑤 (6.7) 

where 𝑙[𝐿] is the domain size and 𝑤[𝐿] is the fracture width. Table 6.2 presents the errors in different 

orientation combinations when 𝑅𝑑 = 6. With the fracture dip angle at 0 or 45∘, the fracture surface 

of equivalence approaches the original fracture plane, and the results are less erroneous than those 

with the dip angle in the intermediate range. In contrast, the strike angle poses relatively minor 

influences on the accuracy. The maximum deviation occurs when the dip angle is 15∘ and the strike 

angle is 60∘. In this case, the mass flux of solute obtained from the equivalent pipe networks is 13.2% 

smaller than the accurate result. 

Table 6.2 Errors in mass flux with the equivalent fracture surface 

6.4. Case study and discussion 

6.4.1. A segment of the deposition tunnel 

Besides simple fracture systems, the proposed method also applies to problems with complicated 

configurations of fracture networks and boundary conditions. This section employs a backfill-tunnel 

segment in an HLW disposal site as an example to determine the pollutant propagation during a 

nuclear leak. The simulated domain shown in Figure 6.6 is 100 × 100 × 100 (𝑚) with the backfill-

tunnel segment along the 𝑦 axis. A vertical hole is designed as the permanent burial location of spent 

Strike angle 

[𝑑𝑒𝑔] 

Dip angle [𝑑𝑒𝑔] 

0 15 30 45 

90 0.016 0.09 0.054 0.017 

80 0.005 0.094 0.028 0.002 

70 0.004 0.105 0.037 0.019 

60 0.025 0.132 0.073 0.073 

Average 0.012 0.105 0.048 0.028 
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fuel canisters. Detailed dimensions of the cross-section are shown in Figure 6.6 (a), while Figure 6.6 

(b) shows the spatial view of structures with two intersecting fractures. Similar to previous cases, a 

minor pressure gradient is imposed along the 𝑥 axis so that the Peclect number is small enough to 

highlight the dispersion effect. On the other hand, the vertical hole where spent fuel canisters are 

buried is regarded as a pollution source. The top and bottom boundaries have no mass flux, while the 

others are set as Dirichlet boundaries with zero concentration. Tunnels are commonly filled with 

bentonite, and thus, the material property in this zone is assumed to be impermeable and non-

diffusible. The rock matrix also contributes to fluid flow, as the permeability and porosity are assumed 

to be 1 × 10−11𝑚2 and 0.01, respectively. This case considers the worst scenario: that the pollutant, 

such as Uranium-235, has a half-life of up to 7 × 108 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 . Therefore, linear decay will be 

negligible. 

 

Fig 6.6 Segment of backfilled tunnel in an HLW repository: (a) dimensions and boundary 

conditions in 2D cross-section; and (b) 3D configuration of simulation domain 

Natural discontinuities and artificial structures with backfill enhance the domain’s heterogeneity and 

anisotropy, which deform the pressure and concentration fields at steady state as demonstrated in 

Figure 6.7. Further, the undesirable fracture connectivity alters the mass transport intensity, resulting 

in the enhancement of the pollution invasion into the ecosphere. During transient pollutant 

propagation in Figure 6.8, fractures, as the preferential pathway, not only increase the ultimate 
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concentration but also accelerate the penetration and shorten the reaching time. The evaluation of the 

worst scenario during a nuclear leak shall neither overestimate the reaching time nor underestimate 

the penetration depth. In this method, details of material discontinuity are preserved with enriched 

local meshes through a higher refinement level. Therefore, the quantitative evaluation and prediction 

of possible hazards in an HLW disposal site are feasible. 

 

Fig 6.7 Contour of pressure and concentration at steady state: (a) (b) on boundaries; and (c) (d) on 

slices 
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Fig 6.8 Contour of concentration at: (a) 𝑡 = 0; (b) 𝑡 = 47.56 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠; (c) 𝑡 = 396.37 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠; and (d) 

𝑡 = 1,585.49 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠 

6.4.2. Effects of refinement levels 

The aim of this method is not only to present an accurate and efficient result but also to bring a link 

between continuum and discrete methods. The balance between results accuracy and computing 

efficiency is adjustable by the simple parameter of maximum refinement level. Figure 6.9 

demonstrates the mesh refinement and results obtained from different resolutions. When the 

maximum refinement level is equal to 2, the entire domain is discretized into 64 identical grids. For 

each grid, a series of independent Boolean operations are conducted to justify the fracture inclusion, 

resulting in a standardized surface of interception. An equivalent fracture is generated along with the 

interception surfaces and then discretized into pipe networks conforming with the background matrix. 

Figures 6.9 (a) to (e) show the grids intersected by fractures, tunnels, or holes where dense pixels are 
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needed. At a small refinement level, the fractured domain with lower resolution is less sharp and 

behaves as a continuum with indistinguishable structures and homogenized fracture effects. The 

overall flowrate and solute emission fluctuate. In Figure 6.9 (f), the total flowrate along the 𝑥 axis 

and the absolute value of mass emission on all boundaries are presented as 𝑄 and 𝑀, respectively. 

𝑀1 to 𝑀4 indicate the absolute values of mass emissions through four surrounding boundaries, which 

are 𝑥 = 0𝑚, 𝑥 = 100𝑚, 𝑦 = 0𝑚, and 𝑦 = 100𝑚, respectively. The results vary until the maximum 

refinement is equal to 4. As the refinement level increases, grids with fractures will be subdivided 

into smaller elements. The locations and shapes of the fractures and other structures are more precise, 

and the equivalent pipe networks for natural and artificial structures converge into the actual ones. 

Therefore, the overall flowrate and solute emission approach a more stable condition. With AMR, 

the utilization of mesh elements is optimized and more efficient compared to domains with a constant 

grid density. At 𝑅𝑑 = 5, the overall permeability obtained from adaptive meshes is only 0.96% lower 

than that without AMR, while the total number of grids is reduced by 82.14%.  

Besides the overall transmissibility, local details of pressure and concentration fields become 

increasingly accurate with the refinement process. In Figure 6.10, discontinuities and structures 

change the concentration distribution dramatically. However, when the domain resolution is low, this 

change is homogenized over a large grid, and the heterogeneity vanishes. When the maximum 

refinement level increases to 4, the concentration field demonstrates significant influence caused by 

fractures and tunnels. The contour sharpness is elevated because of the increase in resolutions. The 

proposed method is flexible and adjustable in the domain resolution, which provides an option to 

preserve local details and sharpen the results based on different precision requirements as the project 

progresses, and hence applicable to the whole design cycle of the underground HLW disposal site. 
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Fig 6.9 Meshes and mass transport with different maximum refinement levels: (a) 𝑅𝑑 = 2; (b) 𝑅𝑑 =

3; (c) 𝑅𝑑 = 4; (d) 𝑅𝑑 = 5; (e) 𝑅𝑑 = 6; and (f) results of mass transport on boundaries 
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Fig 6.10 Contour of concentration with different maximum refinement levels: (a) 𝑅𝑑 = 2; (b) 𝑅𝑑 =

3; (c) 𝑅𝑑 = 4; and (d) 𝑅𝑑 = 5 

6.4.3. A model with complex fracture networks 

A model containing complex fracture networks is also simulated and compared with the conventional 

UPM. The geometric configuration of the experiment model is illustrated in Figure 6.11 (a). The 

domain size is 200 × 100 × 100 (m), and the fracture networks consist of 156 fractures. A unit of 

hydraulic head and concentration differences are applied between the boundary surfaces of 𝑥 = 0 and 

𝑥 = 200𝑚. As shown in Figures 6.11 (c) and (e), planar fractures are firstly discretized into triangle 

elements in the conventional finite difference method with unstructured meshes, and the domain 

further meshes with tetrahedral elements that share conforming nodes with triangle elements at the 

interface. In contrast, the semi-continuum model firstly discretizes the simulated domain into cubic 

grids based on the maximum refinement level and fracture intersections as shown in Figure 6.11 (d). 
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The fracture inclusions in each cubic grid are then standardized and grouped into the equivalent 

fractures in Figure 6.11 (b).  Adaptive meshes are utilized in both methods, while the degrees of 

freedom in the semi-continuum model are only 65% of that in the UPM even when the refinement 

level is up to 7. More importantly, the semi-continuum model provides robust discretization despite 

the complexity of fracture geometry and avoids ill-conditioned mesh elements that frequently occurs 

in the conventional UPM with conforming discretization.  

Figures 6.12 compares pressure distributions in the semi-continuum model and the UPM. The 

flowrates determined in both models are 4.356 × 10−12𝑚3/𝑠 and 4.231 × 10−12𝑚3/𝑠, respectively. 

The difference is as small as 2.9%. In a comparison of pressure distributions on slices (Figures 6.12 

(a) and (b)), the overall trends and most of the local details agree perfectly in these two methods. 

Constant pressure lines illustrate the distortion of pressure field due to fracture networks. It is 

emphasized that the fracture creates a preferential path for fluid flow and substantially reforms the 

hydraulic pressure field. A similar pattern of constant pressure lines concludes that the semi-

continuum model is capable of simulating the significance of fracture networks. In Figures 6.12 (c) 

and (d), the semi-continuum model provides generally precise contours of pressure on the domain 

surface. Besides the constant pressure lines (i.e. dash lines), solid lines indicate the intersections of 

fractures with domain surfaces. Compared with the UPM, pressure changes obtained from the 

proposed method appear less smooth. Saw-toothed constant pressure lines indicate that there are 

pressure jumps between two neighboring grids. This inconsistency of pressure field at the interface 

of two neighboring grids is caused by adaptive mesh refinement and hanging nodes at the interface.  
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Fig 6.11 Discretization of complex fracture networks: (a) geometric configuration of fracture 

networks; meshes of fracture planes in (b) the semi-continuum model, and (c) the UPM; meshes of 

simulation domain in (d) the semi-continuum model, and (e) the UPM 
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Fig 6.12 Contour of pressure on slices and domain surface in: (a) (c) the semi-continuum model; 

and (b) (d) the UPM 

Results of solute mass transport are compared in Figure 6.13. In the semi-continuum model, the mass 

flux is 4.691 × 10−12𝑔/𝑠 on the downstream surface, while the mass flux determined by the UPM 

is 4.571 × 10−12𝑔/𝑠. The gap between these two methods is as low as 2.6%. Comparing contours 

of concentration on slices (Figure 6.13 (a) and (b)), the overall trends agree in both methods, while 

concentration at some locations may differentiate up to 20%. Similarly,  concentration distribution 

on domain surfaces are shown in Figure 6.13 (c) and (d). The contour and constant concentration 

lines are much smoother in the conventional UPM, while results from the semi-continuum model 

preserve the most significant characteristics of concentration distribution. The geometric equivalence 
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of fractures is the major contributor to concentration errors in some locations. These errors can be 

reduced by increasing the refinement level but cannot be avoided. As refinement level increasing, the 

degrees of freedom soar up dramatically, while the effects on reducing errors are less effective.  

 

Fig 6.13 Contour of concentration on slices and domain surface in: (a) (c) the semi-continuum 

model; and (b) (d) the UPM 

6.5. Conclusion 

The semi-continuum model proposed in this chapter improves the fracture continuum method by 

integrating with Boolean operations, UPM, and AMR. The fundamental concept is the simplification 

of complex fracture networks into an equivalent pipe-network system conforming with the 

background rock matrix. Boolean operations replace geometric calculations in the generation of 
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equivalent fracture pipe networks, which not only depresses the overall degrees of freedom but also 

avoids the constraint of conformity between fractures and the rock matrix. UPM is utilized to integrate 

the flow properties of the fracture and matrix to preserve the domain discontinuity. AMR is applied 

to improve both the results accuracy and computing efficiency. We firstly studied two metric cases 

and compared their results with an analytical solution to verify its accuracy. This method is then 

applied to a scenario assessment of an HLW repository that includes natural discontinuities and 

artificial structures. In this case, the effects of the maximum refinement level are assessed. At last, a 

model with complex fracture networks is simulated and compared with conventional UPM. 

In the metric cases, not only the overall flowrate but also the contour of the pressure field conducted 

from the semi-continuum model achieves perfect agreement with the exact solution. It is evident that 

the significance of discontinuities is retained in this model. The room-scale scenario assessment of 

an HLW repository shows that results converge to an accurate value even when the maximum 

refinement level is as low as 4. Beyond that, the increase in computational load will less likely 

improve result accuracy to a significant extent. In the applications to complex fracture networks, the 

concentration distribution obtained by the semi-continuum model may be erroneous and differentiate 

with the UPM by 20% at a few locations. However, the difference of overall mass fluxes is negligible 

(i.e. less than 3%), and most of the local details in the concentration distribution are retained and 

identical in both models. The degrees of freedom in the proposed model are reduced dramatically by 

35% even when the maximum refinement level raises to 7.  
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Chapter 7.  Equivalent discrete fracture network based on the correlation index 

7.1. Introduction 

Although the semi-continuum model improves the computational efficiency of DFM methods, it has 

an inevitable error due to geometric equivalence even if there are few fractures in the studied domain. 

This chapter introduces a more practical equivalence approach, the E-DFN model, to reduce the 

computational complexity in a highly fractured domain. The newly proposed approach defines a 

correlation index for the first time based on the geometric configuration of fracture networks. This 

index evaluates the significance of individual fractures to the domain transmissibility quantitatively. 

The overall flowrate in a fractured medium is dominated by the connectivity between boundaries and 

the hydraulic aperture of individual fractures (Hamm et al., 2007; Le Borgne et al., 2006). In literature 

(Berkowitz, 1995; Huang et al., 2017; Ren et al., 2015), the connectivity in random fracture 

geometries is measured by the average number of intersections per fracture. The contribution of 

individual fractures to the domain connectivity is positively correlated with the fracture length (Darcel 

et al., 2003; Renshaw, 1996; Xu et al., 2007). Another contributing factor that determines the fracture 

transmissibility is its hydraulic aperture (Bear, 1988; Li et al., 2016b; Yin et al., 2017). The 

importance of individual fractures shall also be weighed by the effects of physical location, especially 

when fracture clustering exists. Based on this correlation index, the density of fracture networks is 

reduced to generate a DFN skeleton consisting of a few selected and merged fractures. The hydraulic 

properties of the original domain are restored from the density-reduced domain with an equivalent 

permeability factor. This technique enhances the computational efficiency of simulation and retains 

most discontinuous properties in fractured rock masses. It is not only applicable in complex DFN 

models but also preferable when preprocessing a fracture-matrix system.  

This chapter introduces the generation of the stochastic fractured domain with extreme heterogeneity 

and anisotropy. Then, a density-reduction process is introduced to a typical DFN model based on the 

correlation index. Multiple cases are tested and discussed to validate the improved equivalent model 
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according to different fracture configurations. This model also demonstrates its applicability to 

practical problems, such as the simulations of fracture-matrix systems and reservoir-design 

optimization. 

7.2. Generation of fracture network 

As reported in the literature, the fractures in 2D rock masses are regarded as fractal-like tree networks. 

Hence, the cumulative size distribution of fracture length follows a power law distribution (Chen et 

al., 2018a; Huang et al., 2017; Reeves et al., 2013), which yields 

𝑛(𝑙) = 𝛼𝑙−𝑎   𝑙 ∈ [𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥]  (7.1) 

where 𝑛(𝑙)[−] is the probability density for fractures with a length of 𝑙[𝐿]; 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥[𝐿] and 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛[𝐿] are 

the upper and lower bounds of fracture length detected; 𝑎[−] is the length exponent; and 𝛼[−] is the 

normalization factor. Accordingly, the cumulative probability 𝑅(𝑙)[−] can be expressed as 

𝑅(𝑙) = ∫ 𝑛(𝑙)𝑑𝑙
𝑙

𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛

=
𝛼

−𝑎 + 1
(𝑙−𝑎+1 − 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛

−𝑎+1)  (7.2) 

Hence, the normalization factor and the length of individual fractures 𝑙𝑖[𝐿] can be derived as below: 

𝛼 =
−𝑎 + 1

𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥
−𝑎+1 − 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛

−𝑎+1  (7.3) 

𝑙𝑖 = [(
−𝑎 + 1

𝛼
)𝑅𝑖 + 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛

−𝑎+1]

1
−𝑎+1

 (7.4) 

where 𝑅𝑖[−] is a random number in the range of [0,1]. The fault numbers in the simulation are 

roughly similar despite very different system sizes (Bour and Davy, 1997). However, the mass density 

of fractures in the domain is adjustable by the percolation coefficient 𝑝[−], which yields  

𝑝 = ∫
min(𝐿𝑛

2 , 𝑙2) 𝑛(𝑙)

𝐿𝑛
2

 𝑑𝑙
𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛

  (7.5) 
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where 𝐿𝑛[𝐿] is the domain size. The length exponent and percolation coefficient determine the system 

connectivity. The generation processes of fracture lengths by a fractal model have been introduced 

and discussed comprehensively in previous studies (Darcel et al., 2003; de Dreuzy et al., 2001; Liu 

et al., 2015). 

The aperture also significantly impacts the hydraulic properties of the fracture. Three types of 

distributions are discussed. The fracture aperture 𝑏[𝐿] is assumed to be constant to highlight the effect 

of fracture length. Then the log-normal distribution (de Dreuzy et al., 2001; Pan et al., 2010) is applied 

through the typical probability density function as below: 

𝑓(𝑏, 𝜇𝑏 , 𝜎𝑏) =
1

√2𝜋𝜎𝑏

𝑒𝑥𝑝 {−
1

2𝜎𝑏
2  [𝑙𝑛(𝑏) − 𝜇𝑏]

2}  (7.6) 

where 𝜇𝑏[𝑚] and 𝜎𝑏[𝑚] are the first and second moments of the log-normal distribution. Fracture 

apertures also depend on their length when subjected to in-situ stress(Baghbanan and Jing, 2007; 

Olson, 2003; Renshaw and Park, 1997; C. Zhang et al., 2017). In this case, the length-related aperture 

is expressed as 

𝑏 =
𝐾𝐼𝐶(1 − 𝜈2)

𝐸√𝜋/8
√𝑙 (7.7) 

where 𝐾𝐼𝐶[𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−
1

2 ⋅  𝑇−2] is the stress intensity factor and 𝜈 [−] and 𝐸[𝑀 ⋅ 𝐿−1 ⋅ 𝑇−2] are Poisson’s 

ratio and Young’s modulus, respectively. 

Two types of distributions are adopted in the generation of fracture centers, namely, multiplicative 

cascade (Darcel et al., 2003; de Dreuzy et al., 2004; Meakin, 1991; Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1987) and 

Poisson processes (Liu et al., 2018; Priest, 1993; Ren et al., 2017a). The former process iteratively 

divides a domain into subdomains and assigns a probability 𝑃𝑠 to each of them. For every parent 

domain, such probabilities must comply with the probability equation below: 

∑𝑃𝑠
𝑞𝑠𝑟(𝑞−1)𝐷𝑞

𝑇

𝑠=1

= 1 (7.8) 
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where 𝑠𝑟[−] is the length ratio between the side of a parent domain and its subdomain; 𝐷𝑞[−] is the 

multifractal dimension of centers at the dimension of order 𝑞[−]; and 𝑇  is the total number of 

subdomains in the parent domain. This fractal distribution of location mimics the nature of fracture 

clustering. On the other hand, the Poisson process is the most commonly used assumption in DFN 

simulations, which distributes fracture centers randomly across the testing domain. Although less 

realistic than the multiplicative cascade process, the uniformly random distribution is easy to apply. 

The fracture orientation categorizes fractures into different sets. A Fisher distribution is adopted in 

this study. The orientation of individual fractures 𝜙𝑖[𝑑𝑒𝑔] can be generated through the equation as 

below:  

𝜙𝑖 = 𝜙 ± cos−1 {
ln[𝑒𝐾 − 𝐹𝑖(𝑒

𝐾 − 𝑒−𝐾)]

𝐾
} (7.9) 

where 𝐾[−] is the Fisher constant; 𝐹𝑖[−] is a random number in the range of [0,1]; and 𝜙[𝑑𝑒𝑔] is the 

mean value of the orientation angle. Figure 7.1 (a) illustrates a typical 2D DFN model consisting of 

two fracture sets. The distribution parameters of the fracture networks are shown in Tables 7.1 and 

7.2. The ratio of number densities between two fracture sets is 2: 3. 

Table 7.1 Input parameters for typical DFN domain. 

Parameter Symbols Values Units 

Domain size 𝐿𝑛 10 𝑚 

Minimum fracture length 𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 0.3 𝑚 

Maximum fracture length 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥 15 𝑚 

Length exponent 𝑎 2.5 − 

Percolation coefficient 𝑝 80 − 

Constant aperture 𝑏 3 𝑚𝑚 

Fragmentation ratio 𝑠𝑟 2 − 

Order of dimension for centers 𝑞 2 − 

Fractal dimension of centers 𝐷𝑞 1.8 − 
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Table 7.2 Input parameters for joint sets. 

Joint Set 
Mean Value (𝝓) Fisher Constant (𝑲) 

[𝑑𝑒𝑔] [−] 

1 45 25.0 

2 135 35.0 

 

Fig 7.1 Domains with different extent of fracture reduction: (a) 𝑅0; (b) 𝑅50; (c) 𝑅70; and (d) 𝑅90 

7.3. Equivalent discrete fracture network 

7.3.1. Correlation index 

The fundamental concept of this equivalent method is that the contribution of individual fractures to 

the hydraulic properties in fracture networks is evaluable based on their geometric characteristics. 

The direct relations between geometric data (e.g., pore size and void ratio) and hydraulic conductivity 
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have been widely accepted in a wide range of sediments (Ren and Santamarina, 2018). Different from 

a mono-porous medium, hydraulic properties in fracture networks exhibit much more significant 

anisotropy and relate to more complex geometric parameters. This study limits the scope to a 

parameter set including fracture lengths, apertures, and locations. Accordingly, the significance of 

each fracture is then utilized in fracture-density reduction. By neglecting less relevant fractures, the 

skeleton of networks retains most characteristics of the original domain. Hence, there exists an 

equivalent permeability factor that represents the proportion of transmissibility obtained before and 

after density reduction. Results in the original domain can be restored from the simulation of the 

equivalent model. 

In this study, a correlation index 𝑆 is defined to evaluate the significance of individual fractures in 

the overall fracture networks, which yields 

𝑆 =
�̅�  𝑏

𝛾

𝑃𝑐

𝛽
 (7.10) 

where 𝑁 is the normalized intersection number that can be derived from the ratios of the intersection 

number in the current fracture to the average value of all fractures. The intersection number denotes 

the contribution of fractures to the domain connectivity, commonly proportional to its length. The 

normalized hydraulic aperture 𝑏 additionally contributes to the fracture zone transmissibility. This 

contribution is then weighed by the factor 𝛾. Based on the cubic law assumption, we use 𝛾 = 2 in 2D 

fracture networks and 𝛾 = 3 for the 3D space. In contrast, the importance of a fracture is reversely 

related to its density probability 𝑃𝑐  since the fracture located at the denser area will have better 

substitutability. This density probability is also normalized into 𝑃𝑐 and weighed by 𝛽. In this paper, 

we assume that 𝛽 = 1 if the locations of fracture centers are generated from a multiplicative cascade 

process and 𝛽 = 0 when the uniformly random distribution applies. 

Based on the correlation index, the fracture density can be reduced accordingly. Figure 7.1 shows a 

typical fracture reduction process of the dense DFN model. Abbreviations represent the result of the 
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density-reduced domain. For example, 𝑅0, 𝑅50, 𝑅70, and 𝑅90 indicate domains with 0%, 50%, 

70%, and 90% of the total fracture neglected in sequence. As apertures are a constant in this case, 

the fracture correlation index depends on its locations and the number of intersections. When the first 

50% of fractures are screened, the DFN configuration is scarcely changed since the most irrelevant 

half of fractures only take 36.68% of mass density and are poorly connected with minimal effects on 

the overall hydraulic properties. When the number density of fracture decreases by 70%, the mass 

density drops to 43.04%. Fractures in dense areas are primarily overlooked, and their influence on 

the local area and the entire domain can be substituted by the adjacent ones. When the density 

reduction reaches up to 90% , only 18.63%  of mass density is retained. At this stage, the 

improvement in computational efficiency will sacrifice a massive amount of information on 

discontinuities, and the result accuracy will be doubtable.  

7.3.2. Equivalent permeability factor 

The two-point flux approximation is utilized to generate the directional permeability curve that 

represents the transmissibility of a domain. Because an impermeable rock matrix is assumed, the flow 

field can be readily determined by a pipe-network method (Xu et al., 2018). For a static single-phase 

flow, mass conservation at intersections can be derived with the classic Darcy’s law. 

 

Fig 7.2 Domain setups in determination of directional permeability curves: (a) rotational simulation 

domains with 15∘ angle per step (dotted square); and (b) boundary conditions of simulation domain 
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Conventional methods represent the permeability anisotropy of fractured media through the ratio of 

the maximum and the minimum values among different directions (Barton and Quadros, 2015). And 

the permeability is described with a tensor, by which the directional permeability curve is an ellipse 

in two dimensions. However, the curve seems more complex in a fractured system and cannot be 

described with a ratio or a tensor. In the following tests, we obtain the directional permeability curve 

by a rotational subdomain. As shown in Figure 7.2, the subdomain simulated has a size of 5𝑚 × 5𝑚, 

and the domain rotation angle is 15∘  at each step. Isolated fractures and fracture dead-ends are 

overlooked to obtain a backbone of fracture networks. With a constant pressure gradient imposed on 

the opposite boundaries, the average transmissibility of the domain can be derived in the testing 

directions. To focus on the pattern of permeability curve, the results are represented by the normalized 

values and expressed as follows: 

𝑘𝑟𝜃 =
𝑘𝑟𝜃

𝑘00
 (7.11) 

where 𝑘𝑟𝜃[𝐿2] is the average permeability of domain along the testing direction. The subscripts, 𝑟 

and 𝜃, represent the extent of density reduction and the testing direction, respectively.  𝑘00 represents 

the result when the constant pressure gradient is applied to the original domain along the x-axis.  

The unique pattern of the permeability curve illustrates the hydraulic properties of the fractured 

domain. The enveloped area of this curve indicates the overall transmissibility, while the irregular 

perimeter shape represents the heterogeneity and anisotropy. During fracture density reduction, the 

domain transmissibility declines, while the loss of heterogeneity and anisotropy shows a lag effect. 

As shown in Figure 7.3 (a), the transmissibility in all directions is reduced when 50% of fractures are 

neglected. Yet, the permeability curve shows apparent shape similarity with results from the original 

domain despite the complex fracture configurations. This shape similarity represents the preservation 

of discontinuity. Accordingly, there exists an equivalent permeability factor 𝜔𝑟 that can restore the 

original permeability curve from a density-reduced domain because of the shape similarity and equal 
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proportion of transmissibility in all directions. The definition of the equivalent permeability factor is 

expressed below (Ren et al., 2017a). 

𝑀𝑟 =
1

2
∫ 𝑘𝑟𝜃

2
𝑑𝜃

2𝜋

0

 (7.12) 

𝜔𝑟 = √
𝑀0

𝑀𝑟
 (7.13) 

where 𝑀0 and 𝑀𝑟  are the enveloped areas of the permeability curves in the original and density-

reduced domains, respectively. Besides the transmissibility in the fluid flow, this equivalent 

permeability factor also applies to the diffusivity in the mass and thermal transport.  

 

Fig 7.3 Similarity in permeability curves: (a) permeability curves of density-reduced domains; 

shape similarity in the equivalent domain of (b) 𝐸50, (c) 𝐸70, and (d) 𝐸90 
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7.3.3. Similarity in permeability curves 

As the density reduction increases, the hydraulic characteristics all fade away. We define the variance 

in similarity 𝜀𝑟 to measure the deviation of hydraulic properties between the original and equivalent 

domains, which yields 

𝜀𝑟 =

1
2∫ |(𝜔𝑟𝑘𝑟𝜃)

2
− 𝑘0𝜃

2
| 𝑑𝜃

2𝜋

0

𝑀0
  (7.14) 

This parameter is regarded as the error due to information loss and determines the validity of this 

equivalent method. As shown in Figure 7.3, during density reduction, increasingly relevant fractures 

are neglected, and the accuracy of equivalent curves diminishes. When 50% of the fractures are 

neglected, the equivalent permeability curve perfectly agrees with the original one by an equivalent 

permeability factor 𝜔50 down to 1.52, and the variance in similarity 𝜀50 is as low as 0.060. When 

70% of the fractures are overlooked, the permeability curve shrinks slightly more. In this case, the 

factor for restoration rises to 2.34, and the gap between the equivalent and original curves enlarges 

with an error up to 0.137. As the extent of density reduction approaches 90%, the resulting curve 

differentiates from the original one dramatically. To restore the permeability curve, the equivalent 

factor increases exponentially to 5.22, while the error induced soars to 0.280.  

This parameter also describes the result confidence of the simplified domain, and hence, it can be 

used in the limit state design method. In practice, a lower bound exists in the number of the most 

critical and deterministic fractures that meets the requirements of precision and certainty. For example, 

if the limit of error based on design requirements is set at 0.100 in the demonstrated case, at least 

32% of the most significant fractures should be included in the simulation. In addition to the extent 

of density reduction, the result accuracy also varies with different realizations based on the same 

statistics of fracture distribution. The certainty of the error range is a function of the reduction level 

and the distribution models.  
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7.4. Case study and discussion 

7.4.1. Effect of fracture aperture distributions 

Two types of distribution patterns are considered in the following three cases to examine the fracture 

aperture effect. For the first, fracture apertures are related to their length since the in-situ stress tends 

to enhance the hydraulic aperture of the long fracture. The other two cases are designed to compare 

the effects of standard deviations when a log-normal distribution is applied to the fracture apertures. 

The standard deviations are assumed as 20% and 50% of the mean value, respectively. For the 

length-related apertures, the stress intensity factor is 0.6 𝑀𝑃𝑎 ⋅ 𝑚
1

2 , and Young’s modulus and 

Poisson ratio are 5 × 104𝑀𝑃𝑎 and 0.25, respectively. When the aperture is assumed to follow a log-

normal distribution, the mean value is 5𝑚𝑚, and the standard deviation is either 1𝑚𝑚 or 2.5𝑚𝑚. 

The geometric configuration of fracture networks is identical to the previous case that has a constant 

aperture distribution. Ten realizations are conducted to present stable results from log-normal 

distributions. 

As illustrated in Figure 7.4, the variation in apertures will reshape the permeability curves, while the 

shape similarity still holds in each realization with the suggested equivalent method. Figures 7.4 (a) 

to (d) show the shape similarity in a typical realization of four different aperture distributions. 

Comparing the constant apertures in Figure 7.4 (e), if the fracture opening is related to its length, 

errors induced during density reduction are depressed since the significance of long fractures is 

enhanced and the skeleton of fracture networks becomes more relevant in respecting the whole 

domain. In contrast, if the fracture aperture follows the log-normal distribution, errors in the shape 

similarity of permeability curves increase at an accelerated rate given the deterioration of information 

loss. The average results from ten realizations are approximately identical between two log-normal 

distributions at the same reduction rate. With a significant standard deviation in aperture distribution, 

the errors among ten realizations will be increasingly diverse. Thus, the results obtained from the 

equivalent method become less reliable.  
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Fig 7.4 Effects of fracture aperture distribution: (a) constant; (b) length-related; (c) log-normal with 

𝜇𝑏 = 5𝑚𝑚 and 𝜎𝑏 = 1𝑚𝑚; (d) log-normal with 𝜇𝑏 = 5𝑚𝑚 and 𝜎𝑏 = 2.5𝑚𝑚; and (e) errors in 

permeability curves 

The distribution of correlation factors can explain the fracture aperture effects. Both constant 

apertures and log-normal distributions will reduce the significance of long fractures. This is especially 
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noteworthy in log-normal distributions as the increasing randomness in apertures will narrow the 

difference of the correlation factor among individual fractures. These arguments will all weaken the 

applicability of this proposed method. 

7.4.2. Effects of fracture location distribution 

In this study, the locations of fracture centers follow a fractal model and are generated by a 

multiplicative cascade process. The fractal dimension of centers determines the extent of clustering. 

When it equals 2, the fractures are evenly distributed across the simulation domain. As the fractal 

dimension decreases, fractures tend to cluster, and the domain is more likely heterogeneous. Three 

cases with different fractal dimensions are designed and compared with the DFN models generated 

from a Poisson process. In each case, ten realizations are simulated to stabilize results. Although each 

realization has significant randomness, the similarity in the shape of permeability curves exists 

independently during the process of density reduction. 

As shown in Figures 7.5 (a) to (d), the typical configurations of fracture distribution are illustrated 

with different clustering extents. When the fracture networks are generated from a Poisson process, 

which is equivalent to the model with 𝐷𝑞 = 2, fracture centers tend to be uniformly distributed. In 

this case, the simulation domain performs as a homogeneous medium (i.e., 𝛽 = 0). As the fracture 

density is reduced evenly across the domain, the errors induced remain stable below 0.082, as shown 

in Figure 7.5 (e). As the fractal dimension decreases, the mass density of fractures in different zones 

becomes more diverse. In these cases, the fracture correlation index shall include the effect of fracture 

number density (i.e., 𝛽 = 1 ). Fractures in the denser area are neglected primarily since their 

contribution to the fluid flow is more substitutable. Consequently, errors are depressed at the early 

stage of fracture reduction, especially in the domains with a lower fractal dimension of location. As 

the fracture density is reduced further, the higher extent of fracture clustering will lead to a more 

significant variance in the shape similarity of permeability curves. Considering 𝜀𝑟 = 0.1 as the upper 

limit of the error, this equivalent method is not applicable when the extents of fracture reduction reach 

81.6%, 91.3%, and 98.0% for the cases with 𝐷𝑞 = 1.75, 𝐷𝑞 = 1.85, and 𝐷𝑞 = 1.95, respectively. 
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The standard deviation of results from ten realizations remains approximately identical at the same 

reduction rate despite the difference in distribution pattern. 

 

Fig 7.5 Effects of fracture location distribution: (a) Poisson process; fractal models with (b) 𝐷𝑞 =

1.95, (c) 𝐷𝑞 = 1.85, (d) 𝐷𝑞 = 1.75; and (e) errors in permeability curves 
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7.4.3. Effects of fracture length distributions 

In a classic fractal model, the number density of fractures varies with the fractal dimension of length 

and the detectable minimum length. The mass density of fractures is also a function of the percolation 

coefficient. With constant upper and lower bounds of fracture lengths included in simulations, four 

cases are designed to compare the effects of length distributions. In these cases, the Poisson process 

is utilized to generate the fracture center locations, while other parameters of the DFN configurations 

remain identical to those in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. Ten realizations are simulated with each combination 

of length exponent and percolation coefficient to make the presentation of results quantitatively stable. 

Figures 7.6 (a) to (d) demonstrates the typical geometric configuration generated from the four 

designed cases. Larger percolation coefficients represent better connectivity in the system, while 

different regions of connectivity are identified according to the length exponent. For 𝑎 = 2.5 , 

fractures smaller than the system size rule the domain’s connectivity. Therefore, the reduction in 

fracture density will induce errors at the early stage, and the variance in simularity builds up gradually. 

As shown in Figure 7.6 (e), it reaches a limit of 10% when approximately 85% of fractures are 

neglected. The percolation coefficient has minor effects on the equivalent process in these two cases 

with a higher length exponent. In contrast, when 𝑎 = 1.5, the connectivity is dominated by the largest 

fractures in the system. In these cases, the skeleton of fracture networks better represents the original 

system. Hence, disregarding the majority of fractures with short lengths has an insignificant impact 

on the hydraulic properties of the domain. Even when the extent of reduction is 40%, the average 

errors in cases when 𝑝 = 30 and 𝑝 = 50 are only 0.025 and 0.039, respectively. As the reduction 

rate increases, the average errors in these two cases soar at an accelerated rate and exceed those in 

the cases with a higher length exponent.  
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Fig 7.6 Effects of fracture length distribution: (a) 𝑎 = 2.0, 𝑝 = 30; (b) 𝑎 = 2.5, 𝑝 = 30; (c) 𝑎 =

2.0, 𝑝 = 50; (d) 𝑎 = 2.5, 𝑝 = 50; and (e) errors in permeability curves 
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7.5. Applications 

7.5.1. The equivalent model for fracture-matrix domain 

With consideration for the rock matrix, reducing the fracture density with the equivalent model is 

even more significant. In this part, a fractured porous medium is generated containing 3,340 

discontinuities in a 5𝑚 × 5𝑚 domain. The upper and lower bounds of fracture lengths are set at 15𝑚 

and 0.1𝑚, respectively. The length exponent is 2.5, and the percolation coefficient is 20. In this case, 

fracture centers are uniformly distributed over the entire domain, and the rest of the parameters for 

DFN generation are identical to those in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. The permeability in the rock matrix is 

small enough to highlight the effects of fractures, and a constant pressure gradient is assigned between 

the lower left and upper right corners. 

Table 7.3 Results of fracture-matrix domain. 

Reduction  

Level 

Degree of Freedom Average Aspect Ratio Error (𝜺𝒓) 

 [−] [−] [%] 

𝐸0 20979 0.74212 0.00 

𝐸10 21015 0.74275 0.00 

𝐸20 20350 0.75216 0.09 

𝐸30 19624 0.76451 0.32 

𝐸40 18794 0.77873 0.75 

𝐸50 17780 0.79715 1.17 

𝐸60 16719 0.81811 1.45 

𝐸70 15656 0.83919 2.38 

𝐸80 14043 0.87013 5.32 

𝐸90 11811 0.90692 7.92 

Figure 7.7 shows the resultant meshes at different extents of density reduction. The meshes are 

generated with self-programmed codes. Their quality is measured by the average aspect ratio (Hyman 

et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2017), and the total degree of freedom (i.e., the number of nodes) is used to 

represent the simulation domain complexity. As shown in Table 7.3, the total degree of freedom 

decreases with the number of fractures, while the quality of meshes increases since the fracture-
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density reduction will limit the number of ill-conditioned constraints. Even when 90% of fractures 

are neglected, the domain transmissibility in equivalence still has a perfect agreement with the 

original one, and the error induced is as low as 7.92%. Moreover, the total degree of freedom is cut 

approximately in half, and the quality of mesh elements is elevated significantly.  

 

Fig 7.7 Meshes generated in fracture-matrix domain with different extent of fracture reduction: (a) 

𝑅0; (b) 𝑅50; (c) 𝑅70; and (d) 𝑅90 

The effects of density reduction on the local pressure distribution are also compared in Figure 7.8. 

The trend of the pressure head remains identical since the skeleton of fractures is retained in all levels 

of fracture reduction. However, the local details vanish gradually. When the reduction rate is 50%, 

the patterns of pressure contour are almost the same before and after the equivalent process. As 70% 
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of fractures are neglected, only significant information is recorded in the equivalent domain. At a 

90% reduction rate, most local details of the original domain are lost, and the skeleton of DFN cannot 

represent the original discontinuities.  

 

Fig 7.8 Contour of pressure in equivalent domains with different extent of fracture reduction: (a) 

𝐸0; (b) 𝐸50; (c) 𝐸70; and (d) 𝐸90 

7.5.2. Optimization of reservoir design 

The gas production in a naturally fractured reservoir is simulated to validate a possible application of 

this equivalent model to a practical problem. The geometric configuration of the experiment model 
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is illustrated in Figure 7.9 (a). A curving reservoir zone is embedded in the geological formation, 

1,000𝑚 long and 800𝑚 deep. The upper and lower bounds of the reservoir zone can be represented 

as two sine functions. The parameters for DFN distributions are identical to those in Tables 7.1 and 

7.2 excluding the maximum and minimum fracture length, which are set as 10𝑚  and 1,350𝑚 , 

respectively. 

Several designs are conducted and compared based on different production wells to optimize gas 

production in the reservoir. As shown in Figure 7.9 (b), a possible production well is drilled at 𝑥 =

300𝑚 vertically with a depth of 500𝑚 (i.e., Well 1), the second design of a production well is located 

at 𝑥 = 800𝑚 and 𝑦 = 305𝑚 (i.e., Well 2), and a horizontal well (i.e., Well 3) is also considered, 

which has a 500𝑚 vertical segment at 𝑥 = 500𝑚, connected with a short curving part and a 150𝑚 

horizontal segment. Accordingly, four designs are tested to estimate gas production. In the first three 

cases, only one single deposition hole is activated in each design. A constant pressure head is applied 

on Boundaries 1 and 2, while Boundaries 3 and 4 are considered as nonflowing boundaries. The 

pressure head at the active well is regarded as 0. In the fourth case, all boundaries are impermeable, 

and Wells 1 and 2 are activated as the injection and production wells, respectively. 

 

Fig 7.9 Simulation domain setups of gas reservoir: (a) geometric configuration of reservoir; and (b) 

boundary conditions and location of recovery well 

Table 7.4 shows the normalized error induced during the process of density reduction in each 

individually designed case. In general, the errors are limited to under 15.31% among all four cases, 
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which makes this equivalent method applicable in the optimization of reservoir design. When the 

production well is located at the position of Well 1, the results from the density-reduced domain are 

in accordance with the accurate result. The maximum deviation in productivity is as low as 1.14%, 

even when 90% of fractures are neglected. In contrast, when the production well is located at the 

position of Well 2, errors at the same extent of fracture reduction become dramatic, which limits the 

maximum fracture density reduction rate. When the horizontal well is used, the gap between 

equivalent and original production is still manageable. Similarly, if Wells 1 and 2 perform as the 

injection and production wells, respectively, the maximum error in all tested equivalent domains is 

limited to under 10%. Therefore, the estimation obtained from density-reduced DFN models with a 

selected fracture skeleton has excellent agreement with the accurate result, which can be adapted in 

the optimization of reservoir designs. 

Table 7.4 Normalized errors in the estimation of gas production under different designs [%]. 

Reduction  

Level 

Operations with Single Well Wells 1 and 2** 

 Well 1* Well 2* Well 3*  

𝐸0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

𝐸10 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.27 

𝐸20 0.00 0.20 0.08 0.21 

𝐸30 0.08 0.73 0.25 0.34 

𝐸40 0.22 1.14 0.53 0.12 

𝐸50 0.33 2.62 0.90 0.91 

𝐸60 0.16 3.02 0.87 1.67 

𝐸70 0.70 4.98 2.17 1.43 

𝐸80 1.70 8.60 4.44 0.30 

𝐸90 1.14 15.31 5.13 8.36 

* : Only a single borehole performs as the producing well. 

**: Wells 1 and 2 perform as the injection and production wells, respectively. 
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7.6. Conclusion 

The fundamental concept of the E-DFN model is to quantitatively analyze the contribution of 

individual fractures on the hydraulic properties of a fractured medium. We define the correlation 

factor to determine the significance of fractures, from which the density-reduced fracture networks 

are derived. The fracture skeleton retains most characteristics of the original domain and can restore 

its transmissibility by a simple parameter of the equivalent permeability factor. The equivalent model 

improves computational efficiency by reducing the number of fractures and depressing the total 

degree of freedom in the simulation domain. Furthermore, the sparser fracture density will ease the 

computational burden in the discretization of a fracture-matrix system and elevate the quality of mesh 

elements through the reduction in ill-conditioned intersections. Since the fracture skeleton is 

preserved, the connectivity and transmissibility of the original domain can be conveniently restored 

with a manageable level of error and uncertainty. 

Stochastic DFN models are generated in two dimensions based on a set of fracture-distribution 

parameters of length, location, orientation, and aperture. They are then investigated to assess the 

similarity of permeability curves generated from equivalent models with different fracture density, 

and thereafter, the result accuracy is validated. The effects of fracture configurations on the 

applicability of the E-DFN are also studied by adjusting the parameters of fracture distributions in 

DFN generation. The fracture skeleton not only significantly reduces computational complexity but 

also preserves overall transmissibility and local details of the distorted pressure field in a fracture-

matrix domain. We also apply the density reduction scheme to fast and robust production estimations 

in the optimization of gas reservoir designs. It is noted that the proposed approach is preferred in 

reservoirs with fracture clustering, in which the fracture networks cannot be treated as an equivalent 

continuum.   
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Chapter 8.  Applications of three-dimensional equivalent discrete fracture 

network in a high-level radioactive waste repository at far-field scale 

8.1. Introduction 

This chapter proposes a state-of-the-art E-DFN model capable of simulating 3D multi-physics 

processes in an HLW repository with stochastically generated complex fracture networks. In this 

context, the aforementioned difficulties will be resolved progressively. The newly introduced 3D E-

DFN model defines the correlation index to quantitatively evaluate the significance of individual 

fractures within the entire fracture network. Accordingly, a fracture skeleton is extracted by merging 

and eliminating less important fractures. Meanwhile, the properties of the fracture skeleton are 

updated using the percolation theory and the connectivity field theory. It is worth noting that a 

definition of “correlation index” varies within different engineering practices (Ma et al., 2019c, 2020; 

Ren et al., 2017a). When simulating hydrothermal behaviors and mass transport, the index is related 

to the geometric parameters of fracture because the hydraulic connectivity dominates the coupled 

processes. This equivalent model not only represents most global and local characteristics of the 

original DFN models but also eases computational complexity by reducing the total number of 

fractures and the probability of ill-conditioned meshes. 

This research verifies the proposed 3D E-DFN model by examining its hydraulic transmissivity at 

different fracture densities. With the UPM, the E-DFN model is easily incorporated with a porous 

rock matrix. Taking China’s Beishan HLW repository as an example, E-DFN models are used to 

conduct a performance assessment of extreme scenarios in which an artificial barrier fails. The multi-

physics processes consider the effects of temperature gradient on hydraulic flow and chemical 

redistribution. Self-programmed codes are developed to robustly produce discretization meshes and 

to implicitly calculate coupled multi-physics fields. This E-DFN model elevates the computational 

capability of discrete numerical simulation up to thousands of fractures within minutes. Result 
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accuracy and computational efficiency are compared with the conventional continuum model and 

DFM model.  

8.2. Three-dimensional equivalent discrete fracture network models 

8.2.1. Fundamental concept of an equivalent discrete fracture network 

The 2D E-DFN model proposes that geometric parameters in the function of the correlation index 

include hydraulic apertures, fracture intersections, and the frequency of inclined angles and centroid 

occurrence. These three factors represent fracture conductivity, the interconnectivity among fractures, 

and substitutability with merged fractures, respectively. It is apparent that high-conductive and better-

connected fractures are more significant in the fracture network. Contrastingly, adjacent fractures 

with similar orientations are less relevant as they can be merged and replaced with one fracture. 

Similar selection criteria are also applicable to 3D cases, despite the difficulty of identifying the 

fracture size and centroid due to the irregularity of the 3D planar shape. This study introduces a cell-

based factor to measure the effects of fracture size and location, which is defined as follows: 

𝐹𝑖 = ∑𝑔𝑗

𝐺𝑖

𝑗

, (8.1) 

where 𝐺𝑖  represents all cells that fracture 𝑖  occupies, and 𝑔𝑗  [−] is the inverse of the number of 

fractures that intersect with cell 𝑗. This factor not only evaluates the size of the fracture but also 

considers the fracture density in this vicinity. As a result, the correlation index of individual fractures 

is expressed as: 

𝑆𝑖 =
𝐹𝑖𝑁𝑖𝑏�̅�

𝛾

𝜙𝑖
, (8.2) 

where 𝑁𝑖 is the number of fractures that intersect with the current fracture 𝑖, 𝑏𝑖 is the normalized 

hydraulic aperture that is weighed by the factor 𝛾, and 𝜙𝑖  represents the frequency of orientation 

occurrence.  
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Fig 8.1 Domain with complex fracture networks: (a) a DFN model with 2500 fractures; (b) 

discretization of the DFN model; (c) cell-based connectivity field; and (d) contour of generalized 

connectivity field 

Based on the correlation index, the E-DFN model extracts the significant fracture skeleton 

accordingly. As shown in Figure 8.1 (a), a cubic simulation domain with an edge length of 15 𝑚 

includes 2,500 fractures. Their centroid and orientation distributions both follow Poisson’s process, 

and the fracture length follows a log-normal distribution, in which the mean value and the standard 

deviation are both 1.2 𝑚. The discretization of this particular DFN model is demonstrated in Figure 

8.1 (b) with 650,427 nodes and 1,236,016 triangular elements. The number of discretized nodes is 

considered the measure of computational complexity in this study. Figure 8.2 illustrates a series of E-

DFN models with various fracture densities. The abbreviations, 𝑅40, 𝑅60, 𝑅70, and 𝑅80 indicate 

models with a 40%, 60%, 70%, and 80% reduction in fracture number, respectively. Since 40% 

fewer relevant fractures were merged and eliminated, the node number in the 𝑅40 model dropped by 

more than 57% to 276,605 with identical discretization parameters. The discretization of 𝑅60, 𝑅70, 

and 𝑅80  models include 170,018 , 132,134 , and 112,700  nodes, respectively. Recall that the 

decline of computational complexity is not proportional to the fracture number. The bulk of 

computational complexity is attributed to the intersections of less relevant fractures, while these 

fractures barely contribute to rock characteristics. The motivation of E-DFN models is to achieve 

optimization in terms of reducing computational complexity and retaining rock characteristics. Using 

the definition of significance index, the E-DFN models tend to geometrically preserve three types of 

fractures: (a) fractures connected in a larger cluster that is accessible to a larger volume of the rock 

matrix; (b) fractures that play a role in terms of serving as critical connections between two fracture 
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clusters; (c) fractures at the outer contour of the fracture cluster. Accordingly, the quality of the 

equivalent fracture skeleton is measured by the reduction of connectivity. A better fracture skeleton 

results in less loss in the overall connectivity. 

 

Fig 8.2 Comparison of discretization, cell-based connectivity field, and generalized connectivity 

field in different E-DFN models 

8.2.2. Projection of the hydraulic characteristics with the connectivity field 

After extracting the fracture skeleton, the next point of interest concerns how to use the geometric 

equivalent model to project the global and local characteristics of the original fractured domain. As 
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hydraulic connectivity dominates the mass transport and energy transmission, this research proposes 

that the transmissivity and the connectivity of the simulating domain share similar percolation effects 

during the processes of fracture density reduction. In general, there are two parameter categories for 

evaluating the connectivity in a domain with complex fracture networks. For the first, connectivity is 

represented by homogenized parameters in an implicit manner, e.g., fracture density (i.e., 𝑃21 in two 

dimensions or 𝑃32 in three dimensions), and the expectation of fracture intersections (i.e., 𝑋𝑓, which 

represents the average number of intersections per fracture) (Lee et al., 2011; Rouleau and Gale, 

1987). These implicit measures do not reflect the scatter of fracture distribution in each deterministic 

realization. Contrastingly, the explicit connectivity quantifies deterministic realizations of fracture 

networks such as the connectivity ratio (Zhanga et al., 1992) and connectivity index (𝐂𝐈) (Xu et al., 

2007). These explicit measures preserve connectivity details both globally and locally. More 

importantly, connectivity obtained from these approaches reveals the nature of the percolation effect.  

This research adopts the concept of a connectivity field (𝐂𝐅) in the modification of fracture properties 

in the E-DFN skeleton. Alghalandis et al. (2014) characterized the spatial connectivity of a fracture 

in one deterministic realization with the connectivity field between a set of cells (𝑝𝑣, 𝑞𝑣) to include 

the entire study region as follows: 

𝐂𝐅 = 𝜂 ∫ 𝟏(𝑝𝑣 ↔ 𝑞𝑣)𝑑𝑣

𝑞𝑣∈𝑅

,         ∀𝑝𝑣 ∈ 𝑹,  (8.3) 

where 𝟏(. ) is the indicator function mapping connectivity to binary values (0 and 1), and 𝜂 [−] is a 

normalized factor. The discretization form of the connectivity field in a 3D domain with 𝑚 × 𝑛 × 𝑠 

cells is expressed as:  

𝐂𝐅 ≈ 𝜂 ∑∑ ∑ 𝟏(𝑝𝑣 ↔ 𝑞𝑣(𝑖𝑗𝑘))

𝑠

𝑘=1

𝑛

𝑗=1

𝑚

𝑖=1

,         ∀𝑝𝑣 ∈ 𝑹  (8.4) 

The generalized connectivity field (𝐆𝐂𝐅) is introduced to eliminate the dependency of cell size, which 

is formulated and discretized as follows: 
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𝐆𝐂𝐅 = 𝜂 ∫ 𝐂𝐅𝑑𝑣

𝑹

𝜀

≈ 𝜂 ∑(𝐂𝐅)𝑣=𝑹/𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

, (8.5) 

in which for 𝑖 = 1, the support size becomes equal to the entire region 𝑹 (upper bound) and 𝑖 = 𝑛 

determines the lower bound for the support size. Figures 8.1 (c) and (d) show the cell-based 

connectivity field and the generalized connectivity field, respectively. The cell-based connectivity 

field identifies interlacing fracture clusters using different dot colors, and the generalized connectivity 

field contour indicates the vicinity of the rock matrix that intersects with fracture clusters. Results 

show that the generalized connectivity field converges towards the connectivity field in this case 

when 𝑛 equals to 5. 

Studying connectivity in multiple equivalent fracture skeletons is employed in the projection of the 

global and local hydraulic transmissivity of the original fracture networks. Figure 8.2 compares the 

cell-based connectivity field and the generalized connectivity field contour in different E-DFN 

models. In the 𝑅40 model, the domain connectivity has barely changed because the most irrelevant 

fractures barely contribute to the connectivity field. As the fracture density is further reduced, the 

connectivity in the 𝑅60  and 𝑅70  models gradually changes. Recall that the outer contour of 

equivalent fracture skeletons remains unchanged, which means that the fractures in E-DFN models 

have access to an adequate volume of the rock matrix and preserve sufficient local characteristics. 

When only 20% of fractures (i.e., the 𝑅80 model) remain, connectivity details begin fading away 

exponentially, and the remaining fracture skeleton is inadequate for mimicking the original fracture 

network. Accordingly, the percolation effects in the connectivity field can project global hydraulic 

transmissivity of the original fracture network, given that they share the same fracture number 

threshold value. As shown in Figure 8.3, analyzing the connectivity field in the aforementioned case 

indicated that 51% of the most significant fractures retained 95% of the total connectivity field. This 

fracture number was assumed as the threshold value when the normalized global transmissivity began 

dropping exponentially. Therefore, the global transmissivity was projected using several E-DFN 
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models in which more than 70% of fractures had been reduced (represented by blue dots in Figure 

8.3). Compared with the exact values of normalized transmissivity in a series of E-DFN models with 

different fracture densities, the projected results included less than 21% errors, and computational 

complexity was reduced by more than 79%. It is worth noting that this study used the simplest 

extrapolation strategy (i.e., linear regression). When using higher-order polynomial functions or the 

error function, the accuracy of extrapolation will be further improved. 

 

Fig 8.3 Extrapolation of domain transmissivity from multiple E-DFN models 

8.2.3. Verifications 

The directional hydraulic transmissivity is derived in a subdomain to verify the applicability of E-

DFN models and its capability for preserving local details of rock heterogeneity. The subdomain is 

an 8 × 8 × 8 𝑚 cube located at the center of the original domain. The equivalent transmissivity of 

the subdomain is derived with a constant hydraulic head applied on the opposite boundaries. The 

subdomain rotates along both the horizontal and vertical directions to obtain directional transmissivity. 

Figure 8.4 compares the 3D directional transmissivity of the original DFN model and three E-DFN 

models (i.e., 𝑅40, 𝑅60, and 𝑅70). The directional transmissivity of the fractured subdomain shows 

significant 3D anisotropy. Different from continuum models, this is difficult (if not impossible) to 
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express using a universal permeability tensor, indicating the necessity for representing discrete 

fractures explicitly. The 𝑅40 model has approximately identical transmissivity to the original DFN 

model in all directions where the maximum error is as low as 2%. In the 𝑅60 and 𝑅70 models, the 

transmissivity is preserved in the primary directions but begins to lose local characteristics in less-

connected directions. As an increasing number of fractures are merged and eliminated, the factor is 

enlarged for permeability equivalence in the fracture skeleton and reaches 1.52 in the 𝑅70 model. 

 

Fig 8.4 Comparison of 3D transmissivity in: (a) the original DFN model; (b) the 𝑅40 E-DFN 

model; (c) the 𝑅60 E-DFN model; and (d) the 𝑅70 E-DFN model 
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The applicability of the E-DFN model is also verified in fracture networks with various densities. Ten 

realizations were generated and simulated when fracture number 𝑁 was equal to 2,000, 2,500, and 

3,000, while the statistics of fracture length, location, and aperture were identical to those in the 

aforementioned case. Recall that the explicit representation of discrete fractures suffers from the 

uncertainty of geometric configuration; therefore, analyzing fractured rock masses typically requires 

simulating multiple realizations that are generated from the same set of site data. Figure 8.5 compares 

the projected transmissivity 𝐾𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗 obtained from E-DFN models with actual transmissivity 𝐾𝑎𝑐𝑡. In 

general, the E-DFN model is capable of estimating the global transmissivity of fractured rock with 

acceptable errors. Given that the computational capability in all cases is 500 fractures, the average 

error over 10 realizations with 2,500 fractures is 0.22, while the average errors in cases with 2,000 

and 3,000 fractures are 0.25 and 0.17, respectively. When the maximum number of fractures in the 

E-DFN models rise to 750, errors induced by extrapolation drop to 0.19, 0.14, and 0.10 in the cases 

with 2,000, 2,500, and 3,000 fractures, respectively. Increasing computational capability enhances 

the applicability of E-DFN models. The fracture network with 3,000 fractures can simply be rendered 

to an E-DFN model with 750  fractures, in which the fracture number reduces by 75%  but the 

expectation of errors is as low as 0.10 . When comparing cases with different original fracture 

densities, it was observed that simulating realizations with higher fracture densities by E-DFN models 

generally had lower errors than modelling less dense cases. Considering the log-normal distribution 

(or other long-tail distributions) in fracture length, long fractures that dominate domain connectivity 

and transmissivity occurred more frequently when fracture density was higher. Accordingly, the 

extracted fracture skeleton in these cases is more representative of the original fracture networks, 

which concludes that the proposed E-DFN model is more applicable to highly fractured rock masses. 

The scatter results also suggest that hydraulic transmissivities in different realizations can differ by 

several times even the fracture networks are reconstructed based on the same statistics. More site data 

and deterministic fracture distributions not only improved the result confidence but also reduced 

estimation errors in E-DFN models.  
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Fig 8.5 Accuracy of projected transmissivity in fracture networks with different densities, which is 

extrapolated from E-DFN models with: (a) maximum 500 fractures; and (b) maximum 750 

fractures. 

8.3. Application to a high-level radioactive waste repository at far-field scale 

8.3.1. Model description 

Taking a quantitative assessment of contaminant releases in a disposal subsystem shown in Figure 

8.6 (a) as an example, the simulation domain is presented within a far-field scale and involves multiple 
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tunnels and holes. Two tunnels and six associated holes were backfilled while one tunnel remained 

vacant and in operation. The performance assessment model analyzed the breakthrough concentration 

on the vacant tunnel surface in a case where a single embedded waste canister failed. From 

preliminary site investigation, selected geological data were obtained and summarized in Table 4.2. 

Three fracture sets were collected, the locations of which followed the Poisson process. Their 

orientations and sizes followed the Fisher distribution and long-tail functions, respectively. Although 

statistical analysis is required overall multiple realizations, the current research focused on the 

effectiveness of the proposed E-DFN model within one deterministic realization. Figure 8.6 (b) 

demonstrates a typical realization of fracture networks incorporated with artificial structures where 

the number of discontinuities in the simulation domain is up to 6,356. Conventionally, a continuum 

model is preferred when simulating such a large-scale domain. As the computational capability and 

understanding of multi-physics effects are improved, there is a trend towards the development and 

application of more complex models that can deliver better completeness and transparency by 

eliminating simplifications and including explicit fracture networks. 

The conceptual model measures using 75 × 33 × 37.2 𝑚 dimensions. The features of this conceptual 

model are shown schematically in Figures 8.6 and 8.7. Two backfilled tunnels run parallel along the 

direction of the y-axis, and each has three vertical holes for waste embedment. Both the enclosed 

tunnels and holes are considered impermeable. The waste embedment is not only the potential source 

of contaminant release but also the source of heat. As a result, these recurring waste embedments 

applied thermal loading to the adjacent natural rock barrier. Considering that the time period is in the 

order of years and that the repository is still operational, a third tunnel is excavated with the same 

spacing as the previous two and has not yet been backfilled. In this particular performance assessment, 

the question of interest concerns how a failed waste canister in hole 5 can pose a threat to the working 

area of tunnel 3. Additionally, a constant hydraulic head is applied on the upstream and downstream 

boundaries in the direction along the x-axis. This involves typically coupled THC processes including 

advection, thermal transmission, molecular diffusion, mechanical dispersion, sorption, and 
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radioactive decay. The governing equations are illustrated in Chapter 2. The boundary conditions of 

the demonstration case are summarized below. 

𝐹𝑜𝑟 ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑, 𝑃 = 500 𝐾𝑃𝑎      𝑥 = 0 

𝑃 = 200 𝐾𝑃𝑎      𝑥 = 75𝑚 

𝑃 = 150 𝐾𝑃𝑎     (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) ∈ 𝑇𝑁3 
 

𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑, 𝑇 = 80 ∘𝐶   (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) ∈ {𝐻𝑁1,𝐻𝑁2, 𝐻𝑁3,𝐻𝑁4,𝐻𝑁5,𝐻𝑁6} 

𝑇 = 20 ∘𝐶   𝑥 = 0 

𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑, 𝐶 = 0          𝑥 = 0 

𝐶 = 𝐶0       (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) ∈ 𝐻𝑁5 

where 𝐻𝑁1 to 𝐻𝑁6 represents the surface of holes, and 𝑇𝑁3 is the surface of the third tunnel (i.e., 

the tunnel in operation). 

 

Fig 8.6 3D sketch of simulation domain: (a) artificial structures including tunnels and boreholes; 

and (b) fracture network base on the Beishan HWL site data 
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Fig 8.7 Conceptual model of the simulation domain: (a) dimensions and hydraulic boundary 

conditions on the x-z plane; and (b) dimensions on the y-z plane 

8.3.2. Numerical implementations with the equivalent discrete fracture network model 

The mathematical model was numerically implemented in the self-programmed simulator that 

integrated conventional UPM with E-DFN models. A common workflow for this simulator includes 

six components: (1) reconstructing the simulation domain; (2) obtaining the geometric equivalent 

model based on the E-DFN model; (3) extrapolating the equivalent parameters based on the 

regression function; (4) discretizing the simulation domain; (5) conducting numerical analysis using 

UPM; (6) visualizing results. The key step is to project the equivalent parameters in the E-DFN model 

in the preprocessing stage. Table 8.1 illustrates the input parameters of the original fracture-matrix 

model. The proposed E-DFN model generated the equivalent geometry with 1,907  fractures by 

merging and eliminating less significant fractures. The material parameters in the E-DFN model were 

modified correspondingly. As hydraulic flow dominated mass transport and heat transmission, this 

simulation used a universal factor that was extrapolated from the percolation effect of the connectivity 

field. Table 8.2 lists the modified parameters in the E-DFN model. Fracture permeability and 

diffusion coefficient were factored by 1.958 while the aperture remained unchanged. The adsorption 

ratios in both the fractures and the rock matrix increased alongside the same factor. In contrast, 

dispersivity in the fracture and the half-life of the radioactive solute were divided by this factor.  
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Table 8.1 Input parameters for the original fracture-matrix domain 

Parameters Symbols Values Units 

Fluid density  𝜌𝑓 1000 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 

Fluid specific heat  𝑐𝑓 4180 𝐽/𝑘𝑔𝐾 

Fluid thermal conductivity  𝐻𝑓 0.600 𝑊/𝑚𝐾 

Rock density  𝜌𝑟 2650 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 

Rock specific heat  𝑐𝑟 1000 𝐽/𝑘𝑔𝐾 

Rock thermal conductivity  𝐻𝑟 2.100 𝑊/𝑚𝐾 

Fracture porosity  𝜙𝑓 1 − 

Fracture aperture  2𝑏 1 𝑚𝑚  

Fracture permeability  𝑘𝑓 8.333 × 10−8 𝑚2 

Fracture diffusion coefficient  𝐷𝑐
𝑓
 10−6 𝑚2/𝑠  

Fracture dispersivity  𝑎𝐿
𝑓
 0.500 𝑚 

Fracture adsorption ratio  𝑘𝑠
𝑓
 0.030 𝑚  

Matrix porosity  𝜙𝑚 0.010 − 

Matrix permeability  𝑘𝑚 10−15 𝑚2 

Matrix diffusion coefficient  𝐷𝑐
𝑚 10−11 𝑚2/𝑠  

Matrix dispersivity  𝑎𝐿
𝑚 0 𝑚 

Matrix adsorption ratio  𝑘𝑠
𝑚 0.050 − 

Half-life  𝑡1/2 12.350 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 

 

Table 8.2 Modified parameters for the E-DFN domain 

Parameters Symbols Values Units 

Fracture permeability  𝑘𝑓 1.631 × 10−7 𝑚2 

Fracture diffusion coefficient  𝐷𝑐
𝑓
 1.958 × 10−6 𝑚2/𝑠  

Fracture dispersivity  𝑎𝐿
𝑓
 0.255 

 

𝑚 

Fracture adsorption ratio  𝑘𝑠
𝑓
 0.059 𝑚 

Matrix adsorption ratio  𝑘𝑠
𝑚 0.098 − 

Half-life  𝑡1/2 6.307 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 
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Fig 8.8 Simulation results from the 𝑅30 E-DFN model: (a) discretization of simulation domain; (b) 

contour of hydraulic pressure; (c) contour of temperature; and (d) contour of normalized 

concentration 

The simulation results are illustrated in Figure 8.8. Discretizing the E-DFN model resulted in 

216,033 nodes and 1,055,335 tetrahedral elements. The hydraulic head generally decreased along 

the x-axis and formed a sink on the surface of the excavated tunnel. The contour of hydraulic pressure 

was deformed due to the existence of preferred flow paths alongside the fractures. The upstream fluid 

with a lower temperature (i.e., 20∘C) took the heat away from the waste embedment and surrounding 

rock masses. As the thermal conductivity in the rock mass is commonly much higher than in the fluid, 

it is inappropriate to analyze a thermal field with DFN models that ignore the effect of the rock matrix. 

Fractures are not only the preferred path for fluid flow but also the dominant channels for mass 

transport. Although the concentration of pollutants decreased exponentially with distance from the 

source, the radioactive matter was more likely to reach the working area through fractures, thereby 

posing a threat to people. Mass transport was enhanced in the direction of the x-axis due to advective 
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flow, suggesting that locating the operating tunnels upstream will prevent potential pollution invasion 

from the backfilled tunnels when the hydraulic field is deterministic. Transient state analysis showed 

that the outflow concentration began rising dramatically at 100 days and reached a steady state at 

1,400 days after the engineered barrier failed. The average concentration on the tunnel surface was 

as low as 0.022 of the centration at the source. However, concentrations at different locations can 

differ in the order of magnitude and the maximum concentration can be up to 0.133 of the source 

concentration. Hence, it is emphasized that fracture networks are significant to performance 

assessments, particularly considering the potential hazards in extreme scenarios, where reactive 

solute breaks through the natural barrier and initially reaches the excavated tunnel through fractures.  

In addition to hydraulic flow, reactions such as adsorption-desorption and radioactive decay are other 

key factors that significantly impact the downstream pollution level. Fractures also function as an 

adsorptive surface, which is particularly crucial for the radioactive matter. Relatively low 

permeability and apparent diffusion coefficient in the rock matrix slows down the speed of pollutants 

spreading while radioactive decay continuously reduces the total amount of solute. Compared with 

tritium (i.e., H3  and 𝑡1/2 = 12.35 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠), the average and maximum downstream concentrations are 

0.015 and 0.090 of the source concentration when the radioactive matter is californium (i.e., Cf252  

and 𝑡1/2 = 2.65 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠). Its shorter half-life implies the extinction from the natural environment. 

When considering radionuclides with a longer half-life such as plutonium (i.e., Pu238  and 𝑡1/2 =

87.70 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠) and americium (i.e., Am241  and 𝑡1/2 = 432.60 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠), the normalized average and 

maximum concentration converge towards 0.027 and 0.150, respectively. In these cases, chemical 

constituents are diluted by the fluid stream while radioactive degradation has little or no effect. A 

longer half-life tends to have a much lower level of activity concentration, as the radioactivity is 

proportionally related to decay constant. Accordingly, there exists an optimized thickness of host rock 

that effectively isolates nuclides with various radioactivity and maximizes the storage ability of SNF.  
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8.4. Discussion 

8.4.1. Comparison with the conventional continuum and discrete fracture-matrix model 

The aforementioned performance assessment was also conducted with the conventional continuum 

and DFM models. With the same discretization settings (e.g., upper and lower limits of mesh volume, 

etc.), the total number of nodes and elements was only 62,626  and 314,233  when using the 

continuum model. The computational complexity in the DFM model rose to 490,739 nodes and 

2,933,952 elements since all fractures were included. In addition, there was a large number of ill-

conditioned mesh elements (i.e., triangles or tetrahedrons with obtuse angles) due to sophisticated 

intersections between pre-existing planes. These ill-conditioned mesh elements tended to derive 

divergent or erroneous results in the UPM scheme. Comparatively, the E-DFN model used geometric 

equivalence to reduce the total number of nodes and elements to an intermediate level. For example, 

the 𝑅70 model reduced the computational complexity by more than 55% as the equivalent fracture 

network comprised only 1,907  fractures. The E-DFN model also reduced the occurrence of ill-

conditioned elements by 73% because the possibility of a sophisticated intersection was much lower. 

Although the continuum model has advantages in terms of computing efficiency, its parameterization 

is always troublesome. With all discontinuities overlooked, homogenized parameters are required in 

the rock matrix. In the current case, the hydraulic transmissivity of the rock matrix was enlarged 

1,416 times while the variation of other parameters in coupled multi-physics effects such as decay 

constant and distribution coefficient remain cryptic and inconclusive. As the E-DFN model retains a 

degree of fractures, the parameter equivalence between two fracture networks (i.e., the original and 

the equivalent ones) is not as abstract as in the continuum model.  
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Fig 8.9 Comparison of (a) (b) hydraulic pressure; (c) (d) temperature; and (e) (f) normalized 

concentration obtained from the continuum model and the original discrete model, respectively 

Results of hydraulic pressure, temperature, and solute concentration are compared in Figures 8.8 and 

8.9. With the updated parameters, both the conventional continuum model and the proposed E-DFN 

model were capable of deriving the outlet flowrate with minor errors. The continuum model dismissed 

almost all local details due to the absence of fractures while the E-DFN model was able to reveal the 

effect of preferred paths that were approximately identical to the original DFM model. Similarly, the 
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temperature around waste embedment dropped exponentially as the distance increased in the 

continuum model. The E-DFN and DFM models reserved significant deformation of the thermal field 

with local details. Although overall flowrates in all three models were approximately the same, their 

effects on the non-isothermal system were different. In the continuum model, the rock matrix 

contained a higher volume of fluid flow and cooled waste canisters and adjacent rock masses evenly. 

In contrast, upstream fluid in the DFM model mainly flowed through fractures and cooled rocks in 

the vicinity of fractures. Furthermore, the cool stream in the E-DFN model was more concentrated in 

the fracture skeleton, which resulted in the highest average temperature on the vacant tunnel surface 

among all models. The most apparent distinction occurred in the contour of the solute concentration. 

As the flow velocity in the rock matrix was much lower than in the fractures, the contaminant in the 

continuum model was barely able to break through the rock matrix due to adsorption and decay. With 

equivalent parameters, the E-DFN model preserved the breach path from the contaminant source to 

the destination surface. The performance assessment in this study focused on three indicators on the 

vacant tunnel surface: the average concentration, the maximum concentration, and the reaching time 

of the contaminant. Figure 8.10 compares the breakthrough curves of maximum and average 

concentrations obtained from all three models. The average concentration and the reaching time in 

the continuum model were significantly different from the DFM model. The difference between the 

two models was up to orders of magnitude. Accordingly, the continuum model is concluded as 

inappropriate for the analysis of mass transport with reactions, particularly in cases that focus on 

extreme scenarios. Comparing the E-DFN model with the original DFM model, both the breakthrough 

curves of average and maximum concentrations achieved excellent agreement. The reaching times 

were in the same order of magnitude, and the relative errors in steady-state concentrations were only 

approximately16%. The proposed E-DFN model compromised and achieved the optimization of 

computational complexity and result accuracy in the multi-physics simulation of a highly fractured 

domain. 
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Fig 8.10 Breakthrough curves of (a) average concentration; and (b) maximum concentration on the 

vacant tunnel surface ignoring temperature-dependent viscosity and diffusion coefficient 

8.4.2. The effects of temperature-dependent viscosity and diffusion coefficient 

Under non-isothermal conditions, the thermal gradient varied the fluid dynamic viscosity and solute 

diffusion coefficient. For the hydraulic field, a higher temperature tended to reduce the fluid viscosity 

and enhanced the domain transmissivity. As a result, the overall flowrate on the excavated tunnel 

surface rose in all three models, increasing from 231.4 𝐿/𝑠 to 273.6 𝐿/𝑠 in the original DFM model. 
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In comparison, the flowrates in the continuum and E-DFN models were also enhanced by the 

temperature-dependent viscosity reaching 243.0 𝐿/𝑠 and 284.5 𝐿/𝑠, respectively. Owing to these 

results, the upstream fluid reduced the domain temperature most significantly in the continuum model 

and the least in the E-DFN model. Comparing their relative errors (i.e., 11.2%  and 

4.0%, respectively), the E-DFN model derived better approximation of overall transmissivity in a 

fractured domain under coupled hydrothermal conditions. In turn, the updated hydraulic fields will 

impact the temperature and solute concentration distributions. Figure 8.11 illustrates the results of 

thermal and chemical fields when temperature-dependent parameters were considered. The enhanced 

hydraulic transmissivity raised the temperature downstream, although a higher volume of coolant was 

observed upstream. With the assumption of LTE, upstream fluid exchanged heat with rock solid and 

reached an instantaneous equilibrium when passing through the waste embedment. The higher 

volume of downstream flowrate contributed to the thermal transmission. As the hydraulic and thermal 

fields were enhanced in both the fractures and the rock matrix, the capability of mass transport was 

also significantly improved. In the E-DFN and DFM models, the chemical constituent remained in 

the vicinity of the dominant conduits but penetrated to a longer distance. The chemical constituent in 

the continuum model also spread in a larger area and reached a longer distance but the shape of the 

contour was barely changed.  

The breakthrough curves of average and maximum concentrations on the excavated tunnel surface 

were derived and compared in Figure 8.12. In general, considering temperature-dependent viscosity 

and diffusion coefficient increased both the steady-state concentrations and the reaching time of the 

chemical constituent, the E-DFN model achieved an even better agreement with the DFM model, 

where the relative errors of the average and maximum concentrations dropped to 15.4% and 1.8%, 

respectively. As hydraulic transmissivity increased, the contribution of fractures in mass transport 

was improved, particularly the significant fractures comprising the skeleton, which dominated the 

maximum concentration on the destination surface. Conversely, the continuum model tended to over-

estimate the reaching time and underestimate the concentration of contaminants. The average 
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concentration derived from the continuum model was 82.9% lower than the result of the DFM model, 

and the difference in the estimation of the reaching time was up to orders of magnitude. This poses a 

significant threat to site safety assessment. The proposed E-DFN model is capable of representing the 

majority of domain characteristics using significantly less computational consumption; furthermore, 

the model can conduct a performance assessment that shows better agreement with realistic results.  

 

Fig 8.11 Comparison of (a) (c) (e) temperatures; and (b) (d) (f) normalized concentrations obtained 

from the E-DFN model, the continuum model, and the original discrete model, respectively 
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Fig 8.12 Breakthrough curves of (a) average concentration; and (b) maximum concentration on the 

vacant tunnel surface considering temperature-dependent viscosity and diffusion coefficient 

8.5. Conclusion 

The applicability of the proposed 3D E-DFN model was proven to be an effective method for the 

numerical simulation of multi-physics processes, particularly for reservoirs with a complex fracture 

network. Based on the theory of connectivity, this chapter modified the correlation index to evaluate 

the significance of individual fractures in the entire fracture network and, accordingly, the E-DFN 
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model generated the fracture skeleton with geometric equivalence. Meanwhile, the equivalent 

parameters were extrapolated from the regression function assuming that hydraulic transmissivity 

shared the same threshold value of fracture number as the total connectivity field. The proposed E-

DFN model was verified within a series of DFN domains with different fracture densities. The results 

showed that the E-DFN model with geometric and parameter equivalence was capable of simulating 

most of the global and local characteristics of the original fractured domain. Meanwhile, 

computational efficiency and robustness were dramatically improved as the numbers of discretized 

nodes and ill-conditioned elements were reduced. Multiple realizations were conducted for each 

fracture density, the results of which concluded that a fracture skeleton comprising 30% fractures 

could project the overall transmissivity and limit the relative error to below 20%. The E-DFN model 

was more applicable in cases with higher fracture densities.  

The E-DFN model extended its application to the performance assessment of an HLW repository, 

which typifies multi-physics processes. This research adopted China’s Beishan HLW project as an 

example. Numerical simulations using E-DFN models were compared with results from conventional 

continuum and DFM models. In contrast to the continuum model, it avoided overestimation of 

reaching time and underestimation of concentrations on the destination surface. Compared with the 

DFM model, the E-DFN model elevated the processing capability of fracture complexity several 

times. The non-isothermal mass transport in these two models achieved excellent agreement in terms 

of reaching time, the average concentration, and the maximum concentration.   
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Chapter 9.  Conclusions and future work 

9.1. Conclusions 

This thesis presents research on the mechanism of coupled multi-physics processes in highly fractured 

geological formations. It focuses on the mass transport of hazardous material in an HLW repository 

and analyzes the effect of discontinuities in different physical and mathematical models. Based on 

distinct approaches to represent fractures, several crucial conclusions are drawn: 

The UPM is verified as an efficient method in solving the ADR process in a fractured porous media. 

With compulsory conformity on discontinuous interfaces, fractures and rock matrix are discretized 

into unified pipe networks. The unity of discretized pipes enables the universal constitutive models 

that are applicable over the entire studied domain. It also avoids the constraint of mass and energy 

exchange on the discontinuous interfaces because of the consistency of THC fields at the conforming 

nodes. When conducting nuclide migration in an HLW repository, the UPM is capable of forecasting 

the ultimate depth of a contaminant propagation in explicitly represented fracture networks and 

predicting the time taken to reach this penetration. Eventually, the resultant concentration and 

intensity of radiation can be utilized in the assessment of protection effectiveness. Recall that 

preferential paths consisting of fracture networks shorten the mass transport distance between two 

geometrically distant locations and hence deform the concentration field. 

As the material discontinuity has a significant impact on the prediction of hazardous events, this thesis 

reveals the mechanism of coupled THC effect on a heterogeneous media through analytical and 

numerical analysis. Analytical analysis indicates that the hydraulic transmissivity around the 

deposition hole may decrease over geological time due to rock-water interactions. Embedded waste 

canisters introduce not only pollution sources but also thermal disturbances that intersect with fracture 

networks. Under non-isothermal conditions, the rock mineral distribution and its saturated 

concentration are out of phase. And hence, the precipitation on the fracture surface forms a bottleneck 

while dissolution reactions enlarge the fracture opening. There exists a threshold value of flow 
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velocity above which the equivalent hydraulic aperture increases due to dissolution domination and 

below which the fracture seals itself at the self-lock point. It is emphasized that heterogeneity is a 

common feature in fractured rock masses, which requires simulations considering the extreme 

conditions instead of homogenous properties. 

The heterogeneity of fractured rock masses is mainly attributed to the complex fracture networks. 

This thesis develops the semi-continuum model that is aimed at bringing a link between the 

continuum and discrete models. Comparing with the continuum model, the semi-continuum model 

retains the effects of fractures explicitly, which leads to more accurate overall results and more 

enriched local details. It, on the other hand, eases the computational complexity in the discrete models, 

especially in sophisticated fracture configuration and ill-conditioned discretization. This model is 

easily adjustable to a variety of precision requirements by applying different refinement levels and 

solve mass transport at a large scale with manageable degrees of freedom. However, the errors 

induced by geometric equivalence and adaptive meshes remain inevitable. As a fracture continuum 

model, the interactions between the rock matrix and fractures embedded are simply treated with 

superposition, which may be troublesome when considering mass exchange within a subdomain grid.  

The E-DFN model is developed as a new approach to explicit representation of the fracture network. 

It introduces the concepts of correlation index and geometric equivalence that extracts the fracture 

skeleton by eliminating and merge less relevant fractures. Parameters for coupled multi-physics fields 

are extrapolated from the regression function to preserve the global and local characteristics of the 

original domain. The percolation theory of connectivity is used to project the regression function 

when fluid flow is the dominant factor in contaminant propagation. Compared with the continuum 

model, the parameterization in the E-DFN model is less abstract due to more sensible geometric 

simplification. Also, this model elevates the processing capability of fracture complexity several 

times in comparison to the conventional DFM model. As a stochastic approach, the E-DFN model 

derives a deterministic result in a particular realization and statistical results among multiple 

realizations. Both results consider the extreme scenario and avoid overestimation of breakthrough 
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time and underestimation of downstream concentration. These features are preferable in performance 

assessment of an HLW repository where events have severe consequences. 

Some additional findings in each chapter are summarized as below: 

 Key findings 

Chapter 4 

• During nuclide migration, rock matrix is not only working as a safe buffer 

but also serving as transport channels. 

• Discrete fracture-matrix model is essential for the safety assessment of a 

HWL repository preventing the overestimation of reaching time and 

underestimation of downstream concentration. 

Chapter 5 

• Water-rock reactions under a thermal gradient results in coexisting 

dissolution and precipitation. Under certain boundary conditions, a 

barrier of precipitation evolves the rough fracture surface and varies rock 

transmissivity. 

Chapter 6 

• The developped semi-continuum model can conduct simulations with low 

computational costs and manageable result errors.  

• In the simulation of nuclide migration at near-field scale, the semi-

continuum model completely avoids ill-conditioned mesh elements 

compared with the conventional UPM, while its global average error is as 

low as 3% when the refinement level is higher than 7. 

Chapter 7 

• The proposed E-DFN model can not only preserve the overall 

characteristics of simulated domain but also retain local details of 

modelling results. 

Chapter 8 

• The E-DFN model is extended to multi-physic processes and limits the 

overall error under 20% with 70% fracture dentsity reduction. 

• Utilizing the E-DFN model in the simulation of the Beishan HWL project, 

results shows that reaching time and concentration on the destination are 

accurately projected at both near-field and far-field scales. 

9.2. Future work 

Considering limitations in the current study, some future work includes the following: 
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Due to simplifications and idealizations in the physical and mathematical models, the question of 

parameterization is always crucial but remains inconclusive. Both analytical solutions and numerical 

simulations are highly dependent on the precision of input parameters. Although the requirement of 

parameterization is less abstract in the discrete methods, the equivalent parameters in the E-DFN 

model are still difficult to determine, particularly when the fluid flow is not dominant in mass 

transport and thermal transmission. 

It is of necessity to discuss the effect of constitutive models on the proposed numerical models. Fluid 

flow and mass transport in fractures are well-known as non-Darcian and non-Fickian due to unique 

confining conditions in the deep zone. The non-Darcian flow and non-Fickian diffusion change the 

governing equations in the mathematical model and have an impact on the applicability of numerical 

models. Safety cases of an HLW repository are required to re-evaluate with new assumptions of 

constitutive models.  

The interaction of multiple chemical constituents in the fluid solution should be further discussed in 

the simulations of hazardous material spreading. Radionuclides that are dissolved in ground brine 

commonly consist of different kinds of ions which can affect each other. It is of significance to re-

examine the effect of non-hazardous substances on the mass transport of radioactive components 

when assessing the effectiveness of a natural barrier.   
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